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Executive summary 

This deliverable describes the metadata model developed for the I-Media-Cities (IMC) project. One of the main 

challenges of modelling data for IMC is that the data model has to bring together different types of data from 

different sources. First, metadata will be provided by the partner archives, researchers, and the general public. 

Additionally, metadata will be generated by automatic analysis tools. The model is designed to bring the data from 

the different sources (humans and machines) together, make the information interoperable and the contributors 

trackable. Depending on the source, metadata will be added to the IMC platform in several stages: After the initial 

upload of filmographic and descriptive metadata provided together with the objects by the contributing film 

heritage institutions (FHIs), the archives will be expected to additionally enrich the content via a content 

enrichment tool. At the same time or shortly afterwards, the project’s research partners will start annotating the 

provided objects focusing on their specific research themes. After the release of the IMC platform, the general 

public will be able to enrich metadata by tagging or geolocalising content via the IMC platform. In addition to the 

metadata provided successively by archives, researchers, and third party users, metadata will also be created by 

automatic annotation tools employed for video analysis. 

In order to be able to store data from the different sources mentioned, the IMC metadata schema needs to be 

designed of several interconnected components meeting the requirements of the various metadata sources. First, 

the model has to allow the consolidation of the data held in the various heterogeneous source databases of the 

IMC content providers in a common format. Second, it has to enable subsequent data enrichment both by 

automatic annotation and by manual enrichment tools. In this context it is also important to manage and represent 

the access rights to the objects and account for IPR issues.  

The IMC metadata model therefore consists of a consolidation of different models that will form the basis of the 

IMC metadata repository: A resource descriptive model, a resource annotation model, and a resource usage 

model. When designing the different macroareas of the IMC model, IMC WP6 leader (DIF), the Coordinator (CRB), 

WP6 task leaders (DIF, CINECA) and participant (FHG) built on their respective experience, gained in other projects 

and initiatives, to help design the metadata model for these specific sources. The resource descriptive model 

defines elements for storing data provided by the archives: The metadata extracted from the film archives’ 

databases will include technical and descriptive metadata as well as metadata on agents involved in the creation 

of the object. The metadata coming from archives will describe the entire object as provided by the respective 

archive. Researchers and general public users as well as automatic tools will also be able to provide annotations 

to films on a more granular level. The elements for this annotation metadata are defined by the resource 

annotation model. As the IMC platform will allow users to reach a high level of interaction with the content, it is a 

central aspect in IMC to keep track of these interactions, when they occur and by whom they are carried out. This 

will be especially relevant in the research context, as in case of contradicting information it might be relevant to 

know who entered what data and when. Since all content will not have the same license and access condition, it 

is furthermore important to be able to restrict interaction of certain user groups with some of the content. This 

access control is based upon particular metadata elements listed which are specified in the resource usage model. 

Metadata coming from the different sources have specific structures and requirements regarding elements and 

storage. The archives’ metadata model is based upon a relational datamodel and will most likely have to be 

mapped to a linked data model, while annotations from users and automatic tools is planned as linked data in the 

first place. The relational data model used to list the metadata coming from archives was mainly based on the CEN 
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standard EN19507, as well as the European Film Gateway metadata model. The linked data model that will store 

annotations was designed after the W3C Web Annotation Data Model, which provides an extensible, 

interoperable framework for expressing annotations in such a way that they can easily be shared between 

platforms. A second source of information for the design of this annotation model is the MICO system, which is in 

every respect WADM compliant.  

It is one of the main aims of I-Media-Cities to make use of controlled vocabularies and Linked Data Services in 

order to best interlink the IMC data with other projects on the semantic web. Controlled vocabularies, thesauri 

and services such as DBpedia, Wikidata or GeoNames are based on Linked Data concepts and will help to answer 

project specific challenges, such as multilingualism. 

The IMC model, as it is described in this deliverable, is the backbone of the IMC infrastructure and the basis for 

any kind of presentation of or interaction with or research on the objects made available by the archive partners 

in the project. It is designed to store metadata relevant for various use cases as defined in D2.1 User requirements 

– Analysis of business, System requirements.  

 

1. Introduction 

This deliverable describes the metadata model developed for the I-Media-Cities (IMC) project. One of the main 

challenges of modelling data for IMC is that the data model has to bring together different types of data from 

different sources. First, metadata will be provided by the partner archives, researchers, and the general public. 

Additionally, metadata will be generated by automatic analysis tools. The model is designed to bring the data from 

the different sources (humans and machines) together, make the information interoperable and the contributors 

trackable. Depending on the source, metadata will be added to the IMC platform in several stages: After the initial 

upload of filmographic and descriptive metadata provided together with the objects by the contributing film 

heritage institutions (FHIs), the archives will be expected to additionally enrich the content via a content 

enrichment tool. At the same time or shortly afterwards, the project’s research partners will start annotating the 

provided objects focusing on their specific research themes. After the release of the IMC platform, the general 

public will be able to enrich metadata by tagging or geolocalising content via the IMC platform. In addition to the 

metadata provided successively by archives, researchers, and third party users, metadata will also be created by 

automatic annotation tools employed for video analysis. 

In order to be able to store data from the different sources mentioned, the IMC metadata schema needs to be 

designed of several interconnected components meeting the requirements of the various metadata sources. First, 

the model has to allow the consolidation of the data held in the various heterogeneous source databases of the 

IMC content providers in a common format. Second, it has to enable subsequent data enrichment both by 

automatic annotation and by manual enrichment tools. In this context it is also important to manage and represent 

the access rights to the objects and account for IPR issues.  

This deliverable is divided into eight chapters. Chapter 2 starts with a definition of the content provided to IMC by 

the participating archives. This content consists of the actual objects (videos, images and text objects) as well as 

the metadata describing these objects. The chapter also summarizes the results of a survey on the metadata held 

in the participating FHIs databases. Based on the findings of this survey as well as on the common metadata model 
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of The European Film Gateway (EFG)1 and experiences with it, chapter 2 then outlines the entities needed in a 

model for the metadata coming from the archives. Subsequently, relevant metadata standards and cataloguing 

rules are evaluated in how far they can serve as a basis for modelling these entities. Finally, the chapter touches 

on the requirement of controlled vocabularies, in order to harmonize source values coming in different languages 

(French, Italian, German, etc.). 

Chapter 3 discusses the role of automatic annotation tools that will be used in IMC (Temporal Video Segmentation, 

Video Quality, Video Motion, Object Detection and Recognition) and outlines the required entities and metadata 

elements. The results of the analysis processes as well as the metadata added or edited through manual user 

annotation need to be ingested into the IMC system. Accordingly, the data model is designed in the form of 

“annotations” pointing to referenced assets in the storage. Chapter 3 also provides a description of the main 

reference standard taken into consideration for modelling those annotations in IMC: the W3C Web Annotation 

Data Model (WADM)2.  

Non-automatic content enrichment and research annotation will be dealt with in chapter 4. This chapter first 

describes the additional enrichment activities required from the providing archives, and sheds light on what kind 

of metadata might be expected from the FHIs contributing to IMC as well as the research partners. It then outlines 

the entities needed for this particular component of the IMC metadata model. IMC’s content enrichment 

functionality will be designed to support the various research activities as best as possible. Hence, the chapter also 

proposes the usage of Linked Open Data Services in connection with controlled vocabularies. 

As various user types will be working with the IMC platform and tools, control mechanisms which will manage the 

access rights attached to every content item as well as authorization for editing or performing other actions on 

the content will be applied. Chapter 5 looks into access control and the requirements of rights metadata 

management in IMC. 

While chapters 2 to 4 touch upon the need for controlled vocabularies on a more general level, chapter 6 goes 

into detail of specific vocabularies potentially suitable for controlled object description and metadata enrichment 

within the scope of the IMC project. This comprises, among others, vocabularies designed specifically for the 

audiovisual domain as well as potentially useful Linked Data Services. Also, multilingual aspects of annotations are 

discussed in this chapter. 

As core of the deliverable and the results of the considerations and evaluations carried out in chapters 2 to 6, 

chapter 7 outlines the common metadata model to be applied in the IMC project. It comprises the description of 

the metadata elements for the different entities for metadata from archives, content enrichment and research 

annotation, automatic annotation and rights metadata management. It furthermore defines the relationships and 

interconnections between the single entities of the model’s components. Chapter 7 also includes a description of 

how unique and persistent identifiers will be constructed in the IMC storage system. 

Finally, in the annex of the deliverable the metadata questionnaire and its results are presented. The annex also 

contains a draft mapping of the metadata schema used by The European Film Gateway to the IMC metadata 

model, as the two platforms need to be interoperable in order to provide data from IMC to the EFG and 

                                                             
1 www.europeanfilmgateway.eu 
2 https://www.w3.org/TR/annotation-model/ 
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Europeana3 as outlined in the DOW. Furthermore, the annex provides a glossary of the most important terms used 

in the deliverable. Finally, metadata schemas and examples for TVS, video quality, video motion as well as object 

detection and recognition are given. 

The model as it is described in this report has been informed by the outcomes of a workshop on metadata 

modelling held on 26/27 October 2016 in Frankfurt by IMC’s technical partners Deutsches Filminstitut - DIF 

(responsible for the modelling of archive metadata), Fraunhofer IDMT (responsible for designing and handling the 

automatic annotation tools), CINECA (responsible for modelling the automatic annotation data and implementing 

the IMC metadata model), and project coordinator Cinémathèque Royale de Belgique (CRB) (responsible for 

modelling of manual annotation metadata). Furthermore, the results of deliverable D2.1 “User requirements”4 

were taken into consideration in the design of the model. The metadata schema outlined in this document is open 

to minor changes in the following months in order to include relevant refinements and updates with possible new 

features and functionalities deemed necessary for the project. Schema updates will be published on the project 

website and the changes will also be reflected in deliverable D6.2. 

2. Metadata from the archives  

Partner archives in IMC will provide digital objects as well as metadata describing these objects to the IMC 

infrastructure. Their contribution is the very basis for what IMC builds on and wants to achieve. This means that 

in IMC the archives’ work is strongly focused on preparing the objects so that they can not only be made accessible 

through the IMC platform for further research, but also that the objects can be found by users of the platform 

through the search algorithm. The latter requires thoroughly catalogued and indexed metadata that helps to 

retrieve the objects and to give researchers and the public a basic idea what the object is. Therefore, as mentioned 

in the Executive Summary, archives are one source of metadata to be stored in the IMC database. Their data will 

also be the first data that goes into the IMC repository, before other user groups start adding to it. It is therefore 

vital that the IMC database is able to store all object-related metadata coming from the archives that is considered 

relevant to the project and the object retrieval on the IMC platform. The IMC model will also have to take into 

account that metadata varies depending on the type of object (video, image, text). 

Usually, archives catalogue their materials from the point of view of a film heritage institution, meaning metadata 

often focuses on the technical details of the item (resolution, duration of video, sound and colour information, 

format, etc.). Available content descriptions are usually short and focus on the plot of the film and on film-historical 

aspects. More rarely, film archives’ databases hold in depth information on (socio-)historical aspects depicted or 

dealt with in films, images or texts. Hence, IMC brings archives and researchers together to get as much input as 

possible on the items and what they depict.  

As described in the project’s DOW, archives provide three types of objects to the IMC platform: 

 videos of different types (documentary, advertising, amateur, fiction…) 

 images 

 text documents 

 

                                                             
3 http://www.europeana.eu 
4 IMC-D2-1-user-requirements-v-1-2 (no public access) 
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Here is a complete list of the content types provided by the different IMC archives:  

Content Provider metadata videos images text objects 

Cinémathèque Royale de Belgique (Brussels) √ √   

Det Danske Filminstitut (Copenhagen) √ √ √  

Deutsches Filminstitut - DIF (Frankfurt) √ √ √ √ 

Fondazione Cineteca di Bologna (Bologna) √ √ √  

Greek Film Archive (Athens) √ √ √  

Institut Català de les Empreses Culturals (Barcelona) √ √   

Museo Nazionale del Cinema – Fondazione Maria 
Adriana Prolo (Turin) 

√ √ √  

Österreichisches Filmmuseum (Wien) √ √   

Svenska Filminstitutet (Stockholm) √ √ √ √ 

 

 

2.1.  Summary of the results of the metadata questionnaire 

From experiences in other European data aggregation projects of film archives in recent years, such as 

filmarchives-online.eu, europeanfilmgateway.eu and project-forward.eu, there is quite a good understanding on 

how the local databases are structured and what kind of information they hold. To get an up-to-date overview 

focusing on the collections FHIs plan to provide, WP6 leader DIF and project coordinator CRB carried out a short 

metadata survey among the archives in the IMC consortium. The main purpose of the survey was to get an 

overview of the existing databases and catalogues in the participating archives, what type of filmographic 

information is stored in those databases and in what formats archives can provide their data and content to IMC. 

All nine IMC partner archives replied to the questionnaire in June/July 2016. Main findings of the answers provided 

are the following: 

Online availability 

● 6 out of 9 archives said the video, image or text items they plan to provide to IMC are partly available 

online already (not necessarily with the metadata required in IMC) 

● 5 out of 9 archives said parts of their content is available through The European Film Gateway (EFG) 

already 

 

It is useful to have certain objects online already, as this gives the project coordination and researchers a better 

idea of the materials that IMC will be able to offer. Researchers will be able to view certain objects online on these 

other platforms already before they become accessible through IMC.  
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Digital formats of videos 

● Digital formats of video files at the archives are very diverse (mpg4, mpg2, mov, avi, etc.) 

 

In order to allow for a smooth and unified playout, videos from the archives should be encoded to a common 

format, ideally with identical resolutions. In order to reduce the workload of the archives, the IMC platform might 

need to automatically transcode the different formats either during or after upload. 

Available metadata fields 

● All archives can extract basic information from their database on a film such as title, director/production 

company, year and country of production, content description and rights status 

● The majority of archives can extract keywords, information on sound, colour and language as well as on 

related names (cast/crew, persons depicted) from their database 

● Only few archives (2-5) can currently provide English translations of titles, content descriptions or 

keywords, object- and content-related events, location of shooting and geolocation data 

 

Archives will be asked to populate and clean all available database fields relevant in the IMC project for the items 

they plan to deliver, so that all necessary data is available in a cleaned-up form before the ingest. Archives will 

have to deliver a mandatory set of database fields. Database fields not available in their local system will have to 

be enriched manually with the help of an enrichment tool provided by IMC after the data has been ingested.  

Database and export set-up 

● 5 out of 9 archives maintain several databases to describe authoritative film work data and digital objects 

(joined by common identifiers) 

● 7 archives have databases based on the CEN standard EN 159075, 4 archives can export based on EN 

15907 

● 5 archives export their data in the same way they did for EFG 

● 2 archives can export according to the FORWARD6 schema or Dublin Core 

 

The results show that archives are not able to extract their data in a common format. It is therefore vital for the 

IMC project to find a solution that enables ingesting data in the least time-consuming and most effective way. 

Currently, it is being considered to use import filters created within the European Film Gateway projects to ingest 

the archives’ data first into the EFG system and then harvest it from there in a common format into IMC. All IMC 

partner archives have delivered data to EFG in the past as well, so it can be assumed that the workload can be 

considerably reduced, if EFG mappings are used instead of creating new mappings and import filters from the 

archives’ local databases to IMC.  

Cataloguing rules, thesauri and keywords 

● The majority of archives applies cataloguing rules based on the FIAF cataloguing rules7 

                                                             
5 http://filmstandards.org/fsc/index.php/EN_15907, see also section 2.3.1. 
6 http://project-forward.eu/, see also section 2.3.4. 
7 http://www.fiafnet.org/images/tinyUpload/E-Resources/Commission-And-PIP-Resources/CDC-

resources/FIAF_Cat_Rules.pdf 
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● Common subject classifications or thesauri are not in use at the archives expect for the National thesaurus 

for cinema and pre-cinema collection (Italy) 

● Most archives apply free keywords, only 2 archives apply controlled vocabularies developed by their 

institution 

 

The fact that archives apply free keywords means that it will be challenging to connect them to concepts, e.g., in 

DBpedia. Depending on the amount of keywords delivered by the archives per object, it should be considered that 

archives match their free keywords to DBpedia terms manually within the IMC system. 

Overall, the survey has confirmed that while there still is relatively little standardization among film institutions 

regarding cataloguing practices, metadata storage and export, experience gathered in former data aggregation 

projects will ensure that the archival metadata can be aggregated smoothly, potentially making use of the existing 

aggregation platform European Film Gateway. A detailed overview of the survey results is provided in Annex I. 

 

2.2. Outline of entities needed for a model for metadata coming from the archives 

The audiovisual objects provided on the IMC platform are mostly of the types amateur film, newsreel and 

documentary. From experience, filmographic metadata known to or captured by archives on these film categories 

are usually less rich than metadata on feature films. For example, newsreels and documentaries are normally 

produced which much less personnel. Also, creators or creation dates of amateur films may often be uncertain. It, 

therefore, seems appropriate to opt for a flat model rather than designing a complex hierarchical structure of 

description levels. As the model will have to comprise metadata on both audiovisual and non-audiovisual objects, 

following distinct entities are required: 

1. an AVEntity, for descriptive data on audiovisual objects 

2. a NonAVEntity, for metadata on non-audiovisual objects. This entity is designed for images and text 

objects alike 

3. an Agent Entity, for storing information on persons or organisations involved in the creation of the 

objects 

4. an Item Entity, containing metadata pointing to the actual digital item stored in the IMC repository, such 

as links to thumbnails or IsShownBy links. 

In some cases objects or IMC entities will be interrelated. Hence, the metadata model should provide the means 

for representing existing relationships, e.g., between a text object or an image and a related video object or a 

relation between an object and an agent. The model is, therefore, designed as an entity relationship model. 

According to the outcomes of the metadata questionnaire, the single entities require metadata elements for 

capturing following filmographic and descriptive information: 

AVEntity: title, related country, related year, language, keywords, description, spatial information, duration, 

format, sound, colour, genre/category, rights information, collection 

NonAVEntity: title, date created, keywords, description, spatial information, specific type of object, language, 

format, colour, rights information, collection 

Agent Entity: agent type, names, dates, places, sex, type of activity 
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Item Entity: item provider, links to the digital object, thumbnail, item type, technical information on the digital 

object. 

The above mentioned entities can share some common elements which occur as part of more than one entity, 

like, for example identifiers for all entities as well as information on the source of the record for AVEntity, 

NonAVEntity and Agent Entity. 

All elements and their attributes as well as allowed relationships will be defined and described in detail in 

chapter 7.1. 

 

2.3. Metadata standards for the modelling of metadata provided by the archives 

The IMC model uses several existing metadata models as a reference for defining a compliant set of entities, 

elements and relationships for the description of the digital objects presented on the IMC platform. A central focus 

of the project is on providing access to audiovisual objects, which is why the evaluated models include common 

metadata standards and guidelines particularly suited to characterize audiovisual content, such as The European 

Standards Committee (CEN) Cinematographic Works Standard EN 15907 and The FIAF Moving Image Cataloguing 

Manual, as well as specific schemas developed in other cultural audiovisual heritage projects such as EFG - 

European Film Gateway and FORWARD. A couple of additional metadata models used in the cultural sector to 

describe a wider set of cultural heritage objects are considered as well, as they are connected to the development 

of the above mentioned audiovisual standards and schemas. These comprise the Encoded Archival Context-

Corporate bodies, Persons, and Families (EAC-CPF) as well as the ESE Europeana Semantic Elements. 

Chapter 2.3.1 provides general information about the models considered a relevant basis for the IMC schema. For 

each metadata schema the following information is given: name, acronym, status, type (standard or a proprietary 

schema), organisation responsible for the management, short description of schema, organisations that apply the 

schema, links to more detailed documentation, availability of XML encoding and relevance for the IMC metadata 

model. 

 

2.3.1. EN 15907 - Film identification - Enhancing interoperability of metadata - Element sets & structures  

Name EN 15907 Film identification - Enhancing interoperability of metadata - Element sets 

and structures 

Acronym EN 15907 

Status / Version latest version issued 07-2010 

Type European standard 

Management The standard was prepared by the Technical Committee CEN/TC 372 

“Cinematographic works” (secretariat held by DIN). 
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Short description The CEN standard EN 15907 provides a comprehensive set of metadata intended for 

describing cinematographic works and the various embodiments they can take on 

during their life cycle. 

The data model is designed as an entity relationship model, with Cinematographic 

Work, Variant, Manifestation, Item and Content forming the set of primary entities 

and Agent and Event as contextual entities. The differentiation in several layers (Work 

– Manifestation – Item) is influenced by following reference models from the digital 

library and the audiovisual domain: Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records 

(FRBR) (concepts: Work/Expression)8 and Moving Image Work-Level Records Task 

Force (Online Audiovisual Cataloguers): Report and Recommendations for Moving 

Image Works concept of WPE (Work/Primary Expression)9. 

 

The major metadata elements of EN 15907 comprise: Identifier, Record source, Title, 

Identifying Title, Country of Reference, Year of Reference, Format, Extent, Language, 

Production Event, Publication Event, Award, Decision Event, IPR Registration, 

Preservation Event, Subject Terms, Content description. EN 15907 furthermore defines 

element refinements by common element types (Region, Timespan, Language Tag), 

sub-elements, element attributes, relationship types and controlled extensibility of 

elements. 

  

The defined relationships enable the structuring of "hierarchically ordered and 

serialised representations of metadata about cinematographic works including their 

variants, manifestations, and items."10 The advantage of combining the descriptions 

of the different embodiments of a cinematographic work is that it helps to eliminate 

redundancy. For selected cases "[s]pecific vocabularies for values of elements and 

attributes are mandated”, but only if these vocabularies are actively maintained by a 

standardization body."11  

The standard can be used as a basis for data exchange between existing catalogue 

systems. 

  

English, French and German language versions of the schema are available from all 

European national standards bodies. Documentation includes also a mapping of EN 

15907 information units to element of its partner standard EN 15744.12 

Applied by the following 

organisations 

Numerous film heritage institutions throughout Europe, e.g.: 

British Film Institute – Bfi (London) 

Centre national du cinéma et de l’image animée- CNC (Paris) 

Filmoteka Narodowa (Warsaw) 

  

IMC partner archives: 

Cinémathèque Royale de Belgique (Brussels) 

                                                             
8 http://www.ifla.org/publications/functional-requirements-for-bibliographic-records 
9 http://olacinc.org/drupal/capc_files/MIW_1-2.pdf 
10 http://filmstandards.org/fsc/index.php/Main_Page 
11 http://filmstandards.org/fsc/index.php/Main_Page 
12 http://filmstandards.org/fsc/index.php/EN_15744 
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Det Danske Filminstitut (Copenhagen) 

Deutsches Filminstitut - DIF (Frankfurt) 

Fondazione Cineteca di Bologna (Bologna) 

  

EN 15907 also served as a basis for modelling the metadata schemas for a number of 

projects in the film heritage domain, e.g., the European Film Gateway13 and 

FORWARD14.  

URL(s) documentation http://filmstandards.org/fsc/index.php/EN_15907 

  

CEN has published a set of Guidelines for Implementors of EN 15744 and EN 15907.15 

XML encoding available Yes 

Relevance for IMC EN 15907 is of particular relevance for the design of the IMC metadata model. As 

European standard for the description of cinematographic objects it forms the basis 

of the in-house metadata models employed by a most of archives contributing to IMC 

or can be used as standard schema to export metadata by those archives. 

Furthermore, the standard has influenced other metadata schemas and cataloguing 

rules for describing audiovisual objects that are relevant to the IMC metadata model, 

such as the EFG metadata schema (see below, chapter 2.3.3) and the FIAF Moving 

Image Cataloguing Manual (see next section). For reasons of interoperability it is vital 

that the standard is at least partly reflected in the IMC schema. 

 

 

2.3.2. The FIAF Moving Image Cataloguing Manual  

Name The FIAF Moving Image Cataloguing Manual 

Acronym FIAF Manual 

Status / Version Latest version: 29-04-2016 

Type Recommendation 

Management International Federation of Film Archives FIAF, FIAF Cataloguing and Documentation 

Commission16  

Short description The FIAF Moving Image Cataloguing Manual provides a comprehensive revision of The 

FIAF Cataloguing Rules for Film Archives (1991)17.  

                                                             
13 http://efgproject.eu/ 
14 http://project-forward.eu/ 
15 TS 16371 - Guidelines for implementors of EN 15744 and EN 15907 

http://filmstandards.org/fsc/index.php/TS_16371 
16 http://www.fiafnet.org/ 
17 http://www.fiafnet.org/images/tinyUpload/E-Resources/Commission-And-PIP-Resources/CDC-

resources/FIAF_Cat_Rules.pdf 
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The primary aim of the FIAF Manual is “to suggest recommendations for the 

description and identification of moving images (with an emphasis on archival moving 

images), and to define the elements of description to facilitate the exchange of 

information.”18 It outlines core elements for describing audiovisual objects that are 

largely drawn from the entities and elements defined by EN 15744 and 15907 (see 

above). However, different to the two CEN standards, which focus on defining the 

metadata elements and relationships, the FIAF manual puts priority on providing 

cataloguing rules that offer a methodology supporting the determination of the scope 

of description. With respect to the minimum and maximum amount of descriptive 

information allowed, the FIAF Manual suggests four models of describing audiovisual 

objects, recommending that the “[m]odels should be applied according to an 

institution’s system and also determined by the amount of information known about 

an Item.”19 While in the most complete model the descriptive elements are applied 

across all four levels of Work, Variant, Manifestation, and Item, the simplest structure 

defines a one-level model. In this No hierarchy model properties are “expressed in one 

record, with abstract, contextual and object data stored on a single hierarchy Level”.20 

Besides the CEN standards, the FIAF Manual builds on current related standards and 

practices including Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR) and 

RDA: Resource Description and Access (RDA)21, thus supporting compatibility, “while 

expanding them to be more specific and granular regarding the particular needs of 

moving image Cataloguing”.22  

Applied by the following 

organisations 

Numerous film heritage institutions worldwide. Of the IMC partner archives 

following use FIAF cataloguing rules or in-house adaptations:  

Cinémathèque Royale de Belgique (Brussels) 

Det Danske Filminstitut (Copenhagen) 

Deutsches Filminstitut - DIF (Frankfurt) 

Österreichisches Filmmuseum (Wien) 

Svenska Filminstitutet (Stockholm) 

URL(s) documentation http://www.fiafnet.org/pages/E-Resources/Cataloguing-Manual.html 

XML encoding available no 

Relevance for IMC The FIAF Moving Image Cataloguing Manual is of relevance to the IMC metadata 

model, first, because the cataloguing rules are applied by the majority of IMC partner 

archives. This will be somehow reflected in the descriptive elements which can be 

expected in those archives’ data exports as well as their general data structure. Also, 

many of the films provided in IMC are amateur films, documentaries or newsreels, 

and partner archives in most cases will not be able to provide detailed filmographic 

                                                             
18 FIAF Cataloguing and Documentation Commission (CDC) (ed.): The FIAF Moving Image Cataloguing Manual, 2016, 

http://www.fiafnet.org/pages/E-Resources/Cataloguing-Manual.html, p. 5 
19 FIAF Manual, p. 8 
20 FIAF Manual, p. 24 
21 http://www.rda-jsc.org/archivedsite/rda.html 
22 http://www.fiafnet.org/pages/E-Resources/Cataloguing-Manual.html 
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metadata on these types of audiovisual material. Therefore, in order to avoid 

unnecessary complexity of IMC’s model for archive metadata, it seems appropriate to 

follow the No hierarchy model of description23 and store the descriptive metadata on 

audiovisual objects in one entity (AVEntity), instead of differentiating into separate 

entities for the abstract film work and its manifestation, as proposed in EN 15907 and 

the EFG metadata schema. 

 

2.3.3. The European Film Gateway - Common interoperability schema for archival resources and 
filmographic descriptions 

Name The European Film Gateway - Common interoperability schema for archival 

resources and filmographic descriptions 

Acronym EFG 

Status / Version Version 3.2.4, 10-05-2011 

Type non-proprietary 

Management The European Film Gateway24  

Short description The EFG common interoperability schema was developed The European Film Gateway, 

a web portal giving access to hundreds of thousands film historical documents as 

preserved in numerous European film archives and cinémathèques. Users can find 

photos, posters, programs, costume and set drawings, periodicals, censorship 

documents, rare feature and documentary films, newsreels and other materials. While 

the metadata is stored centrally, the digital objects remain on the diverse online 

platforms of the contributing archives. Thus, the EFG provides a single access point to 

domain-specific heritage that is dispersed across different online platforms in Europe. 

The portal functions furthermore as a domain aggregator for film related content for 

Europeana, and online platform for European digitised cultural heritage objects. 

  

The project with initially 21 partners, and now 38 European film archives connected, 

collaboratively addressed a number of key issues for access to digital content, namely, 

technical and semantic interoperability of metadata and harmonization of multilingual 

data. The EFG metadata schema was accordingly designed to consolidate the data held 

in various heterogeneous source databases of the EFG content providers in a common 

format. It is to large parts based on the CEN standard EN 15907 (see above)25. Six out 

of seven of the EN 15907 entities (i.e. all except the optional entity Variant) were 

applied in the EFG metadata schema. 

  

                                                             
23 FIAF Manual. p. 24 
24 http://efgproject.eu/ 
25 prEN 15907, Film identification – Enhancing interoperability of metadata – Elements sets and structures 

EN_15907_2009-12-14-1 STD Version 2.3; Further information: http://www.filmstandards.org 
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The EFG metadata model distinguishes between three levels of description of objects: 

Creation, Manifestation and Item. Creation denotes the topmost level. The term refers 

to the concept of Cinematographic Work as defined in EN 15907. A creation in EFG can 

be either an audiovisual work (AVCreation entity) or a non-audiovisual work 

(NonAVCreation entity). A Manifestation is the individual and concrete expression of 

a creation. This concept is based on the reference models FRBR (concepts: 

Work/Expression)26 as well as the concept of WPE (Work/Primary Expression) as 

defined by the OLAC (see above)27. 

The Item differs insofar from the respective EN 15907 entity as the CEN standard 

describes a single exemplar of a manifestation (i.e. the individual copy that is stored 

and managed by an archive). In EFG the Item entity is, however, used to describe the 

digital object presented in the EFG portal and thus points to the digital file held in the 

source repository. For interoperability reasons with Europeana the EFG Item entity 

was also modelled according to the ESE Europeana Semantic Elements specifications.28 

  

In relation to the three levels of object description (Creation, Manifestation and Item), 

the EFG Data model distinguishes between eight major entities: AVCreation, 

NonAVCreation, AVManifestation, NonAVManifestation, Item, Agent, Event and 

Collection. 

Entities are defined as the topmost level of description that can have relationships to 

other entities. "At the core, the EFG data model is an entity relationship model, 

although it applies some parts from an Resource Description Framework (RDF) logic 

namely semantically defined types for relationships."29 Each entity of the schema has 

a defined set of elements, which can be modified with attributes. 

  

As large parts of content provided via EFG are film stills or film-related text documents, 

the metadata model is also explicitly designed to enable the description of non-

audiovisual objects. The model defines two entities specifically reserved for this 

purpose: NonAVCreation and NonAVManifestation. The elements comprised by both 

entities are modelled similar to EFG entities AVCreation and AVManifestation. The 

modelling of NonAVManifestation is furthermore influenced by ESE version 3.2. 

 

The EFG Collection entity is defined by a compilation of creations (audiovisual or non- 

audiovisual) and refers to the notion of collection professionally curated in an archive. 

  

In the EFG Agent entity an agent is defined as an entity that can perform any kind of 

action. This entity was modelled to be compliant with the standard Encoded Archival 

Context-Corporate bodies, Persons, and Families (EAC-CPF)30, which is also applied as 

                                                             
26 Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR) http://www.ifla.org/publications/functional-

requirements-for-bibliographic-records 
27 Moving Image Work-Level Records Task Force (Online Audiovisual Cataloguers): Report and Recommendations for 

Moving Image Works http://olacinc.org/drupal/capc_files/MIW_1-2.pdf 
28 Version 3.2 (07.08.2009). Further information: http://pro.europeana.eu/page/ese-documentation, 

http://efgproject.eu/downloads/Europeana_Semantic_Elements_Specifications_v3_2_1_2009-11-06-1.pdf 
29 http://www.efgproject.eu/downloads/D22_Common_Interoperability_Schema_V3_2_4.pdf, p. 4. 
30 Beta Version 2004. http://jefferson.village.virginia.edu/eac/ 
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an exchange format for authority data between EFG and the partners’ local databases. 

The EFG metadata model distinguishes three agent types: Person, Corporate Body and 

Group. 

Applied by the following 

organisations 

Selected partner archives in EFG. 

  

URL(s) documentation http://efgproject.eu/guidelines_and_standards.php 

XML encoding available EFG uses Extensible Markup Language (XML). An XML Schema Definition is available 

for validation purposes. 

Relevance for IMC The EFG metadata schema covers to a large extent the entities and elements required 

for storing metadata on audiovisual and non-audiovisual objects as provided by the 

IMC content providers. First, it comprises entities and metadata elements for 

audiovisual objects, both on the description level of the abstract work (authoritative 

data such as title, country of reference, year of reference, content description) and on 

the level of the concrete manifestation of the work (e.g., language of the concrete 

manifestation, extent or format). A selected subset of elements from both EFG entities 

AVCreation and AVManifestation will be adapted for the design of the IMC AVEntity.  

In extension to the underlying standard EN 15907, which solely applies to audiovisual 

objects, the EFG metadata schema furthermore permits the description non-

audiovisual objects. The respective elements from the EFG entities NonAVCreation 

and NonAVManifestation will serve as an adequate basis for modelling the IMC 

NonAVEntity. Additionally, the EFG Agent entity can provide input for defining the IMC 

Agent Entity. 

 

 

2.3.4. FORWARD Metadata Schema 

Name FORWARD Metadata Schema 

Acronym FORWARD 

Status / Version V 1.7.0 2016 

Type non-proprietary 

Management http://project-forward.eu/ 

Short description The FORWARD Schema was designed in the context of the FORWARD project (2013-

2016), which aimed “at creating an EU wide, automated system to assess the rights’ 

status for all types of audiovisual works, including orphans”, thus facilitating the 

diligent search process.31  

                                                             
31 http://project-forward.eu/forward-new/ 
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Within the scope of the project, the FORWARD metadata schema serves as a data 

exchange format for the submission of the required metadata information from the 

participating film heritage institutions’ archives databases to the FORWARD system. 

  

The information stored in the FORWARD system comprises information about film 

works, persons and corporations as well as information about right status of film 

works. Accordingly, the model distinguishes between the entities 

CinematographicAgent and CinematographicWork. The modelling of the metadata 

elements for the FORWARD entity CinematographicWork is based on a modified 

version of the CEN standard EN 15907, in particular entities Cinematographic Work 

and Agent. Descriptive metadata on concrete manifestations of filmworks as defined 

in EN 15907’s entity Manifestation is not accounted for in the FORWARD metadata 

schema. 

In addition to the rudimentary set of agent metadata stored within the entity 

CinematographicWork, the FORWARD schema defines a separate and more 

elaborately modelled entity CinematographicAgent to enable the storing of agent 

data independent of any work information. To cover the specific requirements of 

FORWARD, an extended XML data schema was required. The approach adopted for 

the extension of the schema was to minimise changes. Various controlled 

vocabularies for use within the schema have been defined to improve data 

validation.  

Moreover, the FORWARD metadata schema models information about IPR Status 

and Orphan status of a work to describe in more detail the IPR status of a work and 

builds on a previous project ARROW32. 

 

The FORWARD XML schema is constituted of three files: En15907-forward-v1.0.xsd, 

containing the initial declarations of the schema, En15907-forwardElements-

v1.0.xsd, containing the schema itself and En15907-forwardExtensions-v1.0.xsd, 

containing the code lists used in the schema. 

The documentation also comprises a pdf-document on the data model as well as 

sample xml files. 

Applied by the following 

organisations 

Applied by following European film heritage institutions partnering in the 

FORWARD project: 

Cinémathèque Royale de Belgique (Brussels) 

EYE Film Institute Netherlands (Amsterdam) 

Archives françaises du film (Bois d´Arcy) 

Det Danske Filminstitut (Copenhagen) 

KAVI – National Audiovisual Insitute (Helsinki) 

Instituto de la Cinematografia y Artes Audiovisuales – Filmoteca Espanola (Madrid) 

Fondazione Cineteca di Bologna (Bologna) 

Deutsches Filminstitut - DIF (Frankfurt) 

Filmoteka Narodowa (Warsaw) 

Národní filmový archiv – National Film Archive (Prague) 

                                                             
32 https://www.arrow-net.eu/ 
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URL(s) documentation http://project-forward.eu/results/ 

XML encoding available Yes 

Relevance for IMC The FORWARD schema does not cover the complete set of metadata elements 

required for IMC. Both the EFG metadata schema described above as well as the 

FORWARD schema are based on EN 15907, and consequently the design of the EFG 

entity AVCreation and the FORWARD entity CinematographicWork show strong 

similarities and equivalences in elements. However, the FORWARD schema was 

designed to store mainly authoritative data for the identification of film works. Thus, 

it does not account for metadata on content description or object characterization 

on the manifestation level. Furthermore, like EN 15907 it applies only to audiovisual 

objects. From the FORWARD model, therefore, only the entity 

CinematographicAgent is relevant to the design of the IMC metadata model. The 

modelling of most of the elements of this entity shows strong similarities to the EFG 

schema’s Agent entity. However, the FORWARD scheme is more granular regarding 

the modelling of names, related dates and places as well as professional affiliation. 

As it is unlikely that the data exports from the archives will provide that level of 

information detail, only a subset of the elements of the FORWARD schema (together 

with relevant elements of the EFG schema) will be considered for reuse the IMC 

metadata model. 

Moreover, also the IPR Determination and IPR Orphan Status elements of the 

Forward schema will be reused in IMC. 

 

 

2.3.5. Encoded Archival Context-Corporate bodies, Persons, and Families (EAC-CPF) 

Name Encoded Archival Context - Corporate Bodies, Persons, and Families 

Acronym EAC-CPF 

Status / Version July 2014: final release of the 2010 Tag Library 

Type non-proprietary de facto standard 

Management First developed by the EAC Working Group constituted of archivists and scientists, EAC 

became an adopted standard of the Society of American Archivists (SAA) in January 

2011. SAA's Standards Committee has established a Technical Subcommittee (TS-EAC-

CPF) responsible for maintenance and development of the standard. EAC-CPF is 

hosted by the Staatsbibliothek Preußischer Kulturbesitz, Berlin.33  

Short description EAC is an xml schema developed as a standard for the recording and exchange of 

information about the creators of archival materials. 

                                                             
33 http://eac.staatsbibliothek-berlin.de 
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It is based on the International Standard for Archival Authority Records - Corporate 

Bodies, Persons, Families (ISAAR(CPF) and is used in close association with Encoded 

Archival Description (EAD) standard in encoding finding aids. 

Each EAC-CPF instance describes an individual corporate body, person or family. “The 

model provides a framework within which the full range and depth of context 

information about agents can be recorded but suggests a minimum set of elements 

for describing an entity.” It also “supports the linking of descriptions of contextual 

entities to digital or other surrogate representations of those entities.”34  

EAC-CPF allows entries of different name variants of persons, places or organisations 

together with the time spans in which those variants have been in use as well as 

further explanatory information. Furthermore, information regarding the existence of 

the denoted organisations or persons as well as their activities or competences can be 

documented. Similar to authority files, it is possible to establish preferred names and 

forms of applications or different labelling for search improvement.35  

EAC-CPF is defined in a document type definition (DTD) as well as in an XML Schema 

and a Relax NG schema. 

Applied by the following 

organisations 

Archives Portal Europe (uses own dialect apeEAC-CPF)36 

Service interministériel des Archives de France37 

Smithsonian Archives, Field Book Project38 

Tufts University Digital Library and Archives39 

National Archives of Sweden – Nationell Arkivdatabas (NAD)40  

State Archive St. Gallen41  

National Library of Australia: Find and Connect Australia42, People Australia 

Program43 

Sistema Informatico of the State Archives of Florence (SiAsfi)44 

URL(s) documentation W3C XML-Schema: http://eac.staatsbibliothek-berlin.de/schema/cpf.xsd 

Tag Library: http://eac.staatsbibliothek-

berlin.de/fileadmin/user_upload/schema/cpfTagLibrary.html 

(French and Spanish language versions are also available, further translations to, 

e.g., German and Italian are in progress) 

Crosswalk to ISAAR(CPF): 

http://www3.iath.virginia.edu/eac/cpf/tagLibrary/cpfTagLibrary.html#d1e8025 

XML encoding available Yes 

                                                             
34 http://eac.staatsbibliothek-berlin.de/fileadmin/user_upload/schema/cpfTagLibrary.html 
35 https://www.bundesarchiv.de/archivgut_online/standards_werkzeuge/02254/ 
36 http://www.apex-project.eu/index.php/en/outcomes/standards/apeeac-cpf 
37 http://www.archivesdefrance.culture.gouv.fr/gerer/classement/normes-outils/eac 
38  http://nmnh.typepad.com/fieldbooks/2012/09/historical-context-and-connections.html 
39 http://sites.tufts.edu/dca/about-us/research-initiatives/taper-tufts-accessioning-program-for-electronic-

records/deliverables 
40 http://www.nad.riksarkivet.se/ 
41 http://scope.staatsarchiv.sg.ch/detail.aspx?ID=80669 
42 https://www.findandconnect.gov.au/  
43 https://wiki.nla.gov.au/display/peau/EAC 
44 http://www.archiviodistato.firenze.it/siasfi/index3.html 
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Relevance for IMC An earlier beta version of EAC-CPF formed the basis of modelling of the Agent entity 

of the EFG schema, which is one of the models according to which the IMC Agent 

Entity is built. EAC-CPF therefore influences also indirectly the design of the IMC Agent 

Entity. 

 

 

2.3.6. ESE Europeana Semantic Elements 

Name Europeana Semantic Elements 

Acronym ESE 

Status / Version Latest version: 3.4, 14-07-2013 

Type non-proprietary 

Management Europeana45  

Short description The Europeana Semantic Elements ESE is the original metadata format for 

Europeana, a meta-aggregator and online platform for European digitised cultural 

heritage objects. It was used from 2008 until it was replaced by the Europena Data 

Model EDM46 as the new format for ingestion, management and publication in 2013, 

but is still an allowed format for data provision. As ESE is a subset of EDM it can be 

mapped directly to it. 

ESE is designed as a flat data model comprising a basic set of elements for the 

description of objects in the cultural heritage domain and is applicable to 

heterogeneous types of material. The generic set of terms is based on Dublin Core47 

(namespaces dc and dcterms) and contains furthermore some elements specifically 

designed for Europeana (namespace europeana). It contains elements for the 

description of the original object, its web representation as well as the aggregation 

of the object on one level of description. Elements are categorised into mandatory, 

recommended or additional elements and elements supplied by Europeana. 

An XML schema is available: It “checks for basic conformance to this specification and 

gives instruction about the ordering of the XML elements.”48 

Applied by the following 

organisations 

Europeana and providing cultural heritage institutions 

URL(s) documentation http://pro.europeana.eu/page/ese-documentation 

                                                             
45 http://www.europeana.eu 
46 http://pro.europeana.eu/page/edm-documentation 
47 http://dublincore.org/ 
48 Europeana Semantic Elements Specification and Guidelines, version 14/07/2013, p. 4, 

http://pro.europeana.eu/files/Europeana_Professional/Share_your_data/Technical_requirements/ESE_Documenta
tion//Europeana%20Semantic%20Elements%20Specification%20and%20Guidelines%2014%20July%202013.pdf 
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XML schema: 

http://pro.europeana.eu/files/Europeana_Professional/Share_your_data/Technical

_requirements/ESE_Documentation//About%20the%20xml%20schema%203.4.doc 

XSD: 

http://pro.europeana.eu/files/Europeana_Professional/Share_your_data/Technical

_requirements/ESE_Documentation//ESE-V3.4.xsd.zip 

Specification and guidelines: 

http://pro.europeana.eu/files/Europeana_Professional/Share_your_data/Technical

_requirements/ESE_Documentation//Europeana%20Semantic%20Elements%20Spe

cification%20and%20Guidelines%2014%20July%202013.pdf 

XML encoding available Yes 

Relevance for IMC The ESE Europeana Semantic Elements are insofar relevant for the IMC metadata 

model as they were employed for designing the EFG entites NonAVCreation and 

NonAVManifestation as well as the EFG Item entity which function as templates for 

modelling the IMC NonAVEntity and Item entity. 

 

 

2.4.  Role of controlled vocabularies for archive metadata 

In order to harmonize the heterogeneous values and vocabularies contained in the local exports provided by the 

IMC partner archives, IMC will need to define semantic and syntactic interoperability rules. While some metadata 

values will have to be cleaned by the FHIs in preparation of their data exports, other values can be normalized 

through matching rules applied during the initial data ingest. Following approaches will be applied: 

1. Value lists: Lists of controlled terms that are allowed in defined IMC metadata elements 

2. Type vocabularies: Properties that specify the value of a data element, e.g., “Original title”, “Alternative 

Title”) 

3. Semantic relationship vocabularies: Relationship types, i.e. terms that describe the connection between 

two entities, e.g., Audiovisual object (entity 1) “has director” (semantic relationship) Person (entity 2)) 

4. Syntax definitions (rules to harmonize different entries, for instance date formats or duration of videos) 

The main reason why vocabularies are necessary in IMC are the high number of different expressions used in the 

content providers’ archives databases, for example for the description of properties such as sound, colour, 

language or category of an object. This is mostly owed to the circumstance that the participating FHIs come from 

various European countries and usually store this kind of information in their native language, but also to the fact 

that not all archives necessarily populate database fields through fixed vocabularies but offer free-text fields that 

can contain typos or different expressions used to describe the same thing. The diverse values used locally will 

have to be matched to a common set of values to allow for a coherent display in the IMC platform. Also, the 

controlled vocabularies will support the standardization of values added to specific fields by researchers and the 

general public. 
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Whenever possible, existing vocabulary standards, like, for example ISO codes or The FIAF Glossary of Filmographic 

Terms49 are applied. Additionally, for some elements vocabulary lists will have to be established particularly for 

IMC on the basis of element values provided by the archives. These may be reduced lists in order to homogenize 

and narrow down the values coming from the different content providers. In this context, IMC can also in part 

draw on the semantic and syntactic interoperability rules50 defined for the EFG project. 

Short general descriptions of the existing vocabulary standards to be used are given in chapter 6.1, whereas 

explicit references to the vocabulary sources applied for the respective elements can be found in chapter 7.1 

together with the definition and description of the single metadata elements. 

 

3. Automatic annotations 

Metadata in the IMC project is not only created by humans but also by automatic image and video analysis tools. 

Recent advances in the field of computer vision and machine learning enable such tools to extract interesting 

information and metadata from images and videos faster than any human could, which is especially important 

with the increasing amount of digital or digitized data. IMC partner FHG, responsible for the development, training 

and implementation of the automatic tools that produce additional object metadata in IMC, propose the use of 

different tools for temporal video segmentation (i.e. finding shots in a video), camera motion estimation, video 

quality measurement and object detection and recognition. A thorough overview of possible algorithms and 

technologies was provided in D7.1 “Report on State of the Art for moving image analysis”. 

3.1. Metadata generated by automatic analysis tools 

The metadata generated by automatic analysis tools may not be used directly in the IMC project. There are two 

challenges to address when metadata is generated by automatic tools: 

 low semantic level of structured data annotations 

 huge amount of data generated 

Depending on the algorithm used, the type of annotation can be at a lower or higher semantic level. FHG define 

the level as follows: Metadata is considered low level when the annotation is not directly interpretable by a 

human. This could be due to the amount of data or a complicated, hard to understand structure or format 

(example: a frame by frame annotation of a video quality measurement). Metadata is considered high level, if it 

is directly interpretable and understandable by a human when looking at or querying it. The meaning of the data 

can be interpreted by a human within a reasonable amount of time. The figure below shows ways of transferring 

the low level data structure into high level data by either transforming (filtering, accumulate, etc.) it or by finding 

smart ways of visualizing huge amounts of data. 

                                                             
49 http://www.fiafnet.org/images/tinyUpload/E-Resources/Reports-Glossaries-And-

Papers/GlossaryMasterCombo19.htm?PHPSESSID=m8rtm49o61db4t30joo4s09ih0 
50 M 3.2: Semantic & Syntactic Interoperability Rules, Version 2.2.3, March 2010, http://efgproject.eu/downloads/M3-

2_Semantic_Syntactic_Interoperability_Rules_V2_2_3.pdf 
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The tools that FHG provide for IMC usually annotate on a lower level and – especially in the case of videos – 

produce a lot of data (for each single frame, changing data could be generated). Therefore, these tools natively 

use compact in-memory representations during processing and simple XML or JSON schemes for data persistence. 

3.1.1. Temporal video segmentation metadata 

The temporal video segmentation (TVS) tool annotates cuts from editing in video (aka shots). It can also extract 

the first frame of a shot (shot boundary frame) and visually important frames within a shot (key frame). The tool 

outputs the information in XML or JSON where the basic structure is the same. 

Native annotation 

The native annotation format uses a generic XML schema (it can also be used for annotations of quality and video 

motion). Basically, it can annotate a value per frame in different modules, where the modules are the type of 

measurement that is annotated. The full schema and an example are given in the annex. For TVS however, in order 

to decrease the amount of data, not every frame is annotated, instead only the shot boundary frames (i.e. the 

beginning of a shot) get a value of 100. 

Annotation description 

Entity to be 
annotated 

qualitative 
description 

quantitative description media type 
generated 
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shot temporal range in a 
video created by an 
edited cut 

start time w. r. t. video time 
end time w. r. t. video time 

annotation 

shot 
boundary 
frame 

first frame of a shot start time w. r. t. video time 
(end time w. r. t. video time) 
since a frame also has a length, start and end time 
would be the most accurate annotation. However 
since the duration of a frame can be retrieved only 
start time would suffice 

annotation, 
image 

key frame important frame of a 
shot 

start time w. r. t. video time 
(end time w. r. t. video time) 
since a frame also has a length, start and end time 
would be the most accurate annotation. However 
since the duration of a frame can be retrieved only 
start time would suffice 

annotation, 
image 

 

3.1.2. Video quality metadata 

Native annotation 

The native annotation format for video quality uses the same schema as the temporal video segmentation. In 

contrast to the TVS for any activated quality feature (module) it outputs for every single frame of the video  

 a value of 0 or 100 for binary video quality feature measurements such as interlacing, black frame of 

freeze frame  

 a real value between 0 and 100 for continuous quality features measurement such as blocking, 

underexposure or overexposure. 

Especially when using the rather verbose XML representation of these results this can lead to a huge amount of 

data to be stored. 

Annotation description 

Entity to be 
annotated 

qualitative description quantitative description media type 
generated 

quality 
feature 
measurement 
per frame 

a floating point value for each frame of a 
video a quality feature is measured. 
This needs to be done for every single 
quality feature that is measured by the 
tool. 

timestamp w. r . t. video time 
and video time base (e.g., frame 
index or seconds etc.) 

annotation 

 

Quality Feature Modules available for IMC 

name short description 
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Blocking (1) level of “blockiness” introduced by video encoding algorithms 

Interlace (1) detects whether the material is interlaced or contains interlace artifacts in a 
progressive video (combing artifacts) 

TopFieldFirst, 
BottomFieldFirst 

determines whether material is TFF or BFF when it is interlaced material 

OverExposure, 
UnderExposure 

determines if a frame is over- or underexposed respectively 

HBlackbars, VBlackbars determines whether the frame contains horizontal or vertical black bars 
respectively 

Freeze determines whether the video contains freeze frames 

Blackframe determines whether the frame is black or close to black 

(1) The tool could also produce visualization images for this quality module per frame 

 

Aggregation approaches 

Binary quality features could be merged over a specific time range (users specified or shot, etc.), by using a 

thresholded majority voting. They could also be turned into a floating point value that represents the fraction of 

on/off-occurrences/non-occurrences during the time range. Those values could be calculated live during 

visualization (e.g. depending on the zoom level of a heat map timeline) or precomputed and stored for fixed time 

ranges. 

Continuous quality values could be aggregated by creating mean values over a time range. However, for some 

quality feature it might be more suitable to take the mean of N maximum values within the time range in order to 

avoid obfuscation of short term quality issues within a long time range (e.g. a short occurrence of strong blockiness 

due to heavy motion over a long shot). 

3.1.3. Video motion metadata 

Native annotation 

The native annotation format for video quality uses the same schema as the temporal video segmentation. In 

contrast to the TVS, for any activated motion feature (module) it outputs for every single frame of the video 

 a real value between 0 and 1 for continuous motion features measurement. 

Especially when using the rather verbose XML representation of these results this can lead to a huge amount of 

data to be stored. 

Annotation description 

Entity to be 
annotated 

qualitative description quantitative description media type 
generated 
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motion feature 
measurement per 
frame 

a floating point value for each 
frame of a motion feature is 
measured. 
this needs to be done for every 
single quality feature that is 
measured by the tool. 

timestamp w. r . t. video time and 
video time base (e.g., frame index 
or seconds etc.) 

annotation 

 

Motion Feature Modules available for IMC 

name short description 

NoMotion amount of “no motion” in the frame 

LeftMotion amount of camera left motion in the frame 

UpMotion amount of camera up motion in the frame 

DownMotion amount of camera down motion in the frame 

ZoomInMotion amount of zoom in motion in the frame 

ZoomOutMotion amount of zoom out motion in the frame 

RollCWMotion amount of roll clockwise motion in the frame 

RollCCWMotion amount of roll counter clockwise motion in the frame 

Aggregation approaches 

Motion values could simply be visualized live on a video taking the per-frame values. In order to query for specific 

motion types, it might be best to calculate the average of each motion type within a time range. The variance of 

each motion type within a time range might be an indicator for the change of motion within a time range. The 

motion analysis tool is prepared to estimate higher level feature such as inner and outer rhythm of a video. Yet 

these approaches are still subject to research. 

3.1.4. Object detection and recognition metadata 

Native annotation 

The object detection tool uses a generic XML schema suitable for the annotation of object detection and 

recognition results. It supports detection types (such as face, animal, building etc.), polygonal regions, and string 

labelling of regions. It also supports temporal annotations on an “annotation per frame” level. Tracking of same 

objects over time is supported via unique identifiers on object region level. Object detection or even recognition 

annotations per frame are by far the most verbose type of annotation when represented via XML. There is also no 

way of estimating the number of annotations, since this depends on the content of the video and the ability of the 

tool to detect and recognize objects. 
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Annotation description 

Entity to be 
annotated 

qualitative description quantitative description media type 
generated 

metadata 
timebase 

timebase needed to 
calculated seconds from 
timestamp value 

1 float value per video annotation 

metadata 
framesize 

width and height values 
needed to calculated 
pixels from normalized 
region coordinates 

integer width and height value per video annotation 

video frame 
/ image 

a single image or a single 
frame of a video. One 
frame can contain 0..N 
objects 

frame entry with a time stamp. one for each frame 
of a video. A single entry with timestamp 0 if it is 
an image. 

annotation 

object  an object depicted in a 
video frame / image. One 
object contains one object 
region, 0..N subobject, 
0..N marker and 0.N 
attributes 

object entry with unique identifier (uid) and type 
of the object (type) 

annotation 

subobject an object that is part of a 
parent object or 
subobject 

subobject entry with unique identifier (uid) and 
type of the object (type) 

annotation 

(sub)object 
region 

the polygonal spatial 
region within a video 
frame / image that 
contains 3..N points 

region entry with list of point entries annotation 

(sub)object 
marker 

specifies an important / 
detected point of specific 
type within an (sub) 
object 

marker entry with type and two normalized spatial 
coordinates (e.g. x is normalized w.r.t the image 
width, y is normalized w.r.t. the image height). 
Origin of coordinates is top left of the frame. 
orderIdx does not have any meaning for markers 

annotation 

(sub)object 
attribute 

specifies an arbitrary 
attribute of an object 

attribute entry with key-value pair to describe the 
attribute 

annotation 

point specifies a spatial 2D 
point (aka vertex)  

point entry with two normalized spatial 
coordinates (e.g. x is normalized w.r.t the image 
width, y is normalized w.r.t. the image height). 
Origin of coordinates is top left of the frame. 
orderIdx specifies the order in which the polygon is 
build. posHint is a free string that might be used to 
give additional hint for specific vertices 

annotation 
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label abstract description of an 
individual instance of an 
object (name, building 
name, etc.) 

label entry with unique id and name annotation 

mapping links a label to an object  mapping entry with the object uid and the labels 
uid. confidence value that expresses the 
confidence of the tool, that this mapping is 
correct. 

annotation 

The formal schema is given via the XML schema in the appendix. 

Aggregation approaches 

In order to avoid a region annotation per frame, regions could be simplified by reducing them to basic shapes such 

as rectangles or ellipses. Rectangles are the most widely used output of detection algorithms. Instead of persisting 

the position of each region of each frame over time, the region position for the same object could be approximated 

by a key frame like linear animation approach. Basically, it stores the position of a region only, when an object 

vanishes (uid is not there anymore) or changes its position to much. In between, the position is calculated 

assuming a linear motion on a constant velocity between key frames. The Scalable Vector Graphics standard51 

provides such annotation functionalities. Examples in the context of Resoure Description Framework (RDF) 

annotation are given in Kurz, Kosch (2016)52. 

 

3.2. Main reference metadata standard: Web Annotation Data Model (WADM) 

In IMC, metadata coming from automatic analysis processes as well as those from manual annotation need to be 

ingested into the system data store, in order to be quickly available to front-end users, and editable by researchers 

that access back office system features. Also, semantic metadata, such as geospatial data, or historical event data 

linked to audiovisual entities in the IMC model have to be handled in an immediate and fast way. 

 

Therefore, the IMC data model has to be designed to represent the enriched metadata in the form of 

“annotations” pointing to the referenced assets in the storage. The main reference standard for the design of 

IMC’s annotation metadata model is the W3C Web Annotation Data Model (WADM)53, which is relevant for both 

the automatic as well as the manual annotations (the latter will be described in chapter 4). 

 

Name Web Annotation Data Model 

Acronym WADM 

                                                             
51 https://www.w3.org/TR/SVG11/ 
52 T. Kurz, H. Kosch, Lifting Media Fragment URIs to the next level, The 13th European Semantic Web Conference 

(ESWC), 4th International Workshop on Linked Media, Crete, Greece, 2016 http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-
1615/limePaper3.pdf 

53 https://www.w3.org/TR/annotation-model/ 
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Status / Version Latest version: https://www.w3.org/TR/2017/PR-annotation-model-20170117/ 

Type non-proprietary 

Management W3C  

Short description Annotating, the act of creating associations between distinct pieces of information, 

is a pervasive activity online in many guises. Web citizens make comments about 

online resources using either tools built in to the hosting website, external web 

services, or the functionality of an annotation client. Comments about shared photos 

or videos, reviews of products, or even social network mentions of web resources 

could all be considered as annotations. In addition, there are a plethora of "sticky 

note" systems and stand-alone multimedia annotation systems. This specification 

describes a common approach to expressing these annotations, and more.  

The Web Annotation Data Model provides an extensible, interoperable framework 

for expressing annotations such that they can easily be shared between platforms, 

with sufficient richness of expression to satisfy complex requirements while 

remaining simple enough to also allow for the most common use cases, such as 

attaching a piece of text to a single web resource. 

Applied by the following 

organisations 

Europeana for its Annotations API, 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT),  

Library of Congress, 

MiCO-project 

URL(s) documentation https://www.w3.org/TR/2017/PR-annotation-model-20170117/ 

https://www.w3.org/TR/annotation-model/ 

  

XML encoding available Yes 

Relevance for IMC The WADM standard is used as the main basis for the design of the data model for 

the metadata annotations coming from both the automatic analysis tools and the 

manual annotations. 

 

 

Another source of information for the design of the model is the MICO system54, which is in every respect WADM 

compliant. As it provides a good starting point and a good previous experience related to audiovisual contents 

metadata and their parts, the MICO project’s WADM implementation has been taken into consideration for the 

IMC modelling process. 

 

Name MICO Metadata Model 

Acronym MMM 

                                                             
54 http://mico-project.bitbucket.org/vocabs/mmm/2.0/documentation/ 
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Status / Version Latest version: http://mico-

project.bitbucket.org/vocabs/mmm/2.0/documentation/  

Type non-proprietary 

Management MICO project 

Short description Whereas the former Web mostly consisted of information represented in textual 

documents, nowadays the Web includes a huge number of multimedia documents 

like videos, photos, and audio. This enormous increase in volume in the private, and 

above all in the industry sector, makes it more and more difficult to find relevant 

information. Besides the pure management of multimedia documents, finding 

hidden semantics and interconnections of heterogeneous cross-media content is a 

crucial task and stays mostly untouched.  

To overcome this tendency, the MICO Project55 defines a cross-media analysis 

platform, whose functionality ranges from extracting relevant features from media 

objects over to representing and publishing extraction results to integrated querying 

of aggregated findings. This specification defines the ontology that persisted data has 

to follow, forming the underlying foundation of the platform. The proposed model is 

based on existing ontologies, adapted and extended to the cross-media environment 

of the project. Its structure of the core information holder, the annotation, is 

adapted from the model proposed by the WAWG Group56, while the MICO model 

focuses on the recombination of the annotations, in order to generate a combined 

metadata analysis background of a given multimedia asset. 

Applied by the following 

organisations 

MICO-project 

URL(s) documentation http://mico-project.bitbucket.org/vocabs/mmm/2.0/documentation/ 

http://www.mico-project.eu/  

XML encoding available Yes 

Relevance for IMC The MICO metadata model is an additional source taken into account for the 

development of IMC’s data model for the automatic annotations. 

 

 

Since MICO is a variation on the WADM standard, it is clear that WADM is the central standard on which this part 

of the model is based. As both the WADM model and the MICO model have extensive documentation explaining 

their functionalities and structure, this deliverable will only provide a short introduction. For more details about 

the WADM standard we refer to the corresponding W3C document57. 

 

                                                             
55 http://www.mico-project.eu/ 
56 https://www.w3.org/annotation/ 
57 https://www.w3.org/TR/annotation-model/ 
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Introduction to WADM58 

 

WADM intends an annotation in a very general meaning, as something that conveys information about a resource. 

Simple examples include a comment or tag on a single web page or image, or a blog post about a news article. The 

specification describes a structured format that enables annotations to be shared and reused among different 

hardware and software platforms. 

 

An annotation is defined as a set of related resources, typically a body and a target, implying that the body 

expresses something about the target. The result model is composed by three parts, as described by the picture 

below. 

 

 

An Annotation is a Web Resource. Typically, an Annotation has a single Body, which is a comment or other 

descriptive resource, and a single Target that the Body is somehow "about". The Annotation likely also has 

additional descriptive properties. 

Example Use Case: Alice has written a post that makes a comment about a particular web page. Her client creates 

an Annotation with the post as the body resource, and the web page as the target resource. 

Model  

Term Type Description 

@context Property The context that determines the meaning of the JSON as an Annotation.  
The Annotation must have 1 or more @context values and 
http://www.w3.org/ns/anno.jsonld must be one of them. If there is only one 
value, then it must be provided as a string. 

id Property The identity of the Annotation.  
An Annotation must have exactly 1 IRI that identifies it. 

type Relationship The type of the Annotation.  
An Annotation must have 1 or more types, and the Annotation class must be one 
of them. 

                                                             
58 The following sections describing the parts of the WADM standard relevant to IMC origin from 

https://www.w3.org/TR/annotation-model/ 
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Annotation Class The class for Web Annotations.  
The Annotation class must be associated with an Annotation using type. 

body Relationship The relationship between an Annotation and its Body.  
There should be 1 or more body relationships associated with an Annotation but 
there may be 0. 

target Relationship The relationship between an Annotation and its Target.  
There must be 1 or more target relationships associated with an Annotation. 

 

EXAMPLE 

{ 

 "@context": "http://www.w3.org/ns/anno.jsonld", 

 "id": "http://example.org/anno1", 

 "type": "Annotation", 

 "body": "http://example.org/post1", 

 "target": "http://example.com/page1" 

} 

The Web Annotation Data Model is defined using the following basic principles: 

● An Annotation is a rooted, directed graph that represents a relationship between resources. 

● There are two primary types of resource that participate in this relationship, Bodies and Targets. 

● Annotations have 0 or more Bodies. 

● Annotations have 1 or more Targets. 

● The content of the Body resources is related to, and typically "about", the content of the Target resources. 

● Annotations, Bodies and Targets may have their own properties and relationships, typically including 

creation and descriptive information. 

● The intent behind the creation of an Annotation or the inclusion of a particular Body or Target is an 

important property and represented by a Motivation resource. 

 

3.2.1. Provenance or Lifecycle Information 

In the context of the IMC project, it is important to distinguish between annotations that have been created by an 

automatic tool or annotations created manually by a researcher or by an end user. The person, organization or 

machine responsible for the annotation or referenced resource deserves credit for their contribution, and the time 

at which those resources are created is useful for display ordering and filtering out old, potentially irrelevant 

content. The creator of the annotation is also useful to know in order to determine the trustworthiness of the 

annotation. It is equally useful to know the software that created and serialised the annotation and the point in 

time when the annotation was created.  

Example Use Case: Jane writes a review of a restaurant online, and wishes to be associated with that review so 

that her friends know that it was her review and can trust it. Her client adds her account's identity, and its own 

identity, to the Annotation and the appropriate timestamps for when the resources were created. 

Model 
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Term Type Description 

creator Relationship The agent responsible for creating the resource. This may be either a human, an 
organization or a software agent.  
There should be exactly 1 creator relationship for Annotation and Body, but may 
be 0 or more than 1, as the resource's creator may wish to remain anonymous, or 
multiple agents may have worked together on it. The relationships may be 
associated with other resources. 
 

created Property The time at which the resource was created.  
There should be exactly 1 created property for Annotation and Body, and must not 
be more than 1. The property may be associated with other resources. The 
datetime must be a xsd:dateTime with the UTC timezone expressed as "Z". 

generator Relationship The agent responsible for generating the serialization of the Annotation.  
There may be 0 or more generator relationships per Annotation 

generated Property The time at which the Annotation serialization was generated.  
There may be exactly 1 generated property per Annotation, and must not be more 
than 1. The datetime must be a xsd:dateTime with the UTC timezone expressed as 
"Z". 

modified Property The time at which the resource was modified, after creation.  
There may be exactly 1 modified property for Annotation and Body, and must not 
be more than 1. The property may be associated with other resources. The 
datetime must be a xsd:dateTime with the UTC timezone expressed as "Z". 

 

EXAMPLE: Lifecycle Information 

{ 

 "@context": "http://www.w3.org/ns/anno.jsonld", 

 "id": "http://example.org/anno11", 

 "type": "Annotation", 

 "creator": "http://example.org/user1", 

 "created": "2015-01-28T12:00:00Z", 

 "modified": "2015-01-29T09:00:00Z", 

 "generator": "http://example.org/client1", 

 "generated": "2015-02-04T12:00:00Z", 

 "body": { 

  "id": "http://example.net/review1", 

  "creator": "http://example.net/user2", 

  "created": "2014-06-02T17:00:00Z" 

 }, 

 "target": "http://example.com/restaurant1" 

} 
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3.2.2. Specific Resources: Selectors 

While it is possible using only the constructions described above to create annotations that reference parts of 

resources by using IRIs with a fragment component, there are many situations when this is not sufficient. For 

example, even a simple rectangular region of an image for the face detection, are not possible. 

The Web Annotation Data Model uses a new type of resource to capture these annotation-specific requirements: 

a SpecificResource. The SpecificResource is used in between the Annotation and the Body or Target, as 

appropriate, to capture additional information about how it is used in the Annotation. The descriptions are 

typically referenced from the SpecificResource as separate entities and can be of various types to capture the 

different requirements. For example, if the Target of the Annotation is a circular region of an image, then the 

SpecificResource is the circular region, it is described by a Selector, and is also associated with the source Image 

resource. 

The types of additional specificity that are defined by WADM documents are numerous. We will focus here for 

IMC purposes on the type Selector, which describe the desired segment of the source resource for the Annotation. 

Many Annotations refer to part of a resource, rather than all of it, as the Target. We call that part of the resource 

a Segment (of Interest). A Selector is used to describe how to determine the Segment from within the Source 

resource. The nature of the Selector will be dependent on the type of resource, as the methods to describe 

Segments from various media-types will differ. Multiple Selectors can be given to describe the same Segment in 

different ways in order to maximize the chances that it will be discoverable later, and that the consuming user 

agent will be able to use at least one of the Selectors. 

The WADM contains several types of Selectors, as reported below, but for the IMC project some selector will be 

adopted from the MICO project and other will be specifically created by us. 

Fragment Selector: As the most well understood mechanism for selecting a Segment is to use the fragment part 

of an IRI defined by the representation's media type, it is useful to allow this as a description mechanism via a 

Selector. This allows existing and future fragment specifications to be used with Specific Resources in a consistent 

way. To be clear about which fragment type is being used, the Selector may refer to the specification that defines 

it. 

CSS Selector: CSS Selectors allow for a wide variety of well supported ways to describe the path to an element in 

a web page, and thus cover many of the basic use cases for Web Annotation.  

XPath Selector: Another common method of selecting elements and content within a resource that supports the 

Document Object Model (DOM), such as documents in XML or HTML, is to use an XPath selection. XPath allows a 

great deal of flexibility when describing the path through the structure to the selected content.  

Text Quote Selector: This Selector describes a range of text by copying it, and including some of the text 

immediately before (a prefix) and after (a suffix) it to distinguish between multiple copies of the same sequence 

of characters. 

Text Position Selector: This Selector describes a range of text by recording the start and end positions of the 

selection in the stream.  
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SVG Selector: A SvgSelector defines an area through the use of the Scalable Vector Graphics standard. This allows 

the user to select a non-rectangular area of the content, such as a circle or polygon by describing the region using 

SVG. The SVG may be either embedded within the Annotation or referenced as an External Web Resource. 

Range Selector: Selections made by users may be extensive and/or cross over internal boundaries in the 

representation, making it difficult to construct a single selector that robustly describes the correct content. A 

Range Selector can be used to identify the beginning and the end of the selection by using other Selectors. In this 

way, two points can be accurately identified using the most appropriate selection mechanisms, and then linked 

together to form the selection. The selection consists of everything from the beginning of the starting selector 

through to the beginning of the ending selector, but not including it. 

3.2.3. Annotation of annotations 

Following the W3C model, an annotation is formed by a target, which in the IMC project is multimedia content or 

their fragments, and a body, which in IMC is the additional information that a user or a researcher wishes to 

associate with the target. 

In this chapter, we are focusing on a particular type of annotation that occurs when a user wishes to add 

information NOT to a specific content, but to the comment/information already added as an annotation to a 

specific content. In other words, we are dealing with annotation of an annotation.  

Let’s consider the following example. 

Example  

A user annotates a shot of a film adding the name of a place “Piazza Malpighi” present in a video segment. Another 

user sees this annotation on the IMC website and adds a free text remark to the first user's annotation, saying for 

example: 'I think this is not correct, it should be “Piazza Maggiore”’. This second user wants to comment on an 

information already related to a content. 

 

User 1 creates the annotation 1:  

• the target is the video segment  
• the body is the name added 

User 2 comments on annotation 1, creating annotation 2: 

• the target is the whole annotation 1  
• the body is the added comment  

 

This comment/annotation needs to be stored in the graph model as an annotation to the previous annotation and 

it needs to have similar characteristics as the first annotation, such as the user who has added the annotation and 

a timestamp. 
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For representing annotations of annotations, we will use the Reification (https://www.w3.org/TR/swbp-n-

aryRelations/#RDFReification) mechanism. Annotating an annotation is a reification because the previous 

annotation becomes a statement within a new statement.  

In the WADM, it is to be seen as something like the following: 

<annotation2-body2-<annotation1-body1-target1>>  

that is, the target for the outer annotation is the "first" annotation being annotated.  

This reification process, a statement within a statement, is absolutely feasible with the WADM as a result of the 

W3C model principles outlined in paragraph 3.2 above. 

In fact, as an annotation is defined as a set of related resources, typically a body, a target and their relation, the 

annotation itself can be seen as a resource and can become a target another annotation.  

For implementing annotations of annotations, it is necessary to add a specific property to the annotation, called 

Motivation. This property, already foreseen in the WADM, allows for the specification of the reason “why” the 

annotation was created.  

The Motivation is provided in WADM with a list of possible values to be used. This list of terms, or just a subset of 

it, will be adopted in the IMC Annotation System. For example Replying could be adopted for describing an 

annotation to another annotation when the user intends to reply to a previous statement. 

Amongst the terms provided in the WADM Motivation list, the following subset seem particularly interesting for 

the IMC data model: 

• Classifying 

• Commenting 

• Describing 

• Identifying 

• Replying 

• Tagging 
 

Considering the aforementioned example, the annotation model can have the following elements: 

Model  

Element  qualitative description 

AnnotationCreator The identity of the user that creates the annotation 

AnnotationCreated The time when the annotation was created 

AnnotationLanguage The language of the annotation 
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Comment  Body of the annotation. This can be either a URI or free text. In this use case it is 
free text, the annotator will have to provide information for language and type of 
this string. 

Language Language of the free text body 

Type Type of the free text body, in this example: comment  

Original Annotation Target of the annotation.  

Motivation The property for describing the reason of this Annotation of an Annotation. In this 
case could be Replying. 

 

Here an example: 

{ 

  "@context": "http://www.w3.org/ns/anno.jsonld", 

  "id": "http://example.org/anno2", 

  "type": "Annotation", 

  "body": "http://example.org/comment", 

  "target": http://example.org/anno1 

  “annotationcreator”: User2 

  “annotationcreated”: 21/07/2017, 13:51 pm 

  “annotationlanguage”: English 

  “motivation”: “Replying” 

} 

where the annotation 1 is: 

{ 

  "@context": "http://www.w3.org/ns/anno.jsonld", 

  "id": "http://example.org/anno1", 

  "type": "Annotation", 

  "body": "http://example.org/place1", 
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  "target": http://example.org/videosegment 

  “annotationcreator”: User1 

  “annotationcreated”: 20/07/2017, 10:20 pm 

  “annotationlanguage”: English 

} 

If this use case will emerge during the course of the project CINECA, will extend the IMC data model in accordance 

with the principles of WADM. 

3.2.4. Versioning of Manual Annotations 

Manual annotations are subjective interpretations of the content and for this reason they might change over time. 

 

Let’s consider the following example: 

User1 creates an annotation (anno1) at time T1 in which he declares to have identified “Torre Altabella” 

(resource1) in a video segment of the film “Bologna Monumentale”. 

 

Let’s now suppose that User1 realizes he is wrong and modifies at time T2 the annotation with a different resource. 

Let’s say “Torre Coronata” (resource2). 

 

There should be a mechanism that assures the users can rely on a specific (and stable) version of an annotation at 

a certain point in time and, in same cases, preserve particular versions also in the presence of changes. 

 

The way to model this versioning, usually keeping track of changes in the Body (Target should not change over 

time, but it can be versioned as well if needed), is by using “states”. A State can be used to describe how to recover 

the intended previous version. The model can be updated as follows: 

 

Model 
 

Term Type Description 

previous_states Relationship The relationship between the Annotation and the State. 
There may be 0 or more states. Multiple States describe the different version 
over time. 

 

The type of State useful for us purposes is certainly TimeState which is intended to record the time at which the 

resource is  appropriate for the Annotation, typically the time that the Annotation was created as well as the time 

that it was modified and a link to the “cached” Resource as described in the following table: 
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Term Type Description 

sourceDateStart Property The timestamp that begins the interval over which the Resource should be 
interpreted for the Annotation. 
There must be exactly one sourceDateStart relationship. 

sourceDateEnd Property The timestamp that ends the interval over which the Resource should be 
interpreted for the Annotation. 
There must be exactly one sourceDateEnd relationship. 

cached Relationship A link to the Resource representation, appropriate for the Annotation. 
There must be exactly one cached relationship per State. 

createdBy Relationship A link to the User who created this State of the Annotation. 
There must be exactly one createdBy relationship. 

 

Back to the example, to make the use case more interesting, let’s consider that a different user (user2) has added 
a new annotation (anno2) at time Tx (between T1 and T2) with a comment to the first annotation with “Torre 
Altabella” before it was changed. This is a possible case in which we need to preserve the previous state. So the 
model has to maintain a list of states to preserve the changes over time. The diagram below can help to understand 
how this can be implemented. 
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Each state can always be retrieved when required following the red arrows in the diagram. In the example, when 

user2 adds a comment at time Tx and then the referred annotation changes (the annotation “modified” property 

will result greater than Tx) then anno2 will refer to the state where: 

 

sourceDateStart < Tx < sourceDateEnd 

 

In this case to state1. 

 

Moreover the diagram depicts a further step, where a new user (user3) is allowed to modify anno1 and changes 

again the body with a new resource (resource3). As before, a new state (state2) is saved as an intermediate 

version. 

 

The state concept is similar to the one presented in the WADM (https://www.w3.org/TR/annotation-

model/#states ) and is there referred more to the Target resource rather that the Body. If the use case for saving 

the state of the target will emerge during the course of the project CINECA will adapt the IMC data model 

accordingly. 

3.2.5. Collections 

In IMC there is the need to identify a list of frames that have in common an object detected by the object detection 

tool, such as a face that is present in a set of frames of a movie segment. In order to model cases like that, the 

WADM offers the possibility to collect Annotations together into a list, called an Annotation Collection. This list, 

which is always ordered, serves as a means to refer to the Annotations that are contained within it, and to maintain 

any information about the Collection itself. 

The Collection model is divided into two sections: the Annotation Collection that manages the identity of the list 

and its description, and Annotation Pages that list the Annotations which are members of the Collection. 

3.2.6. Customization of WADM 

Entities that define annotations, i.e. body, target and selector, are defined following the guidelines from the 

WADM standard but are customized to meet project-specific requirements. 

In particular, specific types of bodies and selectors have been implemented to capture relevant information 

contained in the tools’ output format. 

Body types are hierarchically organized. The hierarchy of bodies’ classes is depicted in the following diagram: 
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Unique identifiers and uri properties are imposed by abstract body definition, while tool specific properties are 

committed to subclasses instantiation. 

Here, VABody refers to the type of body used for Video Analysis results. It includes TVS (Temporal Video 

Segmentation) and VQ (Video Quality), as both tools apply to the same schema structure. The module originating 

the body is indicated by the module property. 

ODBody is the body defined or Object Detection. It includes the id of the object identified and its type (for example 

“FACE” or “BUILDING”), together with quality estimates provided by the tool. 

ORBody describes Object Recognition information. Its properties are a reference to the id of the correlated object 

detection annotation, a label describing the recognized object (a name of a person or of a building) and a 

confidence measure. 

Selectors are also organized as a hierarchy, following the schema in the diagram: 
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Here, IndexSelector is used for Video Analysis annotations. It contains a set of index-value pairs indicating the 

module specific quality measurement. 

Object Detection and Object recognition tools are associated with the AreaSelector, it indicates a region as an 

ordered set of points where the detection have been performed, while FrameSelector indicates the frame in the 

video sequence. 

 

4. Content enrichment and research annotation 

Enrichment in IMC can mean both, adding or correcting metadata annotations attributed to content. Chapter 3 

has detailed the metadata schema that applies to the automatic analysis tools, now this chapter will do the same 

for all enrichment done by human users throughout the project lifetime and beyond. 

This chapter will follow the structure of the Data Enrichment Plan that was designed and transcribed in D4.159 and 

will start by introducing the three enrichment phases planned for in IMC and listing the metadata elements needed 

for each phase. The chapter will also refer to those parts of the WADM standard which are relevant for modelling 

manual annotations. 

 

                                                             
59 IMC-Consortium, IMC-D4.1-Data Management Plan-v1.3-final, https://imediacities.eu/results/  
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4.1. Data enrichment and cleaning on local level: Enrichment phase 1 

The first enrichment phase within the project will deal with generating and cleaning metadata values for elements 

already present in the local databases of each FHI. This enrichment/cleaning will be carried out by the partner 

archives directly in their local databases before the upload of their data into the repository.  

The specific metadata elements that are affected by this enrichment phase are listed in the model for archive 

metadata presented in chapter 7.1. All mandatory elements belonging to entities AVEntity, NonAVEntity, Agent 

and Item that are not automatically filled by the system during the data ingest will be subject to enrichment and 

cleaning by the archives during this first enrichment process. 

4.2. Data enrichment in the IMC system: Enrichment phases 2 and 3 

Before discussing the second and third enrichment phases in more detail, we need to look at a project-specific 

requirement which will have great impact on the enrichment process from enrichment phase 2 onwards as well 

as for the complete IMC metadata model: the level on which the content should be annotated. 

4.2.1. Adding metadata on a granular level 

One of the goals of the project is to be able to add research data to the content on a more granular level than the 

entire item, which is why it is necessary to consider whether the enriched data should reference the content item 

as such or just a segment of it. For films, it is very clear that information on depicted events, people, objects, etc. 

should be added on the level of the frame or shot (collection of frames) where they appear. In the case of 

photographs and text documents, the Project Coordinator and the technical team took the decision that manual 

annotations will be added on the level of the entire content item, as a more granular approach for these objects 

would take too much technical effort and resources and would not improve the project results in an impactful 

way. In fact, a photograph can be considered to be on the same granular level as a frame in a film.  

Adding metadata on a more granular level as the item also implies that any annotation tool will have to enable a 

user to select a segment before annotating it. The project identifies three segment-levels of a film: the frame, the 

shot (collection of sequential frames) and the item (collection of all frames). The model will therefore have to 

make provisions to allow for a formal identification of the film-segment and to store it together with the related 

metadata generated during the enrichment phases.  

Although there are many valid methods to store the film-segment, it was decided that the project will indicate 

every film and every film-segment by using IRIs with a fragment component. This means, the time code of the 

fragment will be embedded in the IRI indicating the film or film-segment.  

 

Elements necessary for the model that indicate the granularity of the annotation level 

Element to be annotated qualitative description 

Resource identifier ID that identifies the content element, which has a timecode indicator attached 
to the IRI. Ex. www.imediacities.eu/3985#t(10,20) 
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4.2.2. Enrichment phase 2 

Before the first version of the platform is operational, specific, mostly descriptive, metadata elements need to be 

enriched to prepare the content for reuse within the platform. As the final IMC platform will not be operational 

before Month 24 (see DOW), it is necessary to create an interim annotation solution that allows archivists and 

researchers to perform data enrichment even before the launch of the IMC platform services. Any enrichment 

carried out with the help of this interim annotation tool will be done in Enrichment phase 2. As was discussed in 

the previous section, annotations carried out in this phase will most likely need to be added at the frame or shot-

level for films which has several implications. First, it means the enrichment cannot be done using the database 

systems that are currently available at the FHIs as they lack the respective functionalities and fields to handle and 

store such segment-related elements of metadata. It was therefore decided that an annotation tool needs to be 

developed that allows project partners to select the referenced film-segment and perform the necessary metadata 

annotations in the IMC system.  

The specific elements to be enriched during this second phase were selected based on the user requirements 

analysis, the project proposal and the planned visualization of the data on the interfaces. For reasons of usability, 

the content will be visualized in various ways: e.g., on a time line or using maps containing geospatial refrences. 

This means that enrichment in that second phase should aim at gathering data that allows creating dynamic 

dashboards, infographics and reusable collections.  

To keep the technical complexity of the interim annotation tool manageable, but at the same time allow 

meaningful enrichment activities, the following metadata units were identified for enrichment: 

 Action depicted/described: date, type (waving, walking) 

 Geolocation coordinates 

 Monuments / Landmarks / Famous buildings (names) 

 Person(s) depicted: Names / Age / Gender / Number / Activity 

 Shot type: Close-up, interior-exterior, etc. 

 Urban elements: type (park …), name (Royal park …) 

 Event(s) depicted: type (war…), name (World War II …) 

 Title translated in English 

 Short summary in English 

All enrichments, except Title and Summary, will make use of controlled vocabularies and LOD-services, which are 

described in chapter 6.2.  

Apart from the elements of granularity already mentioned above in chapter 4.2.1., the model for the second 

enrichment phase needs to store the following information: 

 

 

 

Element to be qualitative description 
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annotated 

AnnotationCreator The identity of the user that creates the annotation 

AnnotationCreated The time when the annotation was created 

AnnotationLanguage The language of the annotation, if annotation comes from LOD-service 

Keyword Body of the annotation. This can be either a URI or free text. If it is free text, the 
annotator will have to provide information for language and type of the keyword. 

KeywordLanguage Language of the free text keyword  

KeywordType Type of the free text keyword, such as depicted action, person, object etc.  

PersonNumber This indicates whether there is one, two or a group of people depicted in the 
content 

ShotType This indicates the type of shot used here 

DescriptionTranslated This indicates the free text used to summarize the item 

DescriptionLanguage This indicates the language of the summary 

TitleTranslated This indicates the free text used for the translated title 

TitleLanguage This indicates the language of the title 

 

4.2.3. Enrichment phase 3 

The third and final enrichment phase is then any type of annotation performed with the help of the IMC platform 

services expected to be available from Month 24 on. At this point, any type of user will be able to perform data 

enrichment using the developed tools. D4.160 outlines the entire enrichment plan and the complexities of this 

phase in more detail, which is why D6.1 only focuses on those aspects of the enrichment phases that influence 

the design of the IMC metadata model.  

At this stage of the process, all IMC target users are involved. Enriched data therefore is not only connected to 

part of or an entire content item, but also to a user. This means the system will need to keep track of and store 

information on the user that performs the enrichment. It is important to note that some project tools can be used 

by unregistered users who will most likely receive the same identifier. In order to make sure that data can be 

properly identified throughout the project lifecycle to judge its trustworthiness and relevance and to help evaluate 

the provided tools and their development, each annotation activity will also receive a time stamp. The relationship 

between the user ID and the actual information attached to this user profile will be further explained in chapter 5 

“Access control” below. Access limitations attached to individual items are also addressed in that chapter. 

                                                             
60 IMC-Consortium, IMC-D4.1-Data Management Plan-v1.3-final, https://imediacities.eu/results/ 
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It is foreseen that in enrichment phase 3 any metadata element stored in the IMC model can be added or edited 

depending on the permissions attached to the user’s account. 

The elements specified in chapter 3.2.1 on provenance and lifecycle are the exact same elements that are relevant 

for user identification in Enrichment phase 3.  

 

4.3. Description of relevant metadata standards 

Since the enrichment of the first phase happens at the level of the local database, it is only logical that the 

metadata standards should be the same as those governing the metadata in the archives’ local databases. These 

standards were described in chapter 2.3 already and are therefore not repeated here.  

For enrichment phases 2 and 3, IMC will base the IMC Annotation Data Model on the Web Annotation Data Model 

(WADM) described in chapter 3.2. WADM provides an extensible, interoperable framework for expressing 

annotations in such a way that they can easily be shared between platforms. At the same time its richness of 

expression is sufficient to satisfy complex requirements and to remain simple enough to also allow for the most 

common use cases, e.g. attaching a piece of text to a single web resource. The WADM specification also provides 

an extremely useful format (JSON) that allows for the model to be easily understood, created and consumed. The 

adaption of WADM for the IMC annotation model will make use of this format as well. 

As WADM will be applied to store annotations gathered through both, automatic tools as well as humans and was 

introduced in more detail in chapter 3.2, the following sub-chapters will focus on the differences between the 

manually and automatically added annotations and their influence on the design of the IMC metadata model. It 

will also specify cases that were not yet mentioned, but are of importance to the manual enrichment process. 

4.3.1. Segmentation of the films and fragment indication: granular level 

As described in the previous chapters, in the case of films, the item is not the smallest level that can be manually 

annotated, but it is also possible to annotate on frame and shot level. The automatic analysis tools will generate 

metadata that can reference an even smaller level, i.e. fragment within a frame. For manual annotations this is 

currently not foreseen which is why the process will be less complicated and e.g. does not use selectors as 

described in chapter 3.2.2. If it is necessary to align both the automatic and manual annotation levels for technical 

purposes and the fragment-within-a-frame level should become the smallest level for both, the relevant 

deliverable for D6.2 (due in Month 18) will correct this information. 

For the sake of limiting the complexity of the model, we will create manually added annotations that reference 

parts of resources by using IRIs with a fragment component. These IRIs describe how to extract the segment of 

interest from the resource and identify the extracted content at the same time. For simple annotations, IRIs used 

in conjunction with a fragment component are useful as identifier for either Body or Target. The annotation tools 

will have to be able to construct such IRIs using the elements necessary to identify the segment and the scheme 

that determines the IRI-creation. Additional information on how to specify the syntax for constructing media 
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fragment IRIs, how to define the temporal dimension of a fragment and explanations on how to handle them when 

they are used over the HTTP protocol are provided in the document Media Fragment URI 1.0 (basic).61 

Example Use Case: Dawn wants to describe a particular region of an image. She highlights that area in her client 

and types in the description. Her client then constructs an IRI with an appropriate fragment component as the 

target. 

Model 

Term Type Description 

id Property The IRI that identifies the Body or Target resource. 
Bodies or Targets which are External Web Resources MUST have exactly 1 
id with the value of the resource's IRI, and that IRI MAY have a fragment 
component.  

type Relationship The class of the Selector. 
FragmentSelectors MUST have exactly 1 type and the value MUST be 
FragmentSelector. 

FragmentSelector Class A resource which describes the Segment through the use of the fragment 
component of an IRI. 

value Property The contents of the fragment component of an IRI that describes the 
Segment. 
The FragmentSelector MUST have exactly 1 value property. 

conformsTo Relationship The relationship between the FragmentSelector and the specification that 
defines the syntax of the IRI fragment in the value property. 
The Fragment Selector SHOULD have exactly 1 conformsTo link to the 
specification that defines the syntax of the fragment and MUST NOT have 
more than 1. 

 

There are several consequences of using an IRI with a fragment component for the implementation of the tools. 

● Fragments are defined with respect to individual media types. For example, HTML has a specific set of 

semantics regarding the meaning of the fragment part of the IRI. 

● Not every media type has a fragment specification. For example, Office documents might have a media-

type and be published on the web, but not have semantics associated with the fragment part of the IRI. 

 

 

● It is not possible to determine with certainty what is being identified without knowing the media type, as 

the same fragment string might be possible in different specifications. For example, the same fragment 

string could identify either a rectangular area in an image, or a strangely named section of an HTML 

document. 

● IRIs with a fragment component are not compatible with other methods of describing the segment more 

specifically. For example, it is not possible to describe how to retrieve the correct representation, add 

                                                             
61 https://www.w3.org/TR/media-frags/ 
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style information, or associate a role with the resource, using such IRIs. The method to accomplish these 

requirements is described in the Fragment Selector62 portion of the Specific Resources63 section. 

● As IRIs are considered to be opaque strings, annotation systems may not discover annotations with 

fragment components when searching by means of the IRI without the fragment. For example, an 

Annotation with the Target http://example.com/image.jpg#xywh=1,1,1,1 would not be discovered in a 

simple search for http://example.com/image.jpg, even though it is part of it. 

 

EXAMPLE: IRIs with Fragment Components 

{ 

 "@context": "http://www.w3.org/ns/anno.jsonld", 

 "id": "http://example.org/anno4", 

 "type": "Annotation", 

 "body": "http://example.org/description1", 

 "target": { 

  "id": "http://example.com/image1#xywh=100,100,300,300", 

  "type": "Image", 

  "format": "image/jpeg" 

 } 

} 

 

When deciding on a method to indicate fragments, it might however be necessary and/or less complicated to 

consider and use the same description mechanism via the fragment selector, used by the automatic tools for 

media-files. This allows existing and future fragment specifications to be used with Specific Resources in a 

consistent way. To be clear about which fragment type is being used, the Selector may refer to the specification 

that defines it. 

 

4.3.2. Embedded textual body 

In many situations, the Body of the annotation will be in text format and created at the same time as the 

annotation without a separate IRI. In these cases, the Body's text can be included as part of the annotation to 

avoid having to interact with multiple systems. The Body may also have the features of External Web Resources, 

including especially the language of the text and the format that it is conveyed in. 

 

Model 

The fundamental features of a Textual Body are: 
 

Term Type Description 

id Property The IRI that identifies the Textual Body. 

                                                             
62 https://www.w3.org/TR/annotation-model/#fragment-selector 
63 https://www.w3.org/TR/annotation-model/#specific-resources 
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The Body MAY have exactly 1 IRI that identifies it. 

type Relationship The type of the Textual Body resource. 
The Body SHOULD have the TextualBody class, and MAY have other classes. 

TextualBody Class A class assigned to the Body for embedding textual resources within the 
Annotation. 
The Body SHOULD have the TextualBody class. 

value Property The character sequence of the content of the Textual Body. 
There MUST be exactly 1 value property associated with the TextualBody. 
 

 

Systems SHOULD assume that Textual Bodies have the Text class, described in Classes64 above, even if it is not 

explicitly included in the type property. 

The properties of External Web Resources, such as language and format also apply to embedded Textual Body 

resources. 

Example Use Case: Emily writes a comment about how much she likes an image on a photo sharing website. Her 

client creates an Annotation with the comment embedded within it, and adds that it is in French and formatted 

using HTML. 

EXAMPLE: Textual Body 

{ 

 "@context": "http://www.w3.org/ns/anno.jsonld", 

 "id": "http://example.org/anno5", 

 "type":"Annotation", 

 "body": { 

   "type" : "TextualBody", 

   "value" : "<p>j'adore !</p>", 

   "format" : "text/html", 

   "language" : "fr" 

 }, 

 "target": "http://example.org/photo1" 

} 

 

4.3.3. Body is external web resource 

Just as Textual Bodies, External Web Resources may also be given a Motivation as to their inclusion within the 

Annotation. This is done using the Specific Resource pattern, as the purpose specifies the way in which the 

resource is used in the context of the Annotation in the same way as a Selector describes the segment or a State 

describes the representation. 

                                                             
64 https://www.w3.org/TR/annotation-model/#classes 
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Example Use Case: Qitara wants to tag a photo with an identifier for a city, rather than just type the city's name 

which could be ambiguous. Her client uses a well-known IRI for the city having done a search for it, and creates a 

Specific Resource to manage that purpose assignment. 

EXAMPLE: External Web resource 

{ 

"@context": "http://www.w3.org/ns/anno.jsonld", 

"id": "http://example.org/anno18",  

"type": "Annotation",  

"body": {  

 "type": "SpecificResource", 

 "purpose": "tagging",  

 "source": "http://example.org/city1"  

},    

"target": { 

 "id": "http://example.org/photo1", 

 "type": "Image"   

} 

} 

 

5. Access control 

IMC will apply access control which will determine the access and activity rights of users for every content item 

on the project platform. The question of access control is governed collaboratively by the User Identification 

System (which determines the permissions of the user) and the Access Control System (which determines the 

permissions attached to the content). Data belonging to the user will be stored and managed in a separate system 

not relevant to the IMC data model. Storing personally identifiable data in a separate database and under the 

control of a dedicated system is necessary to assure the project’s correspondence with the implemented policies65 

regarding the security & storage of this type of data. The sole exception to this rule is the User ID, which will have 

to be stored in the metadata model for above mentioned reasons of provenance. For more information on how 

the User Management System works, please read the deliverables belonging to WP8.  

In the Access Control System, the following entities should be taken into consideration: 

 The resource, i.e. the contents and the type of content the system has to control. 

 IPR status associated to that content (In Public Domain, Under Copyright, etc.) 

 The User ID, identifying the user allowed by the ACS to do something on the resources, based on some 

permissions/conditions.  

 User roles: The User ID will have a particular role in the system determined by the Authentication System. 

 On which terms to access the resource. For example, if the user belongs to the general public, then only 

In Public Domain contents can be viewed without any limitation. If the user is a researcher or a user from 

the archives, he or she has the permission to view the whole film without any restriction, regardless of 

                                                             
65 IMC-D1.1- Quality Assurance Risk Management and IPR-v1.3-final, https://imediacities.eu/results/  
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IPR status, duration or source archive. This means that the platform may allow the user to view in 

streaming both Under Copyright and In Public Domain contents.  

 The list of functionalities that will be defined in the system requirements for the IMC platform. The 

functionalities may also be grouped in categories, like for example functionalities for research or 

educational purposes. 

 

The metadata model will have to make provisions for the following elements that belong to the rights and 

permissions applicable to the content items. 

Element to be 
annotated 

qualitative description 

Resource Identifier 
(Content Item) 

Indicator to identify an entire item. The implication is that the temporal range of 
an item is the complete temporal range of the video 

Resource Type Specifies the kind of media 

Title Original title of the resource 

IPR Determination  The Intellectual Property Rights status of the resource 

IPR Orphan Status The Orphan status of a resource determined after a Diligent Search . 
 
 

Content Provider ID The ID of the content provider that provides to IMC platform the contents  

Access Conditions 
(possible usages) 

The conditions under which content can be accessed. This determines all access 
rights that apply for each IPR Status. (E.g. general public users can only view In 
Public Domain contents without limitation; researchers or users from the archives 
can view a film without restriction regardless of IPR status, duration or archive 
providing the content. A set of access conditions will be defined.) 

Licence Name The name of the licence that applies to a resource 

Licence Conditions The conditions that apply to the licence 

Licence URL Webpage that holds a human readable version of the contract 

Licence Logo Webpage that holds a (preferably downloadable logo) of the Licence 

 

6. Vocabularies and Linked Data Services 

6.1. Controlled vocabularies for metadata coming from the archives 

In order to harmonize the heterogeneous values and vocabularies coming in from the providing archives’ source 

data bases, semantic and syntactic interoperability rules will have to be defined for ingesting and storing the data 

in the IMC system. For the creation of the required value lists, existing vocabulary standards will be applied 
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whenever possible. This section will provide short general descriptions of the standards considered relevant in 

this context. 

6.1.1. Vocabularies for the normalization of country and language specifications 

In the authority data coming in from the archives references to countries will occur, for example in connection to 

the geographic origin of an audiovisual creation (e.g., the production country of a film or the country in which the 

particular version of a film presented on the IMC platform was released) or the places of birth or death of an agent. 

Details on language will be provided, for instance, with respect to the language of a video or a text object, but also 

as attributes specifying the language of a given object title or content descriptions. With respect to the 

normalization of this country and language metadata on film works and agents, the relevant standards provided 

by the International Organization of Standardization ISO will play a central role, in particular ISO 3166 and ISO 

639-1:  

ISO 3166: Codes for the representation of names of countries and their subdivisions66 

The international standard ISO 3166 specifies codes for the names of countries, dependent territories, special 

areas of geographical interest, and their principal subdivisions, such as provinces or states. It is constituted of the 

three parts: ISO 3166-1, ISO 3166-2 and ISO 3166-3. ISO 3166-1 denotes country codes in three different sets of 

coding - a two-letter, a three-letter, and a three-digit code -, of which the two-letter code is the most widely used 

and will also be most important for country coding in IMC. ISO 3166-2 provides codes for subdivisions of the 

countries listed in ISO 3166-1. These are constituted of the “two-letter code element from ISO 3166-1 followed by 

a separator and up to three alphanumeric characters”67. Formerly used but now out of date codes are compiled 

in the four-letter code ISO 3166-3. ISO 3166-3 only comprises codes for country names which have been removed 

from ISO 3166-1 since its first release in 1974, but no country codes for historical countries that have ceased to 

exist before 1974.  

Therefore, in addition to the above mentioned ISO standards, the standard AFNOR XP Z 22: Code for the 

representation of names of historical countries68 published by the French national standardization organization 

Association française de normalization AFNOR, should be additionally consulted for references to historical 

countries. 

ISO 639-1:2002: Codes for the representation of names of languages -- Part 1: Alpha-2 code 

ISO 639-1 forms a part of the ISO 639, a standardized nomenclature used for the classification of language that 

includes five code lists. ISO 639-1 comprises a list of registered two-letter codes, covering the world's major 

languages. “The language identifiers according to this part of ISO 639 were devised originally for use in 

terminology, lexicography and linguistics, but may be adopted for any application requiring the expression of 

language in two-letter coded form, especially in computerized systems.”69 As the content provided on IMC will 

also be made accessible via the Europeana platform, for reasons of interoperability only two-letter codes instead 

of ISO 639-2 three-letter codes will be used, because this format is exclusively accepted by Europeana with regard 

                                                             
66 http://www.iso.org/iso/home/standards/country_codes/ 
67 http://www.iso.org/iso/home/standards/country_codes/country_codes_glossary.htm 
68 http://efgproject.eu/downloads/XPZ44_002_Codes_for_historic_country_names_A.pdf 
69 http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail?csnumber=22109 
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to language attributes for elements. The restriction on ISO 639-1 codes will, therefore, make the process of 

mapping the IMC metadata schema to Europeana EDM easier. 

6.1.2. Film-related vocabularies 

FIAF Glossary of Filmographic Terms70 

The FIAF Glossary of Filmographic Terms is published by the The International Federation of Film Archives FIAF. 

The list is meant as a tool for film cataloguers for “identifying and translating credit terms appearing both on 

screen and in documentation sources” 71. The multilingual glossary currently72 comprises thirteen languages, 

providing complete term and definitions translations into seven languages (Chinese, English, German, French, 

Italian, Portuguese and Spanish), complete terms without definitions for two languages (Finnish and Lithuanian), 

and additional four languages (Danish, Dutch, Hungarian, and Russian) with only partial terms and without 

definitions. 

The FIAF Glossary will serve as a basis for modelling vocabularies for controlling the entries of various elements of 

that part of the IMC metadata model designated for data delivered by the contributing archives. Terms from 

section A of the glossary will, for example, be used to name the type of relationship between a given title of an 

audiovisual object and the entity to which it is assigned, to define date types for film works, and to specify the 

relationship between a geographic area and the audiovisual creation. 

Terms from section B will be employed to harmonize agent authority data, in particular information on agents’ 

type of activities in the context of the creation of a film work. The multilinguality of the FIAF terms will facilitate 

the matching of the expressions from the providing archives’ native languages to a common English term. Where 

required, the set of terms provided by the FIAF Glossary may be enriched with additional terms from the list of 

Marc Relator Codes73, in particular with respect to activity types that may occur in the context of the creation of 

the non-audiovisual objects presented on IMC.  

Finally, terms from section D will serve to categorize the kind of information described by the keywords (especially 

keyword type “form”) as well as to denote the type of content description. 

Furthermore, vocabularies for the standardization of technical information on audiovisual objects are required, 

like, for example, film formats and media types. Following terminology lists will be considered: 

Wikipedia List of film formats74 

The Wikipedia List of film formats gives an overview of film formats developed for shooting or viewing motion 

pictures. It focuses on analogue film formats from 1888 until the end of the 20th Century and provides among 

other information details on aspect ratio and gauge. 

                                                             
70 http://www.fiafnet.org/images/tinyUpload/E-Resources/Reports-Glossaries-And-

Papers/GlossaryMasterCombo19.htm?PHPSESSID=m8rtm49o61db4t30joo4s09ih0 
71 http://www.fiafnet.org/pages/E-Resources/Glossary.html?PHPSESSID=0pcovmdnh1c8h65r9o9n81ikt4 
72 The latest version is from 2014. 
73 http://www.loc.gov/marc/relators/relators.html 
74 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_film_formats 
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IANA MIME Media Types75 

A media type (also called MIME type or content type) is a two-part identifier for file formats and format contents 

transmitted on the Internet. All media types should be registered at the official authority for the standardization 

and publication of media types, the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA)76, using the IANA registration 

procedures.77 Generally, media type labels are composed of a top-level type and a subtype that is further 

structured into trees and may also define specific parameters. Within the IMC context, the top-level types video 

and image and their related subtypes are of particular relevance. 

PBCore78 

PBCore (Public Broadcasting Metadata Dictionary) is a metadata schema “created by the public broadcasting 

community in the United States of America for use by public broadcasters and related communities that manage 

audiovisual assets, including libraries, archives, independent producers, etc. PBCore is organized as a set of 

specified fields that can be used in database applications, and it can be used as a data model for media cataloging 

and asset management systems.”79 Furthermore, the standard can serve as a guideline for the compilation of 

controlled vocabularies for metadata elements describing audiovisual objects. The Ephemeral Films Project80 has 

defined their annotation types according to the PBCore metadata standard, adapting it with respect to project-

specific requirements. IMC considers reusing the controlled vocabularies designed for EFilms for its manual 

enrichment tools. 

 

6.2. Controlled vocabularies for content enrichment 

IMC strives to make at least parts of the metadata provided on IMC reusable by the Web community. To achieve 

this goal, the project will make use of Linked Open Data Services as much as possible. Linked Data is data that is 

published as structured data, so that it can be interlinked by other web services and becomes retrievable through 

semantic queries.81 It builds upon standard Web technologies such as HTTP, RDF, and URIs, but rather than using 

them to serve web pages for human readers, it extends them to share information in a way that can be read 

automatically by computers. This enables data from different sources to be connected and queried. Linked Open 

Data (LOD) is Linked Data that is published under an open license, which means that its reuse is free. The following 

LOD-Services will cover nearly all of the data necessary for the annotations during content enrichment phases 2 

and 3. 

6.2.1. Geographic vocabularies and Linked Data Services 

GeoNames82 

                                                             
75 See http://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/ 
76 https://www.iana.org/ 
77 https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6838 
78 http://pbcore.org/ 
79 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PBCore 
80 http://efilms.ushmm.org/ 
81 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semantic_query 
82 http://www.geonames.org/ 
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GeoNames is a database for geographical data freely accessible either through various web services or as a 

download. It comprises “over 10 million geographical names and consists of over 9 million unique features 

whereof 2.8 million populated places and 5.5 million alternate names. [...] GeoNames is integrating geographical 

data such as names of places in various languages, elevation, population and others from various sources. All 

lat/long coordinates are in WGS84 (World Geodetic System 1984).”83 The core of the geographical information 

stored in the database comes from official sources84, but GeoNames also provides a web interface through which 

users can edit the information and add or modify entries.  

GeoNames is part of the Semantic Web: “Each GeoNames feature is represented as a web resource identified by 

a stable URI. This URI provides access, through content negotiation, either to the HTML wiki page, or to a RDF 

description of the feature, using elements of the GeoNames ontology. [...] Through Wikipedia articles URL linked 

in the RDF descriptions, GeoNames data are linked to DBpedia data and other RDF Linked Data.”85 

LinkedGeoData86 

LinkedGeoData is a geographical database built on the information compiled by OpenStreetMap, a collaborative 

project with the aim of providing a free and editable map of the complete world. LinkedGeoData publishes the 

data freely accessible in a RDF knowledge base and according to the Linked Data principles, and also interlinks it 

with other LOD services such as DBpedia and GeoNames. The knowledge base “consists of more than 3 billion 

nodes and 300 million ways and the resulting RDF data comprises approximately 20 billion triples.”87 The service 

supplements other geographical data services, “in that it also contains smaller or less popular entities (post offices, 

traffic lights, bus stops).”88 

6.2.2. Crossdomain Linked Data Services 

DBPedia89 

DBpedia is a Linked Data ontology covering a multitude of domains. It extracts structured, multilingual knowledge 

from Wikipedia and provides it on the Web using Semantic Web and Linked Data technologies, so that other data 

sets can link to it and reuse it. It “allows users to semantically query relationships and properties of Wikipedia 

resources, including links to other related datasets.”90  

DBpedia is an open-community project building on crowdsourcing effort. The structure of the knowledge base is 

maintained by the DBpedia user community. The content is made available under a free license. The first publicly 

available dataset was made accessible in January 2007. The service is therefore more mature than the comparable 

service Wikidata (see below). DBpedia provides Linked Data URIs for millions of concepts and is one of the largest 

cross-domain ontologies currently accessible, building the core of the LOD cloud.91 Each subject comes with a rich 

description. The English DBpedia version alone “describes 4.58 million things, out of which 4.22 million are 

                                                             
83 http://www.geonames.org/about.html 
84 See http://www.geonames.org/data-sources.html 
85 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GeoNames 
86 http://linkedgeodata.org/About, http://aksw.org/Projects/LinkedGeoData.html, for further information see also 

http://jens-lehmann.org/files/2012/linkedgeodata2.pdf 
87 http://linkedgeodata.org/About 
88 http://linkedgeodata.org/UseCases 
89 http://wiki.dbpedia.org/ 
90 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DBpedia 
91 http://lod-cloud.net/ 
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classified in a consistent ontology, including 1,445,000 persons, 735,000 places (including 478,000 populated 

places), 411,000 creative works (including 123,000 music albums, 87,000 films and 19,000 video games), 241,000 

organizations (including 58,000 companies and 49,000 educational institutions), 251,000 species and 6,000 

diseases.”92 In addition to this, localized versions in 125 languages exist. The knowledge base is continuously 

updated via synchronization with Wikipedia.93 

Wikidata94 

Wikidata is operated by the Wikimedia Foundation. Launched in October 2012, it serves as the central storage for 

the structured data of Wikipedia and other Wikimedia projects. Different to DBpedia, Wikidata does not extract 

data from Wikipedia but provides information to it. The content is available under a free license and is made 

accessible via a secondary and tertiary database containing structured data freely editable by everybody. Wikidata 

supports multilinguality (see also chapter 6.3.). Data entered in any language is instantly obtainable in all other 

languages. The knowledge base contains 24,632,356 data items (=content pages)95. Each item is “outlined by a 

label, a description and likely one or more aliases. Sitelinks connect each item to corresponding articles on all 

client wikis. Statements describe detailed characteristics of each Item. Each statement consists of a property and 

a value.”96 

6.3. Multilinguality aspects regarding metadata in I-Media-Cities  

In any research project that engages partners from several European countries, the aspect of multilinguality is 

bound to become an important issue. IMC aims at creating a research platform that accommodates many different 

languages and that actively searches for solutions to overcome multilingual roadblocks.  

Multilingual aspects influence the metadata model predominantly on the level of the controlled vocabularies, 

thesauri and LOD-services. In order to resolve as many issues as possible, the project will apply following 

strategies: 

1) Controlled vocabularies and thesauri that are not LOD-services, but have been created specifically to 

address certain enrichment, will be translated into all languages applicable to the project partners and 

English (English, French, Italian, German, Dutch, Swedish, Danish, Spanish, Catalan, Greek). Displaying the 

vocabulary in the correct language will be user dependent and will be determined through his/her user 

profile or will be user choice-optional. 

2) LOD-services often if not always contain translated links to values used for annotations. They will not be 

stored in the IMC system, but the language of the value displayed on the interface will depend on the 

language of the user, which can be determined through his/her user profile or will be user choice-optional. 

                                                             
92 http://wiki.dbpedia.org/about, accessed 20.12.2016 
93 For more information see also http://svn.aksw.org/papers/2013/SWJ_DBpedia/public.pdf 
94 https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Main_Page 
95 https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Special:Statistics, accessed 21.12.2016 
96 https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Introduction 
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7. Consolidated IMC metadata model 

The modelling of metadata for IMC is mainly influenced by the project-specific features. First, the metadata to be 

gathered in the system comes from different sources. Second, metadata will be added to the system at various 

stages. Third, metadata may come in different forms, e.g. as relational data or as RDF. The metadata collected in 

IMC, therefore, has to be brought together into a consolidated metadata model and stored in an adequate storage 

solution (the storage issue will be dealt with in detail in deliverable D6.2). Accordingly, the IMC metadata model 

is built of three interconnected components for archive metadata, for annotation metadata and for usage related 

metadata, which have to meet the requirements of the respective metadata sources. In the following sections 

7.1., 7.2., and 7.3., the three components and the entities and elements they comprise are depicted in detail, while 

section 7.4 provides a summary overview of the data model as a whole, connecting the single components with 

each other. Section 7.5 then sheds light upon the issue of how unique and persistent identifiers will be constructed 

in the IMC storage system. 

7.1. Model for metadata provided by the archives 

This section describes in detail the metadata model for the audiovisual and non-audiovisual objects provided by 

the IMC partner FHIs with the initial data exports. As already outlined in chapter 2.2., the model comprises four 

entities – AVEntity, NonAVEntity, Agent Entity, and Item Entity – which are connected by a defined set of 

relationships. For each entity, a list of elements and attributes is supplied here. For some of these, proposals for 

value spaces are given, either through a controlled vocabulary or through syntax definitions. However, the detailed 

definition of the set values for the controlled vocabularies is beyond the scope of this deliverable. In all cases, the 

number of cardinality/occurrences, the elements’ statuses as well as allowed relationships are indicated. The 

model distinguishes between mandatory, recommended and optional elements. While metadata for the 

mandatory elements has to be provided by the archives in any case with the initial ingest, metadata for the 

recommend elements should be provided by the archive, if the technical solutions available at the archives allows 

the enrichment of these. It should be noted, that some occurrences can be subject to revision in the following 

months in order to allow for relevant refinements. 
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7.1.1. AVEntity 

The AVEntity is designed to store descriptive metadata on IMC audiovisual objects provided by the archives with the initial ingest. The modelling follows the "No hierarchy 

Model" as described in The FIAF Moving Image Cataloguing Manual97. The properties of film work, manifestation and item (in the sense of EN15907) are expressed in one 

record. That is, abstract metadata (i.e. authority data, content descriptions), contextual metadata (e.g. provider or collection name) and object metadata (e.g. technical 

metadata) is stored on a single hierarchy level. The single elements were modelled on the basis of EN 15907:2010 and the EFG metadata schema (combining elements from 

the EFG entities AVCreation and AVManifestation). Digital representations of audiovisual entities available for viewing are accommodated in an associated instance of the 

IMC Item Entity. 

Name of IMC element or attribute Short description Occurrences Controlled 
vocabulary 

AVEntity Status: wrapper element. Contains the whole structure.      

AVEntity.Identifier Status: element. Identifier of the audiovisual entity that will be automatically generated by the 
IMC database (GUID or ID chosen from an external naming schema, e.g. International Standard 
Audiovisual Number (ISAN), or the SourceID.) Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.1 and 
EFG. 

1..n   

AVEntity.Identifier.Scheme Status: attribute. The scheme by which the IMC identifier will be generated. This can be an 
internationally known identification scheme, an XML namespace identifier, or a URN namespace 
(e.g. URN: UUID). Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.1.3 and EFG. 

1 yes 

AVEntity.RecordSource Status: wrapper element. A reference to the IMC content provider and the local IDs. This is a 
wrapper element for all elements and attributes listed hereunder. Modelled after EN 
15907:2010 clause 6.2 and EFG. 

1..n   

AVEntity.RecordSource.Provider Status: element. The name of the archive supplying the record. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 
clause 6.2.3 and EFG. 

1 List of 
contributing 
archives 

                                                             
97 FIAF Manual, p.24 
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AVEntity.RecordSource.Provider.Ident
ifier 

Status: attribute. An unambiguous reference to the archive supplying the record. This is 
preferably the institution's identifier, which is registered by the ISIL agency. If the institution is 
not registered, then the official acronym of the institution will be sufficient. Modelled after EN 
15907:2010 clause 6.2.3 and EFG. 

1 List of 
provider 
acronyms 

AVEntity.RecordSource.Provider.Ident
ification Scheme 

Status: attribute. Name of the registration scheme encoding the institution name ("ISIL code" or 
“Institution acronym”). Modelled after EFG. 

1 "ISIL code" 
or 
“Institution 
acronym” 

AVEntity.RecordSource.SourceID Status: element. The local identifier of the audiovisual creation.  1   

AVEntity.Title Status: wrapper element. Titles can be a word, phrase or character, naming the work or a group 
of works, a particular manifestation or an individual item. Title is a wrapper element for all 
elements and attributes listed hereunder. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.3 and EFG. 

1..n   

AVEntity.Title.TitleText Status: element. The textual expression of the title. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.3.3 
and EFG. 

1   

AVEntity.Title.Language Status: attribute. The language of the title. Modelled after EFG. 0..1 
(recommended) 

ISO 639-1 

AVEntity.Title.PartDesignation Status: wrapper element. A combination of the name of a structuring unit and the count value 
that identifies the current entity as an individual part of a complex work. For complex works 
with multi-level numberings (e.g. "Season 2, Episode 12"), an instance of this element should be 
created for each level. Non-numeric values such as letter symbols (e.g. "Part B" or calendar 
dates - e.g. "August 1956 issue") are permitted. Use if the work is an individual part of a series 
or larger work. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.3.3 and EFG. 

0..n   

AVEntity.Title.PartDesignation.Unit Status: element. The name of the unit that is represented within a series, serial, or multi-part 
work (e.g. "Part", "Episode", "Issue", etc). Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.3.3 and EFG. 

1 FIAF 
Glossary of 
Filmographic 
Terms (A.1) 

AVEntity.Title.PartDesignation.Value Status: element. An ordinal number, numeration symbol, or date value that identifies the 
individual creation within a complex work. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.3.3 and EFG. 

1   
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AVEntity.Title.TitleRelationship Status: element. The type of relationship between the title and the entity to which it is assigned 
(e.g. "Original title", "Distribution title", "Translated title" etc). Modelled after EN 15907:2010 
clause 6.3.3 and EFG. 

0..1 
(recommended) 

FIAF 
Glossary of 
Filmographic 
Terms (A.1) 

AVEntity.IdentifyingTitle Status: element. A short phrase for identifying the audiovisual creation, to be used e.g. in 
human-readable result lists from database queries. The identifying title should not be 
constructed by a cataloguer according to cataloguing rules but algorithmically during the 
metadata conversion process for IMC. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.4 and EFG. 

1   

AVEntity.IdentifyingTitle.Origin Status: attribute. Acronym or other identifier indicating the origin of the element content. For 
identifying titles created automatically, this should be the name and version of the software 
agent. Modelled EN 15907:2010 clause 6.4.2 after EFG. 

0..1   

AVEntity.CountryofReference Status: element. The geographic origin of an audiovisual creation. This should be the country or 
countries where the production facilities are located. If production information is missing, this 
element can refer to countries where the audiovisual creation was filmed or distributed, or 
where copies are known to exist in archives. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.5 and EFG.  

0..n 
(recommended) 

ISO 3166-1, 
ISO 3166-2 
(Region 
codes), ISO 
3166-3, 
AFNOR XP2 
44-002 

AVEntity.CountryofReference.Referen
ce 

Status: attribute. The relationship between a geographic area and the audiovisual creation. 
Defaults to "production", use of this attribute is only required if the point of reference is 
different from the country of production. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.5.2 and EFG. 

0..1 FIAF 
Glossary of 
Filmographic 
Terms (A.3) 

AVEntity.ProductionYear Status: element. The year or time span associated with the production of the audiovisual 
creation (e.g. CCYY, CCYY-CCYY). Modelled after EFG. If the production year is unknown, the 
term “unknown” should be added to indicate that research regarding the production time has 
been unsuccessful. 

1..n Application 
of cleaning 
rules 
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AVEntity.Keywords Status: wrapper element. A term or set of vocabulary terms describing the content of an 
audiovisual entity. This can be keywords or other vocabularies to describe subjects. Controlled 
and uncontrolled terms can be used together, but not within a single set of terms. Likewise, if 
more than one controlled vocabulary is used, then terms from each of these must be contained 
in a separate instance of this element. A separate instance is also required for each language if 
terms in more than one language are taken from a multilingual vocabulary. This is a wrapper 
element for all elements and attributes listed hereunder. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 
6.16 and EFG. 

0..n   

AVEntity.Keywords.Term Status: element. An element containing a single term. This can be the textual value of the term. 
For non-textual terms the classification codes, preferably a combination of the code and the 
verbal class description should be indicated. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.16.3 and 
EFG. 

1 Keyword 
type "Form" 
= based on 
value lists of 
IMC content 
providers 

AVEntity.Keywords.Type Status: attribute. Type of information described by the keywords (e.g. "Building", "Person", 
“Subject”, "Genre", "Form", "Georeference" etc.). Modelled after EFG. 

0..1 FIAF 
Glossary of 
Filmographic 
Terms (D.1) 

AVEntity.Keywords.Language Status: attribute. The language of the content of each subject. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 
clause 6.16.2 and EFG. 

0..1 
(recommended) 

ISO 639-1 

AVEntity.Keywords.Scheme Status: attribute. A unique identifier denoting the controlled vocabulary (preferably URI). If the 
subject terms are not from a controlled vocabulary, the value of this element should be set to 
“uncontrolled”. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.16.2 and EFG. 

0..1 yes 

AVEntity.Keywords.Term.ID Status: attribute. A non-text identifier that can be combined with the scheme ID from a unique 
resource identifier for the term within a controlled vocabulary. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 
clause 6.16.3 and EFG. 

0..1   

AVEntity.Description Status: element. Textual descriptions include synopses, plot summaries, reviews, transcripts or 
shot lists. They can occur in more than one language and they can have statements of 
authorship or references to external resources. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.17 and 
EFG. 

1..n   
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AVEntity.Description.Language Status: attribute. The language of the description text. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 
6.17.3 and EFG. 

0..1 
(recommended) 

ISO 639-1 

AVEntity.Description.Type Status: attribute. A keyword denoting the type of description (e.g. "Synopsis", "Shot list", 
"Review" etc.). Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.17.3 and EFG. 

0..1 
(recommended) 

FIAF 
Glossary of 
Filmographic 
Terms (D.2) 

AVEntity.Description.Source Status: attribute. Either the name of the institution, or an URI identifying the source directly or 
via a reference system such as an on-line catalogue. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 
6.17.3 and EFG. 

0..1   

AVEntity.Language Status: element. The language of the spoken, sung or written content. Modelled after EN 
15907:2010 clause 6.9 and EFG. 

0..n ISO 639-1 

AVEntity.Language.LanguageUsage Status: attribute. This indicates the relationship between the language and the manifestation 
(e.g. "original spoken dialogue", "dubbing", "subtitles", "voice-over commentary" etc.). Defaults 
to “unspecified”. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 
clause 06.09.2002 and EFG. 

0..1 Based on 
efg:Language
PurposeCod
eCS 

AVEntity.Format Status: wrapper element. The description of the physical artefact or digital file on which an 
audiovisual manifestation is fixed. This is a wrapper element for all elements and attributes 
listed hereunder. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.7 and EFG. 

0..1   

AVEntity.Format.Gauge Status: element. The width of the film stock or other carrier (such as magnetic tape) used for 
the manifestation. Should include value and unit (e.g. "35 mm", "1/2 inch"). Modelled after EN 
15907:2010 clause 6.7.3 and EFG. 

0..1 Wikipedia 
List of film 
formats 

AVEntity.Format.AspectRatio Status: element. The ratio between width and height of the image (e.g. "full frame", 
"cinemascope", "1:1,33"). Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.7.3 and EFG. 

0..1 Wikipedia 
List of film 
formats 

AVEntity.Format.Sound Status: element. Values list. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.7.3 and EFG (simplified). 0..1 "With 
sound", 
"Without 
sound" 
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AVEntity.Format.Colour Status: element. Values list. Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.7.3 and EFG (simplified). 0..1 Based on 
value lists of 
IMC content 
providers 

AVEntity.Coverage Status: wrapper element. The spatial or temporal topic of the audiovisual object. Modelled after 
EFG. 

0..n   

AVEntity.Coverage.Spatial Status: element. This may be a named place, a location, a spatial coordinate, a named 
administrative entity or an URI to a LOD-service. Modelled after EFG. 

0..n   

AVEntity.Coverage.Temporal Status: element. This may be a period, date or range date. Modelled after EFG. 0..n   

AVEntity.RightsHolder Status: element. Name of the copyright holder. Modelled after EFG. 0..n   

AVEntity.RightsHolder.URL Status: attribute. If available, URL to the homepage of the copyright holder. Modelled after EFG. 0..1   

AVEntity.RightsStatus Status: element. Specifies the copyright status of the digital item. Modelled after EFG. 1 yes 

AVEntity.Provenance Status: element. Organisation which owns or has custody of the item. 0..1   

AVEntity.ViewFilmography Status: element. An unambiguous URL reference to the full filmographic entry of a film on the 
content provider web site. 

0..n   

AVEntity.CollectionTitle Status: element. A textual title of the archival collection of which the audiovisual is part. 0..1   

 

Allowed Relationships Attributes Cardinality Derived 
from 

AVEntityRELAgent Type (Mandatory / Occurrences: 1 / controlled vocabulary: FIAF 
Glossary of Filmographic Terms, MARC Relator Codes ) 

n..m EN 15907, 
EFG 

AVEntityRELItem none 1..n EFG 

AVEntityRELNonAVEntity Type (Mandatory / Occurrences: 1 / controlled vocabulary) n..m EFG 

AVEntityRELAVEntity Type (Mandatory / Occurrences: 1 / controlled vocabulary) n..m EFG 
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7.1.2. NonAVEntity 

Non-audiovisual objects in IMC can be pictures, photos, correspondence, books, periodicals etc. The modelling follows EFG metadata schema entities NonAVCreation and 

NonAVManifestation, which in turn were designed according to an early version of the Europeana Semantic Elements specification version 3.2 and in correspondence to 

EFG entities AVCreation and AVManifestation. Similar to IMC AVEntity, on the level of description there is no distinction between the abstract non-audiovisual work and its 

concrete manifestation, but object data is stored on a single hierarchy level. Digital representations of non-film entities available for viewing are accommodated in an 

associated instance of the IMC Item Entity. 

Name of IMC element or attribute Short description Occurrences Controlled 
vocabulary 

NonAVEntity Status: wrapper element. Contains the whole structure.      

NonAVEntity.Identifier Status: element. Identifier of the non-audiovisual entity that will be automatically generated 
by the IMC database (GUID or ID chosen from an external naming schema). Modelled after 
EFG. 

1..n   

NonAVEntity.Identifier.Scheme Status: attribute. The scheme by which the IMC identifier will be generated. This can be an 
internationally known identification scheme, an XML namespace identifier, or a URN 
namespace (e.g. URN: UUID). Modelled after EFG. 

1 yes 

NonAVEntity.RecordSource Status: wrapper element. A reference to the IMC content provider and the local IDs. This is a 
wrapper element for all elements and attributes listed hereunder. Modelled after EFG. 

1..n   

NonAVEntity.RecordSource.Provider Status: element. The name of the archive supplying the record. Modelled after EFG. 1 List of 
contributing 
archives 

NonAVEntity.RecordSource.Provider.Iden
tifier 

Status: attribute. An unambiguous reference to the archive supplying the record. This is 
preferrably the institution's identifier, which is registered by the ISIL agency. If the institution 
is not registered, then the official acronym of the institution is sufficient. Modelled after EFG. 

1 List of 
provider 
acronyms 

NonAVEntity.RecordSource.Provider.Iden
tificationScheme 

Status: attribute. Name of the registration scheme encoding the institution name ("ISIL 
code" or “Institution acronym”). Modelled after EFG. 

1 "ISIL code" 
or 
“Institution 
acronym” 
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NonAVEntity.RecordSource.SourceID Status: element. The local identifier of the non-audiovisual entity.  1   

NonAVEntity.Title Status: wrapper element. Title of the NonAV entity. Titles can be a word, phrase or 
character, naming the work, a group of works, a particular manifestation or an individual 
item. Title is a wrapper element for all elements and attributes listed hereunder. Modelled 
after EFG. 

1..n   

NonAVEntity.Title.TitleText Status: element. The textual expression of the title. Modelled after EFG. 1   

NonAVEntity.Title.Language Status: attribute. The language of the title. (If no value is available in the source archive, the 
value must be set to "unspecified".) Modelled after EFG. 

0..1 
(recommended) 

ISO 639-1 

NonAVEntity.Title.PartDesignation Status: wrapper element. A combination of the name of a structuring unit and the count 
value that identifies the current entity as an individual part of a complex work. For complex 
works with multi-level numberings, an instance of this element should be created for each 
level. Non-numeric values such as letter symbols (e.g. "Part B" or calendar dates - e.g. 
"August 1956 issue") are permitted. Modelled after EFG. 

0..n   

NonAVEntity.Title.PartDesignation.Unit Status: element. The name of the unit that is represented within a series, serial, or multi-part 
work (e.g. "Part", "Episode", "Issue", etc). Modelled after EFG. 

1 FIAF 
Glossary of 
Filmographic 
Terms A.1 

NonAVEntity.Title.PartDesignation.Value Status: element. An ordinal number, numeration symbol, or date value that identifies the 
individual creation within a complex work. Modelled after EFG. 

1   

NonAVEntity.Title.TitleRelationship Status: element. The type of relationship between the title and the entity to which it is 
assigned ("Main title", "Alternative title"). Modelled after EFG. 

0..1 
(recommended) 

Defined by 
Dublin Core 

NonAVEntity.Keywords Status: wrapper element. A term or set of vocabulary terms describing the content of a non-
audiovisual entity. This can be keywords or other vocabularies to describe subjects. 
Controlled and uncontrolled terms can be used together, but not within a single set of terms. 
Likewise, if more than one controlled vocabulary is used, then terms from each of these 
must be contained in a separate instance of this element. A separate instance is also 
required for each language if terms in more than one language are taken from a multilingual 
vocabulary. This is a wrapper element for all elements and attributes listed hereunder. 
Modelled after EFG. 

0..n   
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NonAVEntity.Keywords.Term Status: element. An element containing a single term. This can be the textual value of the 
term. For non-textual terms the classification codes, preferably a combination of the code 
and the verbal class description should be indicated. Modelled after EFG. 

1   

NonAVEntity.Keywords.Type Status: attribute. Type of information described by the keywords. Modelled after EFG. 0..1 yes 

NonAVEntity.Keywords.Language Status: attribute. The language of the content of each subject. Can be omitted if the 
language is evident from the scheme. Modelled after EFG. 

0..1 
(recommended) 

ISO 639-1 

NonAVEntity.Keywords.Scheme Status: attribute. A unique identifier denoting the controlled vocabulary (preferably URI). If 
the subject terms are not from a controlled vocabulary, the value of this element should be 
set to “uncontrolled”. Modelled after EFG. 

0..1 yes 

NonAVEntity.Keywords.Term.ID Status: attribute. A non-text identifier that can be combined with the scheme ID from a 
unique resource identifier for the term within a controlled vocabulary. Modelled after EFG. 

    

NonAVEntity.Description Status: element. Textual descriptions include synopses, plot summaries, reviews, transcripts 
or shot lists. They can occur in more than one language and they can have statements of 
authorship or references to external resources. Modelled after EFG. 

1..n   

NonAVEntity.Description.Language Status: attribute. The language of the description text. Modelled after EFG. 0..1 
(recommended) 

ISO 639-1 

NonAVEntity.Description.Type Status: attribute. A keyword denoting the type of description (e.g. “Synopsis”, “Shotlist”, 
“Review” etc.). Modelled after EFG. Modelled after EFG. 

0..1 
(recommended) 

Based on 
efg:Descripti
onType 

NonAVEntity.Description.Source Status: attribute. Either the name of the institution, or an URI identifying the source directly 
or via a reference system such as an on-line catalogue. Modelled after EFG. 

0..1   

NonAVEntity.DateCreated Status: element. The point or period of time associated with the creation of the non-
audiovisual creation (“CCYY-MM-DD”, “CCYY”, CCYY-CCYY). If the production year is 
unknown, the term “unknown” should be added to indicate that research regarding the 
production time has been unsuccessful. Modelled after EFG. 

1..n Application 
of cleaning 
rules 

NonAVEntity.Type Status: element. The general type of the non-audiovisual manifestation (“image” or “text”). 
Modelled after EFG. 

1 “image”, 
“text” 
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NonAVEntity.SpecificType Status: element. This element further specifies the type of the non-audiovisual entity Here 
the document type should be indicated (e.g. "photograph", "poster", "letter"). Modelled 
after EFG. 

1 Based on the 
values of 
IMC content 
providers 

NonAVEntity.Language Status: element. Mandatory for objects of type text but optional for images with text parts. 
The language of the written content. Modelled after EFG. 

0..n 
(mandatory for 
objects of type 
text) 

ISO 639-1 

NonAVEntity.Language.LanguageUsage Status: attribute. This indicates the relationship between the language and the 
manifestation, e.g. „Main original language“. Defaults to “unspecified”. Modelled after EFG. 

0..1 Based on 
efg:Language
PurposeCod
eCS 

NonAVEntity.PhysicalFormat Status: element. The dimensions of the physical object. 0..1  

NonAVEntity.PhysicalFormat.Size  
Status: attribute. Indicates the unit of measurement. 

0..1   

NonAVEntity.Colour Status: element. This element can be used to indicate the colour of a non-audiovisual object 
(e.g. "black and white", "colour", "mixed"). Modelled after EFG. 

0..1 yes 

NonAVEntity.Coverage Status: wrapper element. The spatial or temporal topic of the non-audiovisual manifestation. 
Modelled after EFG. 

0..n   

NonAVEntity.Coverage.Spatial Status: element. This may be a named place, a location, a spatial coordinate, a named 
administrative entity or an URI to a LOD-service. Modelled after EFG. 

0..n   

NonAVEntity.Coverage.Temporal Status: element. This may be a period, date or date range. Modelled after EFG. 0..n   

NonAVEntity.RightsHolder Status: element. Name of the copyright holder. Modelled after EFG. 0..n   

NonAVEntity.RightsHolder.URL Status: attribute. If available, URL to the homepage of the copyright holder. Modelled after 
EFG. 

0..1   

NonAVEntity.RightsStatus Status: element. Specifies the copyright status of the digital item. Modelled after EFG. 1 yes 

NonAVEntity.Provenance Status: element. Organisation which owns or has custody of the item. Modelled after EFG. 0..1   
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NonAVEntity.CollectionTitle Status: element. A textual title of the archival collection of which the NonAV object is part. 
Modelled after EFG. 

0..1   

 

Allowed Relationships Attributes Cardinality Derived 
from 

NonAVEntityRELAgent Type (Mandatory / Occurrences: 1 / controlled vocabulary: FIAF 
Glossary of Filmographic Terms, MARC Relator Codes) 

n..m EFG 

NonAVEntityRELItem none 1..n EFG 

NonAVEntityRELNonAVEntity Type (Mandatory / Occurrences: 1 / controlled vocabulary) n..m EFG 

NonAVEntityRELAVEntity Type (Mandatory / Occurrences: 1 / controlled vocabulary) n..m EFG 

 

7.1.3. Agent Entity 

The Agent is defined as an entity that can perform any kind of action. This entity contains metadata on agents that is provided by the archives and refers mostly to agents 

which are involved in the creation of the objects. It is modelled on the basis of the EFG entity Agent as well as on the FORWARD standard (entity CinematographicAgent) 

and EAC-CPF (2014). The design diverges from the EFG schema an also from the FORWARD model in the respect that all elements are generally applicable for all types of 

agents (person, corporate body, group); the distinction between agent types is made via a type element, in accordance with EAC-CPF. Also, the FORWARD scheme was 

evaluated as to granular regarding the modelling of names, related dates and places as well as professional affiliation, as it is not expected that the contributing archives 

will provide that level of information detail. Therefore only a subset of the elements of the FORWARD schema was considered for the IMC metadata model. 

Name of IMC element or attribute Short description Occurrences Controlled 
vocabulary 

AgentEntity Status: wrapper element. Contains the whole structure.      

AgentEntity.Identifier Status: element. Identifier of the person that will be automatically generated by the IMC database 
(GUID or ID chosen from an external naming schema). Modelled after EFG and FORWARD. 

1..n   

AgentEntity.Identifier.Scheme Status: attribute. The scheme by which the IMC identifier will be generated. This can be an 
internationally known identification scheme, an XML namespace identifier, or a URN namespace 
(e.g. URN: UUID). Modelled after EFG. 

1 yes 
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AgentEntity.RecordSource Status: wrapper element. A reference to the IMC content provider and the local IDs. This is a 
wrapper element for all elements and attributes listed hereunder. Modelled after EFG, FORWARD, 
EAC-CPF. 

1..n   

AgentEntity.RecordSource.Provider Status: element. The name of the archive supplying the record. Modelled after EFG, FORWARD, 
EAC-CPF. 

1 List of 
contributing 
archives 

AgentEntity.RecordSource.Provider.Id
entifier 

Status: attribute. An unambiguous reference to the archive supplying the record. This is preferably 
the institution's identifier, which is registered by the ISIL agency. If the institution is not registered, 
then the official acronym of the institution is sufficient. Modelled after EFG, FORWARD, EAC-CPF. 

1 List of 
provider 
acronyms 

AgentEntity.RecordSource.Provider.Id
entificationScheme 

Status: attribute. Name of the registration scheme encoding the institution name ("ISIL code" or 
"Institution acronym"). Modelled after EFG. 

1 "ISIL code" or 
“Institution 
acronym” 

AgentEntity.RecordSource.SourceID Status: element. The local identifier of the person. If this does not exist in the content provider´s 
database the value is “undefined”. Modelled after EFG.  

0..1   

AgentEntity.Type Status: element. Defines the type of the Agent (person, corporate body, family etc.) Modelled after 
EAC-CPF. 

1 Defined by 
EAC-CPF 

AgentEntity.Name Status: element. A name by which the entity is (or was) known. Modelled after EFG, FORWARD, 
EAC-CPF. 

1..n 

  

AgentEntity.Name.Part Status: attribute. Only for entities that are persons: A distinct part of a person’s name: name 
prefixes, forename, family name, name suffixes. Modelled after EFG. 

0..1 Defined by 
EAC-CPF 

AgentEntity.Name.Type Status: attribute. This attribute specifies the type of the entity's name, e.g. preferred name, 
bureaucratic name, pseudonym, spelling variant, other name. Modelled after EFG, FORWARD, EAC-
CPF. 

0..1 Defined by 
EAC-CPF 

AgentEntity.BiographicalNote Status: element. Short biographical note about a person or organisation. A single paragraph of text, 
used for disambiguation purposes only. Modelled after EFG, FORWARD, EAC-CPF. 

0..1   

AgentEntity.Date Status: element. Temporal properties of the person relating to its existence and activity (“CCYY-
MM-DD” or “CCYY”). Modelled after EFG and EAC-CPF. 

0..n   
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AgentEntity.Date.Type Status: attribute. This attribute specifies the type of temporal properties ("Date of birth", "Date of 
death", "Year of activity"). Modelled after EFG. 

0..1 "Date of 
birth", "Date 
of death", 
"Year of 
activity" 

AgentEntity.RegionOfActivity Status: element. A country from the geographic area in which the person is or was active. Modelled 
after EFG. 

0..n ISO 3166-1, 
ISO 3166-2 
(Region 
codes), ISO 
3166-3, 
AFNOR XP2 
44-002 

AgentEntity.Place Status: element. The places related to the person. Modelled after EFG and EAC-CPF. 0..n   

AgentEntity.Place.Type Status: attribute. This attribute specifies the type of spatial properties (e.g. "Place of birth", "Place 
of death"). Modelled after EFG and EAC-CPF. 

0..1 Defined by 
EAC-CPF 

AgentEntity.Sex Status: element. The person´s sex (male, female or unknown). Modelled after EFG. 0..1 "male", 
"female" or 
"unknown" 

AgentEntity.TypeOfActivity Status: element. A film-related activity of the person taken from relationship records or from 
secondary sources. Modelled after EFG and EAC-CPF. 

0..n FIAF 
Glossary of 
Filmographic 
Terms (B), 
MARC 
Relator 
Codes 

AgentEntity.ViewBiography Status: element. An unambiguous URL reference to a full biographical entry in an external database 
or on content provider's website. Modelled after EFG. 

0..n   
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Allowed Relationships Attributes Cardinality Modelled 
after 

 

AgentRELNonAVEntity Type (Mandatory / Occurrences: 1 / controlled vocabulary: FIAF 
Glossary of Filmographic Terms, MARC Relator Codes) 

n...m EFG 
 

AgentRELAVEntity Type (Mandatory / Occurrences: 1 / controlled vocabulary: FIAF 
Glossary of Filmographic Terms, MARC Relator Codes) 

n...m EFG 
 

 

7.1.4. Item Entity 

The Item Entity points to the digital file held in the IMC repository. The item functions as a logical wrapper for the digital object displayed in IMC. This entity is modelled 

according to the EFG entity Item which is based on various elements of the Europeana Semantic Elements specification version 3.2. The concept of Item as used for EFG and 

the IMC model differs from the Item as defined by the CEN standard EN15907. In EN 15907 the Item describes a single exemplar of a manifestation (i.e. the individual copy 

that is stored and managed by an archive). However, in deviation to EFG the IMC Item Entity also includes elements for the storage of technical metadata related to the 

digital object, which in the EFG metadata model were assigned to the Non/AVManifestation entity, as well as elements for storing information on licences, which regulate 

the terms of usage of an digital object. 

Name of IMC element or attribute Short description Occurrences Controlled 
vocabulary 

Item.Entity Status: wrapper element. Contains the whole structure.      

Item.Identifier Status: element. Identifier of the item that will be automatically generated by the IMC 
database (GUID or ID chosen from an external naming schema). 

1..n   

Item.Identifier.Scheme Status: attribute. The scheme of which the IMC identifier will be generated. This can be an 
internationally known identification scheme, an XML namespace identifier, or a URN 
namespace (e.g. URN: UUID). 

1   

Item.IsShownBy Status: element. An unambiguous URL reference to the digital object in the IMC repository 
and/or on the content provider´s web site in its full best available resolution/quality. 
Modelled after EFG and ESE. 

1..n   
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Item.IsShownAt Status: element. An unambiguous URL reference to the digital object on the IMC web site 
and/or on the content provider´s web site in its full information context. Modelled after 
EFG and ESE. 

1..n   

Item.Thumbnail Status: element. Link to the reduced-size image of the AV or NonAV digital object. 
Modelled after EFG and ESE. 

1..n   

Item.Duration Status: element. The running time of the digitised audiovisual manifestation measured in 
minutes and seconds. Modelled EN 15907:2010 clause 6.8 and EFG. 

0..1   

Item.Duration.Framerate Optional value for the projection speed, given in frames per second, to which the given 
duration refers. 

0..1  

Item.Dimension The total physical dimension of the digital object (i.e. file size in bytes) represented as 
numeric value, with decimal places if required. 

0..1   

Item.Dimension.Unit Unit of the physical dimension of the manifestation: “bytes” 0..1   

Item.DigitalFormat 
Status: wrapper element. The description of the digital file in which a content object is 
stored. This is a wrapper element for all elements and attributes listed hereunder. 
Modelled after EN 15907:2010 clause 6.7 and EFG. 

0..1  

Item.DigitalFormat.Container Status: element. A container or wrapper format is a file format, or often a stream format 
whose specifications regard only the way data are stored but not coded within the file (e.g. 
“AVI”, “MP4”, “3GP”, “RealMedia”). Modelled after EFG. 

0..1 IANA MIME 
Media Types 

Item.DigitalFormat.Coding Status: element. Specifies the codification of the data (e.g. “WMA”,”WMV”, “MPEG-4”, 
“RealVideo”). Modelled after EFG. 

0..1  

Item.DigitalFormat.Format Status: element. The digital format of the content object (RFC 2049 MIME types, e.g. 
“image/jpg”, ”text/plain” etc.). Modelled after EFG. 

0..1 IANA MIME 
Media Types 

Item.DigitalFormat.Resolution Status: attribute. The degree of sharpness of the digital object expressed in lines or pixel. 
Modelled after EFG. 

0..1   

Item.Provider Status: element. Name of the organisation that sends the data to IMC. 1   

Item.Provider.URL Status: attribute. Link to provider homepage. 1..n   
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Item.URI An unambiguous URI to the resource within the IMC context. This is record a identifier for 
the object in the IMC system. It is created based on unique identifiers provided in the 
source metadata.  

1..n   

Item.Type Here again the object type should be indicated ("Text", "Image", "Video") Modelled after 
EFG and ESE. 

1 yes 

Item.Licence Status: wrapper element. A reference to the license that applies to the digital item. This is a 
wrapper element for all elements and attributes listed hereunder. Modelled after FIAF 
Moving Image Cataloguing Manual (web version, p. 200). 

0..n   

Item.Licence.StartDate Status: element. This indicates the starting date of the license range period. 1   

Item.Licence.EndDate Status: element. This indicates the end date of the license range period. 1   

Item.Licence.Filename Status: element. This indicates the filename of an electronic version of any agreement 
pertaining to the manifestation's licence, or where possible a link to the file in a persistent, 
available directory within the organisation's infrastructure. 

0..n   

Item.Licence.Logo Status: element. This indicates a possible graphic representation pertaining to the 
manifestation's licence, or where possible a link to the file in a persistent, available 
directory within the organisation's infrastructure. 

0..1   

Item.LicenceRights.Relationship Status: element. This indicates the documented relationship to rights. 1 yes 

Item.LicenceRights.Licensee Status: element. Licensee organisation's or individual's name, with contact details if 
required. 

1..n   

Item.LicenceRights.Licenser Status: element. Licenser granting organisation or individual's name, with contact details if 
required. 

1 yes 
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Allowed Relationships Attributes Cardinality Derived 
from 

AVEntityRELItem none 1..n EFG 

NonAVEntityRELItem none 1..n EFG 
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7.2. Metadata model for automatic annotations 

Enriched data in IMC is expressed in the form of annotations, as defined in chapter 3. Automatic enrichment data 

is provided by automatic analysis tools from FHG. These tools produce data in XML format.  

The internal data model representation of an annotation consists of an “Annotation”, linked to “Body” and 

“Target”, which in turn points to the referred item in the store. 

Selectors, linked to target entities specify, if present, the subset of the resource the target is pointing to. Selector 

types derive from WADM specifications where possible, others are adapted from the MICO system 

documentation. Also some ad-hoc selectors have been defined to implement cases not covered by the WADM 

standard or the MICO documentation. For more detailed information see chapter 3.2.4. 

Cardinality of relationships follows specifications from W3C WADM. They are: 

 Relationship Cardinality 

Annotation – Body 0,n 

Annotation – Target 1,n 

Target – Selectors 0,n 

  

An annotation may have no body associated to it. In this case it is reduced to a pointer to target/selector specific, 

assuming the meaning of a bookmark that can keep reference information. 

If no selectors are linked to a target, it is implicit that the annotation refers to the pointed item in its integrity, not 

to a specific part of it. 

7.2.1. Outline of annotation structure generated for each automatic analysis component 

This section gives a brief description of the structure of each analysis component schema and the information it 

provides. For each case, specific bodies and selector types are reported.  

7.2.1.1. Temporal video segmentation 

FHG temporal video segmentation results contain information about the shot boundaries in a video stream. They 

are included in a module called “Shot”. The segmentation is specified in the form of frame index and value pairs. 

Subsequent frame indexes determine the position in which the scene changes. 

<videoanalysis xmlns:temporalvisegm="http://www.idmt.fraunhofer.de/temporalvisegm" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-

instance"xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="videoanalysisResult.xsd"> 
<module name="Shot"> 

<frame idx="1271" value="100"/> 
<frame idx="1512" value="100"/> 
<frame idx="1632" value="100"/> 
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Here the relevant information consists of the module name and frame idx/value pairs. The module name will be 

included in the annotation body and segmentation information in the selector, as they are related to target 

addressing specification. 

Outline of generated entities 

VAAnnotation 

Name of IMC 
element or attribute 

Short description Cardinality / 
Occurrences 

Controlled 
vocabulary 

Annotation Status: wrapper element.    

Annotation.UID Unique Identifiers, system generated. 1  String 

Annotation.URI Uri of the resource, system generated, used for LOD 

export procedures. 

1 String 

Annotation.Type Type of the annotation. For Video Analysis 

annotations this will be “VideoAnalysis”. 

1 Yes. The 

vocabulary is the 

set of possible 

annotation 

types. 

 

VATarget 

Name of IMC 

element or attribute 

Short description Cardinality / 

Occurrences 

Controlled 

vocabulary 

Target Status: wrapper element.   

Target.UID Unique Identifiers, system generated. 1  String 

Target.URI Uri of the resource, system generated, used for LOD 

export procedures. 

1 String 

Target.Type Type of the target. The type “SpecificResouce” is used 

to indicate that some selector is associated to the 

target. 

1 Yes. The 

vocabulary is the 

set of possible 

target types. 
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VABody 

Name of IMC 

element or attribute 

Short description Cardinality / 

Occurrences 

Controlled 

vocabulary 

Body Status: wrapper element.   

Body.UID Unique Identifiers, system generated.  1 / 

Body.URI Uri of the resource, system generated, used for LOD 

export procedures. 

1 / 

Body.Module Name of the FHG Video Analysis module component 

generating the annotation. 

1 Yes. The 

vocabulary is the 

set of FHG 

module names. 

 

IndexSelector 

Name of IMC 

element or attribute 

Short description Cardinality / 

Occurrences 

Controlled 

vocabulary 

IndexSelector Status: wrapper element.   

IndexSelector.UID Unique Identifiers, system generated. 1  String 

IndexSelector.URI Uri of the resource, system generated, used for LOD 

export procedures. 

1 String 

IndexSelector.Frames Reports a list of frame index and value pairs. The 

meaning of values depends on the module generating 

the annotation. 

1 / 

 

7.2.1.2. Object detection 

Object detection information is grouped by frames. It includes a region (mainly rectangular) in which the object 

has been identified, the type of the detected object (face, buildings, eye) and some estimates about the detection 

quality. 

<object uid="OBJECTID2" type="FACE"> 
<region> 

<point orderIdx="0" posX="0.7" posY="0.25" posHint="topleft"/> 
<point orderIdx="1" posX="0.7" posY="0.4"/> 
<point orderIdx="2" posX="0.9" posY="0.4"/> 
<point orderIdx="3" posX="0.9" posY="0.25"/> 

</region> 
<attribute name="pose_value" value="0.4"/> 
<attribute name="face_quality" value="0.5"/> 

</object> 
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Detected objects can be nested and can include sub-objects. In the following example the detection of a face 

contains an indication of the position of the eyes. 

<object uid="OBJECTID1" type="FACE"> 
<region> 

<point orderIdx="0" posX="0.2" posY="0.3" posHint="topleft"/> 
<point orderIdx="1" posX="0.2" posY="0.5"/> 
<point orderIdx="2" posX="0.4" posY="0.5"/> 
<point orderIdx="3" posX="0.4" posY="0.3"/> 

</region> 

  
<subobject uid="OBJECTID13" type="EYE"> 

<region> 
<point orderIdx="0" posX="0.25" posY="0.31" posHint="topleft"/> 
<point orderIdx="1" posX="0.25" posY="0.32"/> 
<point orderIdx="2" posX="0.26" posY="0.32"/> 
<point orderIdx="3" posX="0.26" posY="0.31"/> 

</region> 
</subobject> 
<marker orderIdx="0" posX="0.255" posY="0.355" type="LEFT_EYE"/> 
<attribute name="pose_value" value="0.4"/> 
<attribute name="face_quality" value="0.5"/> 

</object> 
 

 

Outline of generated entities 

ODAnnotation 

Name of IMC 

element or attribute 

Short description Cardinality / 

Occurrences 

Controlled 

vocabulary 

Annotation Status: wrapper element.    

Annotation.UID Unique Identifiers, system generated. 1 \ 

Annotation.URI Uri of the resource, system generated, used for LOD 

export procedures. 

1 \ 

Annotation.Type Type of the annotation. For Object Detection 

annotations this will be “ObjectDetection”. 

1 Yes. The 

vocabulary is the 

set of possible 

annotation 

types. 
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ODTarget 

Name of IMC 

element or attribute 

Short description Cardinality / 

Occurrences 

Controlled 

vocabulary 

Target Status: wrapper element.   

Target.UID Unique Identifiers, system generated. 1  \ 

Target.URI Uri of the resource, system generated, used for LOD 

export procedures. 

1 \ 

Target.Type Type of the target. The type “SpecificResouce” is 

used to indicate that some selector is associated to 

the target. 

1 Yes. The 

vocabulary is the 

set of possible 

target types. 

 

ODBody 

Name of IMC 

element or attribute 

Short description Cardinality / 

Occurrences 

Controlled 

vocabulary 

Body Status: wrapper element.   

Body.UID Unique Identifiers, system generated. 1 \ 

Body.URI Uri of the resource, system generated, used for LOD 

export procedures. 

1 \ 

Body.Object.ID This is a label used to identify the detected object. 1 \ 

Body.Object.Type Type of the object identified. Possible types are 

“FACE”, “EYE” or “BUILDING”. 

1 Yes. Vocabulary 

is the set of 

Object Detection 

possible types. 

Body.Object.Attribute Status: wrapper element. 0..n 
 

Body.Object.Attribute

.Name 

Attributes specific to each type of identified object. 

For example, for face detection this may be “Face 

quality”. 

1 Possible list of 

names provided 

by FHG 

vocabulary. 

Body.Object.Attribute

.Value 

Attributes specific to each type of identified object. 

For example, for face detection this may be “Face 

quality”estimate. 

1 \ 
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AreaSelector 

Name of IMC 

element or attribute 

Short description Cardinality / 

Occurrences 

Controlled 

vocabulary 

AreaSelector Status: wrapper element.   

AreaSelector.UID Unique Identifiers, system generated. 1 \ 

AreaSelector.URI Uri of the resource, system generated, used for LOD 

export procedures. 

1 \ 

AreaSelector.Region This contains the set of point that include the region 

where the object is detected. 

1 \ 

 

7.2.1.3. Object recognition 

For object recognition, the XML file contains a list of labels with names of persons (for face recognition) or a list of 

famous buildings (for building recognition), indicating the goal of the recognition. 

<labels> 

   <label uid="LABELID1" name="Barack Obama"/> 

   <label uid="LABELID2" name="Angela Merkel"/> 

   <label uid="LABELID3" name="Martin Luther King"/> 

</labels> 

 

Other relevant information is included in a mapping wrapper that maps the ID of the object detected (a face, a 

building) with the Label ID of the list of labels provided, together with an indication of the value of confidence of 

the recognition. 

<mappings> 

    <mapping object_ref="OBJECTID1" label_ref="LABELID1" confidence="0.7"/> 

    <mapping object_ref="OBJECTID1" label_ref="LABELID3" confidence="0.1"/> 

    <mapping object_ref="OBJECTID2" label_ref="LABELID2" confidence="0.8"/> 

</mappings> 

 

Outline of generated entities 

ORAnnotation 

Name of IMC 

element or attribute 

Short description Cardinality / 

Occurrences 

Controlled 

vocabulary 

Annotation Status: wrapper element.    

Annotation.UID Unique Identifiers, system generated. 1 \ 

Annotation.URI Uri of the resource, system generated, used for LOD 

export procedures. 

1 \ 
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Annotation.Type Type of the annotation. For Object Recognition 

annotations this will be “ObjectRecognition”. 

1 Yes. The 

vocabulary is the 

set of possible 

annotation types. 

 

ORTarget 

Name of IMC 

element or attribute 

Short description Cardinality / 

Occurrences 

Controlled 

vocabulary 

Target Status: wrapper element.   

Target.UID Unique Identifiers, system generated. 1  \ 

Target.URI Uri of the resource, system generated, used for LOD 

export procedures. 

1 \ 

Target.Type Type of the target. The type “SpecificResouce” is 

used to indicate that some selector is associated to 

the target. 

1 Yes. The 

vocabulary is the 

set of possible 

target types. 

 

ORBody 

Name of IMC element or 

attribute 

Short description Cardinality / 

Occurrences 

Controlled 

vocabulary 

Body Status: wrapper element.   

Body.UID Unique Identifiers, system generated. 1 \ 

Body.URI Uri of the resource, system generated, used for LOD 

export procedures. 

1 \ 

Body.OBJECT ID This is a Label used to identify the detected object. 1 \ 

Body.Confidence The value of the confidence. 1  

Body. Recognized.Object Status: wrapper element. 
  

Body.Recognized.Object.U

ID 

Indicates the ID of the labels, e.g., the list of persons 

or building to be recognised. 

1 \ 

Body. 

Recognized.Object.Label 

Indicates the name of the person or the building to 

be recognised. 

1 \ 
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AreaSelector 

Name of IMC element or 

attribute 

Short description Cardinality / 

Occurrences 

Controlled 

vocabulary 

AreaSelector Status: wrapper element.   

AreaSelector.UID Unique Identifiers, system generated. 1 \ 

AreaSelector.URI Uri of the resource, system generated, used for 

LOD export procedures. 

1 \ 

AreaSelector.Region This contains the set of point that include the 

region where the object is detected. 

1 \ 

 

 

7.3. Metadata models for manual annotations 

This section provides an overview of the elements and attributes that are object of the post-ingest enrichment 

activities via the interim annotation tool (Enrichment phase 2) and the final enrichment application (Enrichment 

phase 3). 

7.3.1. Enrichment Phase 2 

Name of IMC element or 
attribute 

Short description Occurrences Controlled 
vocabulary 

ContentItem Status: wrapper element. Contains the whole structure.      

ContentItem.ID Status: element. Identifier of the content entity that will 
be automatically generated by the IMC database. For a 
film segment, this ID will have a time code embedded in 
the IRI. 

1..n   

ContentItem.ID.Scheme Status: attribute. The scheme by which the IMC 
identifier will be generated.  

1 yes 

Annotation Status: wrapper element. Contains the whole structure.     

AnnotationCreated Status: element. The time when the annotation was 
created. Timestamp of the annotation. 

1..n   
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Keyword Status: wrapper element. A term or set of terms 
describing the content of a video, image or text object 
or video segment. This can be free text keywords or 
other vocabularies to describe subjects. Controlled and 
uncontrolled terms can be used together, but not 
within a single set of terms. Likewise, if more than one 
controlled vocabulary is used, then terms from each of 
these must be contained in a separate instance of this 
element. A separate instance is also required for each 
language if terms in more than one language are taken 
from a multilingual vocabulary. This is a wrapper 
element for all elements and attributes listed 
hereunder.  

0..n   

KeywordTerm Status: element. An element containing a single term. 
This can be the textual value of the term. For non-
textual terms the classification codes, preferably a 
combination of the code and the verbal class 
description should be indicated. If the value for 
KeywordTerm is free text, then a value for the elements 
KeywordType and KeywordTermLanguage also need to 
be provided. 

1   

KeywordTermLanguage Status: attribute. Language of the KeywordTerm. 1   

KeywordType Status: attribute. Type of information described by the 
keyword (e.g. "Location", "Action", "Person", “Event”, 
etc.). 

1 yes 

DepictedPersonNumber Status: element. Used for indicating whether there is 
one, two or a group of people depicted in the 
annotated unit. 

0..n Vocabulary 
based upon 
EFilms 

ShotType Status: element. Used for indicating the type of shot 
used in the annotated unit. 

0..n Wikipedia, 
list of film 
shot 
categories98 

SummaryTranslated Status: element. Summary description of the video, 
image or text object or video segment. 

1..n  

SummaryType Status: attribute. Default value "Summary". 1   

SummaryLanguage Status: attribute. Used for indicating the language of the 
summary. The language code is always code for English. 

1  ISO 639-1 

TitleTranslated Status: element. Translation of the title of the video, 
image or text object. 

1..n  

TitleType Status: attribute. Default value "Translated title". 1   

TitleLanguage Status: attribute. Used for indicating the language of the 
title. The language code is always code for English. 

1 ISO 639-1 

 

                                                             
98 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shot_(filmmaking)#Categories_of_shots 
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7.3.2. Enrichment Phase 3 

Name of IMC element or 
attribute 

Short description Occurrences Controlled 
vocabulary 

ContentItem Status: wrapper element. Contains the whole 
structure.  

    

ContentItem.ID Status: element. Identifier of the content entity 
that will be automatically generated by the IMC 
database. For film segments, this ID will have a 
time code element embedded in the IRI.  

1..n   

ContentItem.ID.Schema Status: attribute. The scheme by which the IMC 
identifier will be generated.  

1 yes 

AnnotationCreator.Identifier Status: Element. The identifier for the user that 
creates the annotation. This User ID will be 
generated automatically by the relevant database 
in the IMC architecture. (ID chosen from an 
external naming schema.) 

1..n   

AnnotationCreator.Identifier.
Scheme 

Status: attribute. The scheme by which the IMC 
identifier will be generated. This can be an 
internationally known identification scheme, an 
XML namespace identifier, or a URN namespace. 

1 yes 

AnnotationCreator.Name Status: attribute. The name of the user that creates 
the annotation.  

1   

AnnotationCreated Status: element. The time when the annotation 
was created. Timestamp of the annotation. 

1..n   

Keyword Status: wrapper element. A term or set of 
vocabulary terms describing the content of a video, 
image or text object or video segment. This can be 
free text keywords or other vocabularies to 
describe subjects. Controlled and uncontrolled 
terms can be used together, but not within a single 
set of terms. Likewise, if more than one controlled 
vocabulary is used, then terms from each of these 
must be contained in a separate instance of this 
element. A separate instance is also required for 
each language if terms in more than one language 
are taken from a multilingual vocabulary. This is a 
wrapper element for all elements and attributes 
listed hereunder. 

0..n   

KeywordTerm Status: element. An element containing a single 
term. This can be the textual value of the term. For 
non-textual terms the classification codes, 
preferably a combination of the code and the 
verbal class description should be indicated. If the 
value for KeywordTerm is free text, then a value 
for the elements KeywordType and 
KeywordTermLanguage also need to be provided. 

1   

KeywordTermLanguage Status: attribute. Language of the KeywordTerm. 1   
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KeywordType Status: attribute. Type of information described by 
the keyword (e.g. "Location", "Action", "Person", 
“Event”, etc.) 

1 yes 

DepictedPersonNumber Status: element. Used for indicating whether there 
is one, two or a group of people depicted in the 
content. 

0..n Vocabulary 
based upon 
EFilms. 

ShotType Status: element. Used for indicating the type of 
shot used in the annotated unit. 

0..n Wikipedia, 
list of film 
shot 
categories99 

SummaryTranslated Status: element. Summary description of the video, 
image or text object or video segment. 

1..n  

SummaryType Status: attribute. Default value "Summary".     

SummaryLanguage Status: attribute. Used for indicating the language 
of the summary. The language code is always code 
for English. 

1  ISO 639-1 

TitleTranslated Status: element. Translation of the title of the 
video, image or text object. 

1..n  

TitleType Status: attribute. Set value "Translated title". 1   

TitleLanguage Status: attribute. Used for indicating the language 
of the title. The language code is always code for 
English 

1 ISO 639-1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
99 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shot_(filmmaking)#Categories_of_shots 
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7.4. Consolidation of IMC metadata model 

The aim of this section is to sum up the different data models employed in IMC and explain how the models will 

be interconnected to form one big data model for IMC. Essentially, there are three macro “areas”: 

a. Resource descriptive model 

Descriptive metadata, coming from the archives, has been covered in chapter 2 and then in the chapter 7.1, which 

provided detailed descriptions of the metadata managed by the archives in their databases and identified the 

main entity types and their relationships. Metadata here characterizes and describes the content resources (i.e. 

videos, images, text objects). 

b. Resource usage model 

Usage metadata, described in chapter 5, is stored to define “who can do what”. As the digital content provided by 

archives may be subject to different access conditions, the system has to model the permissions and usage terms 

in order to allow secured and granted access to the content, as “actions” a specific user (i.e. with a role) can 

perform with respect to a certain digital content. 

c. Resource annotation model 

This model that has to handle data generated through automatic or manual data enrichment is inspired by the 

WADM and adapted to suit the project needs. 

A good way to describe the whole data model is showing it in form of a diagram with the main classes (entity 

types) and their associations that bring together the three areas: 
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FIGURE 1: OVERVIEW OF THE CONSOLIDATED DATA MODEL 
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In the graphic depiction of the database model, the three parts making up the complete IMC model are given in 

different colours: blue, pink and green respectively for the descriptive, usage and annotation models. The type of 

diagram used is a UML class diagram100, practical for the depiction of a conceptual model as classes with attributes 

(operations are excluded), their interrelationships (including inheritance, aggregation, and association) as well as 

cardinalities. The “type” property in the relationship symbolized by a circle is not properly compliant with the UML 

class diagram. It was introduced in order to make the drawing compact and more readable. In some cases it has 

been useful to define a relationship between classes using a generalization, i.e., a definition of a more general 

entity into a more specific classifier (for example, ResearchUser class is a specialization of the User class), in order 

to define a greater level of detail in the subclass and different levels of associations with other entities. 

The “key” entity in this view (actually in the data model) is the Item: the digital content that can be processed by 

automatic tools and then accessed and annotated by users. It is the cornerstone for connecting the three areas of 

the model as described above. The diagram shows how an Item can have one or more licenses declaring the terms 

of usage of the resource, who issued the license (licensor) and to whom that license is granted (licensee). With 

respect to the resource description part, an Item refers to a creation that is either an audiovisual entity or a non-

audiovisual entity. Both may have a list of contributors (i.e. Agents) with different contribution types and an 

Intellectual Property Status. 

As to the resource annotation model, which is based on WADM, an annotation must define at least one target 

that can be the item itself or a fragment identified by a selector. Furthermore, one or more bodies can be declared 

when annotating the target (a plain text, terms from a controlled vocabulary, an image, an audio track, etc). This 

model allows annotating different bodies related to one or more targets, for example, tagging a particular building 

in a shot and/or adding a textual comment. Also the annotation of a target previously annotated is possible, for 

example, the recognition of a face of a person previously detected as a “person object” by automatic tools. 

This “consolidated” data model does not claim to be exhaustive and final, but a mature conceptual data model 

on which the next design and implementation phases can be built on. 

7.5. Unique and persistent identifiers 

One of the aims of data modelling consists in annotating the data that has to be represented in the information 

system under development, in order to make it easily searchable, sharable and re-usable on the Web both by 

human users and by machines.  

In order to make data in IMC easily searchable, sharable and re-usable on the Web both by human users and by 

machines, the data model was defined to follow the best practices of Semantic Web. These are: 

1. Use IRIs as names for identify the entities (or nodes) defined in the entity-relationship model (ERM) 

depicted in the previous chapter. This way it will become possible to univocally identify each single entity. 

2. Use HTTP IRIs so that these entities can be looked up (interpreted, "dereferenced"),  

                                                             
100 http://agilemodeling.com/artifacts/classDiagram.htm 
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3. Provide useful information about what an entity identifies when it is looked up, using open standards 

such as RDF, SPARQL, etc. This way, the data and not only their structure will be always available and 

usable. 

4. Refer to other external entities using their HTTP IRI-based names when publishing data on the Web. This 

way it is possible to create a web of data and concepts belonging to different vocabularies and ontologies. 

The IRI minting strategy adopted consists in defining the IRI as follows:  

a) Create a new IRI for every entity of the data model based on the following syntax:  

 A namespace, the fixed part of the IRI  

 One or more variables as scope. A new IRI is created for every linear combination of the values of the 

scope variables.  

 A unique string (suffix), used to disambiguate different entities that have the same set of scope variables.  

For example, a possible IRI can be: 

http://imediacities.eu/anno/1 

Here, the namespace for IMC is http://imediacities.eu, the scope variable is /anno/, following the examples given 

previously in the chapters 3 and 4, and the suffix “1”. 

The scope variables can have a hierarchical structure; for example in case of AV entities or Agent entities, IMC 

may define:  

http://imediacities.eu/entity/AVentity/123 

http://imediacities.eu/entity/Agent/123 

b) When an entity has persistent identifiers, create a new further IRI for each persistent identifier available. It 

takes: 

 An identifier of the Entity (in most cases a standard identifier such as an ISBN or a DOI)  

 The identifier type (e.g. "ISBN" or "DOI" as defined in the RDI Ontology)  

This way, the system can merge entities coming from different records (and in case of standard identifiers even 

from different content providers).  

When more than one identifier is used, it is possible to define a primary identifier defined and explicit relations 

are created with all the other identifiers.  

Using the same approach, with an IRI it is also possible to identify fragments within a single resource, as already 

mentioned in chapter 4.4.1. This will be done using IRIs with a fragment component (see Media Fragment URI 1.0). 

For simple snnotations, it is useful to be able to use these IRIs with a fragment component as the identifier for 

either Body or Target.   
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An already cited example is: http://example.com/image1#xywh=100,100,300,300. 

8.   Conclusion 

As outlined, the IMC metadata model has to store elements for metadata coming from three sources: archives 

that deliver content to IMC, researchers and the general public that will annotate and tag videos, images and texts 

as well as tools that will analyse the moving image content in an automatic way. When designing the model(s), 

IMC WP6 leader (DIF), the Coordinator (CRB), WP6 task leaders (DIF, CINECA) and participant (FHG) built on their 

respective experience, gained in other projects and initiatives, to help design the metadata model for these 

specific sources. The metadata extracted from the film archives’ databases will include technical and descriptive 

metadata as well as metadata on agents involved in the creation of the object. The metadata coming from archives 

will describe the entire object as provided by the respective archive. Researchers and general public users as well 

as automatic tools will also be able to provide annotations to films on a more granular level. As the IMC platform 

will allow users to reach a high level of interaction with the content, it is a central aspect in IMC to keep track of 

these interactions, when they occur and by whom they are carried out. This will be especially relevant in the 

research context, as in case of contradicting information it might be relevant to know who entered what data and 

when. Since all content will not have the same license and access condition, it is furthermore important to be able 

to restrict interaction of certain user groups with some of the content. This access control is based upon particular 

metadata elements listed in the IMC model.  

Metadata coming from the different sources have specific structures and requirements regarding elements and 

storage. The archives’ metadata model is based upon a relational data model and will most likely have to be 

mapped to a linked data model, while annotations from users and automatic tools are planned as linked data. The 

IMC metadata model therefore consists of a consolidation of different models that will form the basis of the IMC 

metadata repository. The relational data model used to list the metadata coming from archives was mainly based 

on the CEN standard EN19507, as well as the European Film Gateway metadata model. The linked data model that 

will store annotations was designed after the W3C Web Annotation Data Model, which provides an extensible, 

interoperable framework for expressing annotations in such a way that they can easily be shared between 

platforms. A second source of information for the design of this annotation model is the MICO system, which is in 

every respect WADM compliant.  

It is one of the main aims of I-Media-Cities to make use of controlled vocabularies and Linked Data Services in 

order to best interlink the IMC data with other projects on the semantic web. Controlled vocabularies, thesauri 

and services such as DBpedia, Wikidata or GeoNames are based on Linked Data concepts and will help to answer 

project specific challenges, such as multilingualism. 

The IMC model, as it is described in this deliverable, is the backbone of the IMC infrastructure and the basis for 

any kind of presentation of or interaction with or research on the objects made available by the archive partners 

in the project. It is designed to store metadata relevant for various use cases as defined in D2.1 User requirements 

– Analysis of business, System requirements. The model as well as the controlled vocabularies and thesauri it 

applies will serve to support different forms of data display (such as maps, time lines, etc.) and detailed facetted 

searches.  
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IMC partner CINECA will be responsible for the implementation of the metadata model described in this 

deliverable. Based on D2.1 User requirements – Analysis of business, System requirements, that details the 

services that should be implemented in IMC, and based on this deliverable, that defines the conceptual data model 

of IMC, CINECA will decide on the most opportune technology to be used for the implementation of the IMC 

metadata repository. A thorough analysis on the chosen technology will be presented in D8.1 System Design. In 

parallel, the metadata team will decide on a workflow for archives to provide their metadata and objects to IMC. 

It is considered ingesting archives’ metadata to IMC either via the EFG platform or directly from the archives to 

IMC platform. Making use of the already existing import filters between archives and EFG and exporting the data 

from EFG in bulk to IMC should save both time and money, compared to creating new mappings between partner 

archives and IMC or having the IMC partner archives adjust their interfaces to be able to export to the IMC format. 

Once a final decision on the data ingestion workflow for archives is taken, CINECA will implement a functionality 

of the metadata repository to import the FHI data received. Jointly, FHG und CINECA will implement a functionality 

to import annotations automatically generated by the AV annotations tools, mapping the schemas received by 

FHG into the Web Annotation Data Model. CINECA will then extend the data model of the authentication and 

authorisation system (containing information about user, roles and permissions) in order to handle the Access 

Control information (content licensees). CINECA will also work on the implementation of the CRUD functionalities 

of the metadata Repository in order to allow researchers and archives to create manual annotations. This task 

includes several subtasks, such as the implementation of the User Interface, etc. A first release of the Metadata 

repository is due in Month 18 (MS6), the final release of the IMC metadata model is due in Month 24 (D6.2). 
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Annex 

I. Metadata Questionnaire and Results 
 

The main purpose of the IMC Metadata survey was to get an overview of the existing databases and catalogues in 

the participating archives and in what formats they can provide their data and content to IMC. The survey was 

conducted among the 9 film archives participating in IMC in June/July 2016.  

1. Object types that will be transferred to IMC 

Object type Number of archives  

Video 9 All 

Image 6 TTE, CCB, DIF, DFI, SFI, MCT 

Text 2 DIF, SFI 

 

2. Is the content available online already? 

 Number of archives  

Everything online 0 - 

Partly online 5 TTE, DFI, SFI, OFM, MCT 

Not online 4 CCB, DIF, CRB, ICEC 

 

3. Is the content available on EFG? 

 Number of archives  

Everything online 0 - 

Partly online 4 TTE, DFI, OFM, MCT 

Not online 5 CCB, DIF, CRB, ICEC, SFI 

 

4. Digital formats of content in use101 

Object Type Format Number of archives  

Video mpg4 4 TTE, DIF, DFI, MCT 

Video mpg2 1 SFI 

Video mov 6 TTE, CCB, DFI, SFI, 

OFM, ICEC 

Video avi 2 TTE, SFI 

Video ProRes-HQ_25FPS_HD 1 CRB 

                                                             
101 TTE, DFI and SFI indicate their videos come in more than one digital format.  
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Video qcif 1 TTE 

Image jpg 6 TTE, CCB, DIF, DFI, 

SFI, MCT 

Image tiff 1 TTE 

Text PDF 1 DIF 

Text XLM 1 SFI 

 

5. Metadata fields that can be delivered to IMC (if known)102 

Object type: Video (provided by 9 archives): 

Metadata field Number of 
archives 

 

Title 8 All but ICEC 

Title translated in English 3 TTE, DFI, DIF 

Content descriptions in native language(s) 9 ALL 

Content descriptions in English 4 TTE, CCB, DFI, 
DIF 

Keywords in native language(s) 8 All but SFI 

Keywords in English 2 TTE, DIF 

Object-related events (e.g. premiere date, censorship date, ...) 4 TTE, CCB, SFI, 
MCT 

Content-related events (e.g. depicted historical events) 4 TTE, CRB, OFM, 
ICEC 

Year of production/publication 9 ALL 

Country of production 9 ALL 

Duration of video 9 ALL 

Location of shooting 3 CRB, OFM, ICEC 

Geolocation data 2 DFI, SFI 

Name of collection that object belongs to 5 TTE, CCB, CRB, 
SFI, ICEC 

Sound information  7 ALL but DFI, MCT 

Language information 7 ALL but DFI, MCT 

Colour information 7 All but CRB, DFI 

Rights statement (protected, out of copyright, orphan) 9 ALL 

Object type or category (i.e. newsreel, documentary film, fiction,...) 8 ALL but DFI 

Creator / Director 9 ALL 

                                                             
102 The questionnaire only asked for those database fields that belong to the minimum metadata requirements 
defined in EFG. It is a given that most archives can deliver further metadata especially information on analogue film 
copies (carrier type, scoper, etc.). Also, the table does not provide information on how many items come with full 
metadata sets, but only give an overview if the information could be included in the data export or if the archive plans 
to deliver the information at all.  
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Production company 9 ALL 

Related names (cast/crew and/or people depicted) 7 ALL but CCB, DFI 

 

Object type: Image (provided by 6 archives) 

Metadata field Number of 
archives 

 

Title 6 ALL 

Title translated in English 3 TTE, DFI, DIF 

Content descriptions in native language(s) 5 TTE, CCB, DIF, 
SFI, MCT 

Content descriptions in English 2 TTE, DIF 

Keywords in native language(s) 3 CB, DIF, MCT 

Keywords in English 1 DIF 

Object-related events (e.g. premiere date, censorship date, ...) 1 SFI 

Content-related events (e.g. depicted historical events) 2 CCB, MCT 

Year of production/publication 6 ALL 

Country of production 3 DIF, DFI, SFI 

Duration of video - - 

Location of shooting 4 TTE, CCB, DIF, 
MCT 

Geolocation data 1 DIF 

Name of collection that object belongs to 3 CCB, DIF, SFI 

Sound information (for video) - - 

Language information (for Video or Text) - - 

Colour information 5 TTE, CCB, DIF, 
SFI, MCT 

Rights statement (protected, out of copyright, orphan) 4 CCB, DIF, DFI, 
SFI 

Object type or category (i.e. newsreel, documentary film, fiction,...) 2 DIF, SFI 

Creator / Director 6 TTE 

Production company - - 

Related names (cast/crew and/or people depicted) 2 CCB, SFI 

 

Object type: Text (provided by 2 archives) 

Metadata field Number of 
archives 

 

Title 2 DIF, SFI 

Title translated in English 0  

Content descriptions in native language(s) 2 DIF, SFI 

Content descriptions in English 1 DIF 
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Keywords in native language(s) 1 DIF 

Keywords in English 1 DIF 

Object-related events (e.g. premiere date, censorship date, ...) 1 SFI 

Content-related events (e.g. depicted historical events) 0  

Year of production/publication 2 DIF, SFI 

Country of production 2 DIF, SFI 

Duration of video - - 

Location of shooting - - 

Geolocation data -  

Name of collection that object belongs to 1 SFI 

Sound information (for video) -  

Language information (for Video or Text) 2 DIF, SFI 

Colour information 1 SFI 

Rights statement (protected, out of copyright, orphan) 2 DIF, SFI 

Object type or category (i.e. newsreel, documentary film, fiction,...) 2 DIF, SFI 

Creator / Director 2 DIF, SFI 

Production company 1 SFI 

Related names (cast/crew and/or people depicted) 1 SFI 

 

The tables show that while most archives can deliver metadata describing the film work and the technical specifics 

of the content only few are able to deliver geo-location data and information about related historical events or 

depicted persons. This information will have to be added directly in the IMC database manually at a later point in 

the process. Also, it becomes evident that only relatively few archives can provide English translations of keywords 

or content descriptions. 

 

 

6. Do you maintain one single database to describe film works and digital objects? 

 Number of archives  

Single database 4 TTE, CRB, OFM, ICEC 

Several databases 5 CCB, DIF, DFI, SFI, MCT 

 

7. If your database combines filmographic and holdings metadata: How are they combined? 

 Number of archives  

Separate tables joined by common 

identifiers 

5 CCB, DIF, DFI, SFI, MCT 

Both kinds of information in one single 

table 

4 TTE, CRB, OFM, ICEC 
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8. Which cataloguing rules do you use103? 

Rules Number of archives  

National cataloguing rules (scheda F) 1 CCB 

FIAF cataloguing rules 1 SFI 

Own rules based on FIAF cataloguing 

rules 

4 DIF, CRB, DFI, OFM 

Own rules based on ISBD and AACR2 1 ICEC 

ICCD (Istituto Centrale per il Catalogo e la 

Documentazione) 

1 CCB 

 

9. Do you apply subject indexing? 

 Number of archives  

Yes, free keywords 6 CRB, SFI, OFM, ICEC, MCT, DIF 

Yes, controlled vocabularies developed 

by our institution for internal use 

2 TTE, DFI 

Yes, common subject classifications, 

thesauri and/or controlled vocabularies 

(e.g. LCSH, Getty vocabularies, etc.) 

1 CCB 

 

10. Please specify which common subject classifications, thesauri and/or common controlled vocabularies 
you are using 

Subject classifications, thesauri Number of archives  

For photographical collection we use the 

National Thesaurus for cinema and 

precinema collection 

1 CCB 

None 8 TTE, DIF, CRB, DFI, SFI, OFM, 

ICEC, MCT 

 

11. Which standard is your internal metadata model based on? 

Standard Number of archives  

EN15907 based 7 CCB, DIF, CRB, DFI, SFI104, OFM 

Dublin Core based 2 TTE, MCT 

EN15907 or DC could be exported 2 DIF, ICEC 

                                                             
103 TTE answered “It started with Dublin Core but now is EFG compatible.” 
104 SFI is currently implementing a database based on EN15907 
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12. What standard scheme do you use to export your data? 

Scheme Number of archives  

EFG schema 5105 TTE, CCB, SFI, OFM, ICEC 

EN15907 4 DIF, CRB, OFM, SFI106 

Forward 2 DIF, DFI 

Dublin Core 2 DIF107, ICEC, MCT 

 

13. What method would you like to use to transfer metadata to I-Media-Cities? 

 Number of archives  

XML export(s) 5 TTE, CCB, CRB, SFI, OFM 

Excel 2 DIF, MCT 

OAI-PMH 1 ICEC 

Other: Manual 1 DFI 

 

 

14. How many differently structured types of XML exports (e.g. for videos, images, texts) do you plan to 
provide? 

Number of exports Number of archives  

1 [2]108 CRB, OFM 

2 2 CCB, MCT 

3 1 DIF 

4 1 TTE 

No answer 5 DFI, SFI, OFM, ICEC, CRB 

 

 

 

                                                             
105 Archives indicating they use the EFG schema to export data are actually saying their export will have the same 
structure as it does when they deliver data to EFG. The exports are not delivered in the actual EFG structure, but 
mappings have been established from their local export structures to EFG. This means that it is not necessary to 
collect test data from these archives, as we have data exports from them available. 
106 SFI is currently implementing a database based on EN15907 
107 DIF can export Agent Authority data in EAC-CPF xml or in the FORWARD schema. DIF exports object data in Dublin 
Core and film work authority data in a native model based on EN15907. DIF can also export film work authority data 
according to the FORWARD schema. 
108 Two archives did not provide information but only deliver videos (CRB, OFM), so they will probably provide only 
one XML export (they did only provide one in EFG) 
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15. Which protocol will you be using to transfer the Metadata to I-Media-Cities? 

 Number of archives  

ftp 3 TTE, CCB, DIF 

Email 6 TTE, CCB, DIF, CRB, OFM, MCT 

API 1 SFI 

HTTP 1 ICEC 

Don’t know yet 1 DFI 

 

16. General remarks 

OFM: In the collections database we have a free keyword system, no controlled vocabularies. Some of the OFM's films 

have been indexed more thoroughly in the Ephemeral Films Project109 - Ludwig Boltzmann Institute - using the PBCore 

standard. The data model can be provided if needed. They have used some controlled vocabularies.110  

 

II. Preliminary mapping EFG to IMC 
 

If the institutional and structural evolution of the EFG portal allows it111, it is taken into consideration to use the 

database infrastructure of The European Film Gateway (EFG) as a platform for the ingestion of archive metadata 

into the IMC system. To use EFG as an aggregator for IMC has several advantages. All IMC partners have 

contributed data to EFG in the past or are still actively doing so. In the scope of the EFG projects, their local data 

exports have been mapped to the EFG schema, so that their data can easily be ingested into the EFG database. 

Making use of the already existing import filters between archives and EFG and exporting the data from EFG in 

bulk to IMC should save both time and money, compared to creating new mappings between partner archives and 

IMC or having the IMC partner archives adjust their interfaces to be able to export to the IMC format. Metadata 

from the EFG partner archives could be ingested with minimal extra effort, even if in some cases slight 

modifications of the mapping might become necessary. 

Another benefit of this solution is that EFG automatically converts the archives’ in-house vocabularies and values 

to controlled EFG vocabularies during ingest, which again has the potential to save work. The EFG Metadata Editor 

allows archives to edit and add data already ingested in EFG. The EFG online metadata form that offers the 

possibility to enter records manually into the EFG system might prove valuable and helpful especially in those 

cases, where archives plan to provide only a small amount of digital objects.   

All data collected in EFG can easily be transformed and be made available for harvesting by IMC as well as 

Europeana. It would be unnecessary to build an export interface from IMC to Europeana. EFG might also be used 

                                                             
109 http://efilms.ushmm.org/ 
110 http://efilms.ushmm.org/film_player?movieID=49&movieSig=EF-NS_049_USHMM&movieSpeed=18 
111 The future of EFG is actually under revision due to evolution of EUROPEANA structure and funding: 
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2016/05/31-eycs-europeana-conclusions/   
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to deliver metadata enriched in the IMC project to Europeana. In this case, data provision between EFG and IMC 

would have to work both ways, i.e. from EFG to IMC but also vice versa, so that the metadata collected during the 

post-ingest enrichment activities could be provided to Europeana, as well.  

If EFG were to function as an aggregator for IMC, an adaptation of EFG data exchange interface would be required 

in order to enable the export of XML in accordance with the IMC metadata schema.  

The modelling of the IMC archive metadata schema is to large parts based on the EFG model, which guarantees a 

high degree of interoperability and makes the mapping from the EFG schema to the IMC archive metadata model 

pretty straightforward. See following tables: 

AVEntity 

IMC Element or Attribute Value from EFG Element or Attribute Comment 

AVEntity   Created by the IMC system 
during ingest. 

AVEntity.Identifier   Created by the IMC system 
during ingest. 

AVEntity.Identifier.Scheme   Created by the IMC system 
during ingest. 

AVEntity.RecordSource AVEntity.RecordSource   

AVEntity.RecordSource.Provider AVCreation.RecordSource.Provider   

AVEntity.RecordSource.Provider.Identifier   Created by the IMC system 
during ingest. 

AVEntity.RecordSource.Provider.Identificatio
nScheme 

  Created by the IMC system 
during ingest. 

AVEntity.RecordSource.SourceID AVCreation.RecordSource.SourceID   

AVEntity.Title AVCreation.Title   

AVManifestation.Title   

AVEntity.Title.TitleText AVCreation.Title.TitleText   

AVManifestation.Title.TitleText   

AVEntity.Title.Language AVCreation.Title.Language   

AVManifestation.Title.Language   

AVEntity.Title.PartDesignation AVCreation.Title.PartDesignation   

AVManifestation.Title.PartDesignation   

AVEntity.Title.PartDesignation.Unit AVCreation.Title.PartDesignation.Unit   

AVManifestation.Title.PartDesignation.Unit   

AVEntity.Title.PartDesignation.Value AVCreation.Title.PartDesignation.Value   

AVManifestation.Title.PartDesignation.Value   

AVEntity.Title.TitleRelationship AVCreation.Title.TitleRelationship   

AVManifestation.Title.TitleRelationship   

AVEntity.IdentifyingTitle AVCreation.IdentifyingTitle   

AVEntity.IdentifyingTitle.Origin   Created by the IMC system 
during ingest. 
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AVEntity.CountryofReference AVCreation.CountryofReference   

AVEntity.CountryofReference.Reference AVCreation.CountryofReference.Reference   

AVEntity.ProductionYear  AVCreation.ProductionYear   

AVEntity.Keywords AVCreation.Keywords   

AVEntity.Keywords.Term AVCreation.Keywords.Term   

AVEntity.Keywords.Type AVCreation.Keywords.Type   

AVEntity.Keywords.Language AVCreation.Keywords.Language   

AVEntity.Keywords.Scheme AVCreation.Keywords.Scheme   

AVEntity.Keywords.Term.ID AVCreation.Keywords.Term.ID   

AVEntity.Description AVCreation.Description   

AVEntity.Description.Language AVCreation.Description.Language   

AVEntity.Description.Type AVCreation.Description.Type   

AVEntity.Description.Source AVCreation.Description.Source   

AVEntity.Language AVManifestation.Language   

AVEntity.Language.LanguageUsage AVManifestation.Language.LanguageUsage   

AVEntity.Format AVManifestation.Format   

AVEntity.Format.Gauge AVManifestation.Format.Gauge   

AVEntity.Format.AspectRatio AVManifestation.Format.AspectRatio   

AVEntity.Format.Sound AVManifestation.Format.Sound   

AVEntity.Format.Colour AVManifestation.Format.Colour   

AVEntity.Coverage AVManifestation.Coverage   

AVEntity.Coverage.Spatial AVManifestation.Coverage.Spatial   

AVEntity.Coverage.Temporal AVManifestation.Coverage.Temporal   

AVEntity.RightsHolder AVManifestation.RightsHolder   

AVEntity.RightsHolder.URL AVManifestation.RightsHolder.URL   

AVEntity.RightsStatus AVManifestation.RigthsStatus   

AVEntity.Provenance AVManifestation.Provenance   

AVEntity.ViewFilmography AVCreation.ViewFilmography   

AVEntity.CollectionTitle Collection.Title   

 

NonAVEntity 

IMC Element or Attribute Value from EFG Element or Attribute Comment 

NonAVEntity   Created by the IMC system 
during ingest. 

NonAVEntity.Identifier   Created by the IMC system 
during ingest. 

NonAVEntity.Identifier.Scheme   Created by the IMC system 
during ingest. 

NonAVEntity.RecordSource NonAVCreation.RecordSource   

NonAVEntity.RecordSource.Provider NonAVCreation.RecordSource.Provider   
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NonAVEntity.RecordSource.Provider.Identifier   Created by the IMC system 
during ingest. 

NonAVEntity.RecordSource.Provider.Identificati
onScheme 

  Created by the IMC system 
during ingest. 

NonAVEntity.RecordSource.SourceID NonAVCreation.RecordSource.SourceID 
 

  

NonAVEntity.Title NonAVCreation.Title   

NonAVManifestation.Title   

NonAVEntity.Title.TitleText NonAVCreation.Title.Language   

NonAVManifestation.Title.Language   

NonAVEntity.Title.Language NonAVCreation.Title.TitleText   

NonAVManifestation.Title.TitleText   

NonAVEntity.Title.PartDesignation NonAVCreation.Title.PartDesignation   

NonAVManifestation.Title.PartDesignation   

NonAVEntity.Title.PartDesignation.Unit NonAVCreation.Title.PartDesignation.Unit   

NonAVManifestation.Title.PartDesignation.
Unit 

  

NonAVEntity.Title.PartDesignation.Value NonAVCreation.Title.PartDesignation.Value   

NonAVManifestation.Title.PartDesignation.
Value 

  

NonAVEntity.Title.TitleRelationship NonAVCreation.Title.TitleRelationship   

NonAVManifestation.Title.TitleRelationship   

NonAVEntity.Keywords NonAVCreation.Keywords   

NonAVEntity.Keywords.Term NonAVCreation.Keywords.Term   

NonAVEntity.Keywords.Type NonAVCreation.Keywords.Type   

NonAVEntity.Keywords.Language NonAVCreation.Keywords.Language   

NonAVEntity.Keywords.Scheme NonAVCreation.Keywords.Scheme   

NonAVEntity.Keywords.Term.ID NonAVCreation.Keywords.Term.ID   

NonAVEntity.Description NonAVCreation.Description   

NonAVEntity.Description.Language NonAVCreation.Description.Language   

NonAVEntity.Description.Type NonAVCreation.Description.Type   

NonAVEntity.Description.Source NonAVCreation.Description.Source   

NonAVEntity.DateCreated NonAVCreation.DateCreated   

NonAVEntity.Type NonAVManifestation.Type   

NonAVEntity.SpecificType NonAVManifestation.SpecificType   

NonAVEntity.Language NonAVCreation.Language   

NonAVEntity.Language.LanguageUsage NonAVManifestation.Language.LanguageUs
age 

  

NonAVEntity.PhysicalFormat NonAVEntity.PhysicalFormat  

NonAVEntity.PhysicalFormat.Size NonAVManifestation.PhysicalFormat.Size   

NonAVEntity.Colour NonAVManifestation.Colour   

NonAVEntity.Coverage NonAVManifestation.Coverage   

NonAVEntity.Coverage.Spatial NonAVManifestation.Coverage.Spatial   
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NonAVEntity.Coverage.Temporal NonAVManifestation.Coverage.Temporal   

NonAVEntity.RightsHolder NonAVManifestation.RightsHolder   

NonAVEntity.RightsHolder.URL NonAVManifestation.RightsHolder.URL   

NonAVEntity.RightsStatus NonAVManifestation.RightsStatus   

NonAVEntity.Provenance NonAVManifestation.Provenance   

NonAVEntity.CollectionTitle Collection.Title   

 

Agent Entity 

IMC Element or Attribute Value from EFG Element or Attribute Comment 

AgentEntity 
  Created by the IMC system 

during ingest. 

AgentEntity.Identifier   
Created by the IMC system 
during ingest. 

AgentEntity.Identifier.Scheme   
Created by the IMC system 
during ingest. 

AgentEntity.RecordSource Agent.Person.RecordSource   

AgentEntity.RecordSource.Provider Agent.Person.RecordSource.Provider   

AgentEntity.RecordSource.Provider.Identifier   
Created by the IMC system 
during ingest. 

AgentEntity.RecordSource.Provider.Identification
Scheme 

  
Created by the IMC system 
during ingest. 

AgentEntity.RecordSource.SourceID Agent.Person.RecordSource.SourceID   

AgentEntity.Type   Added during the ingest to the 
IMC platform. 

AgentEntity.Name Agent.Person.Name   

AgentEntity.Name.Part Agent.Person.Name.Part   

AgentEntity.Name.Type Agent.Person.Name.Type  

AgentEntity.BiographicalNote     

AgentEntity.Date Agent.Person.Date   

AgentEntity.Date.Type Agent.Person.Date.Type   

AgentEntity.RegionOfActivity Agent.Person.RegionOfActivity   

AgentEntity.Place Agent.Person.Place   

AgentEntity.Place.Type Agent.Person.Place.Type   

AgentEntity.Sex Agent.Person.Sex   

AgentEntity.TypeOfActivity Agent.Person.TypeOfActivity   

AgentEntity.ViewBiography Agent.Person.ViewBiography   

 

Item Entity 

IMC Element or Attribute Value from EFG Element or Attribute Comment 

Item.Entity   Created by the IMC system during 
ingest. 
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Item.Identifier   Created by the IMC system during 
ingest. 

Item.Identifier.Scheme   Created by the IMC system during 
ingest. 

Item.IsShownBy   IsShownBy links will be created by 
the IMC system in connection with 
the upload of the digital objects to 
the platfrom. These will be fed back 
to the EFG platform. 

Item.IsShownAt   IsShownAt links will be created by 
the IMC system in connection with 
the upload of the digital objects to 
the platfrom. These will be fed back 
to the EFG platform. 

Item.Thumbnail   Thumbnail links will be created by 
the IMC system in connection with 
the upload of the digital objects to 
the platfrom. These will be fed back 
to the EFG platform. 

Item.Duration AVManifestation.Duration   

Item.Duration.Framerate AVManifestation.Duration.Framerate   

Item.Dimension AVManifestation.Dimension   

NonAVManifestation.DigitalFormat.Size   

Item.Dimension.Unit AVManifestation.Dimension.Unit   

Item.DigitalFormat Item.DigitalFormat   

Item.DigitalFormat.Container AVManifestation.Format.DigitalFormat.Container   

Item.DigitalFormat.Coding AVManifestation.Format.DigitalFormat.Coding   

Item.DigitalFormat.Format NonAVManifestation.DigitalFormat   

Item.DigitalFormat.Resolution NonAVManifestation.DigitalFormat.Resolution   

Item.Provider Item.Provider   

Item.Provider.URL   Added during the ingest to the IMC 
platform. 

Item.URI Item.URI Created by the IMC system during 
ingest. However, for reasons of 
interoperabilty when transferring 
metadata back from IMC to EFG, 
the EFG Item.URI will also be 
transferred to IMC.  

Item.Type Item.Type   

Item.Licence 
 

Added in the IMC platform. 

Item.Licence.StartDate   Added in the IMC platform. 

Item.Licence.EndDate   Added in the IMC platform. 

Item.Licence.Filename   Added in the IMC platform. 

Item.Licence.Logo   Added in the IMC platform. 

Item.LicenceRights.Relationship   Added in the IMC platform. 

Item.LicenceRights.Licensee   Added in the IMC platform. 

Item.LicenceRights.Licenser   Added in the IMC platform. 
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Despite all those advantages, as EFG and its future is now under revision due to Europeana funding and structural 

mission evolution, another alternative is already planned for: it will consist in the creation of another system to 

allow direct ingestion from the archives into IMC platform. An item detailing the different scenarios will be added 

to the Risk Manegement List of the project.  

III. Tvs, video quality, video motion – Metadata schemas and examples 
 

tvs_example.xml 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" ?> 
<videoanalysis xmlns:temporalvisegm="http://www.idmt.fraunhofer.de/temporalvisegm" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="videoanalysisResult.xsd"> 
    <module name="Shot"> 
        <frame idx="209" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="2859" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="4601" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="5273" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="5516" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="5701" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="6716" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="7169" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="7269" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="7712" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="7962" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="9009" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="9690" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="10608" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="10919" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="11333" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="12765" value="100" /> 
    </module> 
    <module name="KeyFrame"> 
        <frame idx="213" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="233" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="253" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="284" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="345" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="365" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="395" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="623" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="661" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="757" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="782" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="891" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="918" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="970" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="1021" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="1077" value="100" /> 
        […] 
        <frame idx="11395" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="11506" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="11562" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="11595" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="11757" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="11788" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="11808" value="100" /> 
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        <frame idx="11965" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="12050" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="12102" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="12183" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="12203" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="12295" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="12333" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="12409" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="12429" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="12556" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="12606" value="100" /> 
        <frame idx="12752" value="100" /> 
    </module> 
</videoanalysis> 

 

video_quality_example.xml 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" ?> 
<videoanalysis xmlns:temporalvisegm="http://www.idmt.fraunhofer.de/temporalvisegm" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="videoanalysisResult.xsd"> 
  <module name="Blocking"> 
    <frame idx="0" value="0.0323834" /> 
    <frame idx="1" value="0.0323834" /> 
    <frame idx="2" value="0.0323834" /> 
    <frame idx="3" value="0.0323834" /> 

 

    ...[a lot of more frame annotations for this module]  

     
    <frame idx="12538" value="0.161917" /> 
    <frame idx="12539" value="0.161917" /> 
    <frame idx="12540" value="0.0647668" /> 
    <frame idx="12541" value="0.0971503" /> 
    <frame idx="12542" value="0.0647668" /> 
  </module> 
  <module name="UnderExposure"> 
    <frame idx="0" value="3.68036" /> 
    <frame idx="1" value="3.66951" /> 
    <frame idx="2" value="3.70009" /> 
    <frame idx="3" value="3.68134" /> 
 

    ...[a lot of more frame annotations for this module]  

     
    <frame idx="12538" value="3.26211" /> 
    <frame idx="12539" value="2.81033" /> 
    <frame idx="12540" value="2.84485" /> 
    <frame idx="12541" value="2.83598" /> 
    <frame idx="12542" value="2.83598" /> 
  </module> 
 

...[more quality feature modules] 
</videoanalysis> 
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video_motion_example.xml 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" ?> 
<videoanalysis xmlns:vimotion="http://www.idmt.fraunhofer.de/vimotion" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="videoanalysisResult.xsd"> 
  <module name="LeftMotion"> 
    <frame idx="0" value="0.113524" /> 
    <frame idx="1" value="0.0307466" /> 
    <frame idx="2" value="0.508314" /> 
    <frame idx="3" value="0.0465669" /> 
 

    ...[a lot of more frame annotations for this module]  

     
    <frame idx="713" value="0.0027047" /> 
    <frame idx="714" value="0.0497164" /> 
    <frame idx="715" value="0.762646" /> 
    <frame idx="716" value="0.66987" /> 
  </module> 
  <module name="DownMotion"> 
    <frame idx="1" value="0" /> 
    <frame idx="2" value="0" /> 
    <frame idx="3" value="0.0152782" /> 
    <frame idx="4" value="0" /> 
 

    ...[a lot of more frame annotations for this module]  

     
    <frame idx="713" value="0" /> 
    <frame idx="714" value="0.000890659" /> 
    <frame idx="715" value="0.0490841" /> 
    <frame idx="716" value="0.0375634" /> 
 
  </module> 
 

...[more video motion modules] 
</videoanalysis> 
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videoanalysisResults.xsd 

 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?> 
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
xmlns:namespace="http://www.idmt.fraunhofer.de/namespace"> 
 <xs:include schemaLocation="videoanalysisTypes.xsd"/> 
 <!-- root --> 
 <xs:element name="videoanalysis"> 
  <xs:complexType> 
   <xs:sequence> 
    <xs:element name="module" type="ModuleType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
   </xs:sequence> 
   <xs:attribute name="config-file" type="xs:string" use="optional"/> 
  </xs:complexType> 
 </xs:element> 
 <!-- types --> 
 <xs:complexType name="TimebaseType"> 
  <xs:attribute name="num" type="xs:integer" use="required"/> 
  <xs:attribute name="den" type="xs:integer" use="required"/> 
 </xs:complexType> 
 <xs:complexType name="ModuleType"> 
  <xs:sequence minOccurs="0"> 
   <xs:choice minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 
    <xs:element name="frame" type="FrameType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>     
   </xs:choice> 
  </xs:sequence> 
  <xs:attribute name="name" type="ModuleName" use="required"/> 
 </xs:complexType> 
 <xs:complexType name="FrameType"> 
  <xs:attribute name="idx" use="required"> 
   <xs:simpleType> 
    <xs:restriction base="IntegerValueType"/> 
   </xs:simpleType> 
  </xs:attribute> 
  <xs:attribute name="value" type="FloatValueType" use="required"/>   
 </xs:complexType>  
</xs:schema> 
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videoanalysisTypes.xsd 

 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?> 
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:vc="http://www.w3.org/2007/XMLSchema-
versioning" xmlns:namespace="http://www.idmt.fraunhofer.de/namespace" vc:minVersion="1.1"> 
 <!-- types for further explanations of elements/attributes from 
  Time-, Quality-, and Config-Scheme are defined here --> 
 <!-- types --> 
 <xs:simpleType name="IndexType"> 
  <xs:restriction base="xs:integer"> 
   <xs:minInclusive value="0"/> 
  </xs:restriction> 
 </xs:simpleType> 
 <xs:simpleType name="IntegerValueType"> 
  <xs:restriction base="xs:integer"> 
   <xs:minInclusive value="0"/> 
  </xs:restriction> 
 </xs:simpleType> 
 <xs:simpleType name="FloatValueType"> 
  <xs:restriction base="xs:float"> 
   <xs:minInclusive value="0"/> 
  </xs:restriction> 
 </xs:simpleType> 
 <xs:simpleType name="BooleanValueType"> 
  <xs:restriction base="xs:boolean"/> 
 </xs:simpleType> 
 <xs:simpleType name="ModuleName"> 
  <xs:annotation> 
   <xs:documentation>This enum always contains all modules availabe in the current API 
version</xs:documentation> 
  </xs:annotation> 
  <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
   <xs:enumeration value="Blur"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="Blocking"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="Ringing"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="Edge"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="Interlace"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="TopFieldFirst"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="BottomFieldFirst"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="Freeze"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="OverExposure"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="UnderExposure"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="BlackFrame"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="mediaquality"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="Noise"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="FieldOrder"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="HBlackbars"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="VBlackbars"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="KeyFrame"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="SceneBorder"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="Shot"/> 
  </xs:restriction> 
 </xs:simpleType> 
 <xs:simpleType name="ParameterNameType"> 
  <xs:annotation> 
   <xs:documentation>This enum always contains all parameters set in the current API 
version</xs:documentation> 
  </xs:annotation> 
  <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
   <xs:enumeration value="BlockingResolution"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="BlockingLevel"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="BlurResolution"/> 
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   <xs:enumeration value="BlurLevel"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="RingingLevel"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="InterlacePrefilterThreshold"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="InterlaceThreshold"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="FreezeMinDuration"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="FreezeThreshold"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="keyframeMaximumDistance"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="keyframeMinimumDistance"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="keyframeMinimumDifference"/> 
  </xs:restriction> 
 </xs:simpleType> 
 <!-- the following types defined detailed constraints on parameter values --> 
 <xs:complexType name="ParameterBaseType"> 
  <xs:annotation> 
   <xs:documentation>Base type for parameters ensuring that only existing parameter names can be 
set</xs:documentation> 
  </xs:annotation> 
  <xs:attribute name="name" type="ParameterNameType" use="required"/> 
 </xs:complexType> 
 <xs:complexType name="BlockingResolutionType"> 
  <xs:annotation> 
   <xs:documentation>Processing region size on which the blocking detection is 
performed</xs:documentation> 
  </xs:annotation> 
  <xs:complexContent> 
   <xs:extension base="ParameterBaseType"> 
    <xs:attribute name="value" use="required"> 
     <xs:simpleType> 
      <xs:restriction base="xs:integer"> 
       <xs:enumeration value="8"/> 
       <xs:enumeration value="16"/> 
       <xs:enumeration value="32"/> 
      </xs:restriction> 
     </xs:simpleType> 
    </xs:attribute> 
   </xs:extension> 
  </xs:complexContent> 
 </xs:complexType> 
 <xs:complexType name="BlockingLevelType"> 
  <xs:annotation> 
   <xs:documentation>Blocking processing level allowing coarse blocking detection</xs:documentation> 
  </xs:annotation> 
  <xs:complexContent> 
   <xs:extension base="ParameterBaseType"> 
    <xs:attribute name="value" use="required"> 
     <xs:simpleType> 
      <xs:restriction base="xs:integer"> 
       <xs:enumeration value="0"/> 
       <xs:enumeration value="2"/> 
      </xs:restriction> 
     </xs:simpleType> 
    </xs:attribute> 
   </xs:extension> 
  </xs:complexContent> 
 </xs:complexType> 
 <xs:complexType name="BlurResolutionType"> 
  <xs:annotation> 
   <xs:documentation>Processing region size on which the blur detection is 
performed</xs:documentation> 
  </xs:annotation> 
  <xs:complexContent> 
   <xs:extension base="ParameterBaseType"> 
    <xs:attribute name="value" use="required"> 
     <xs:simpleType> 
      <xs:restriction base="xs:integer"> 
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       <xs:minInclusive value="2"/> 
       <xs:maxInclusive value="15"/> 
      </xs:restriction> 
     </xs:simpleType> 
    </xs:attribute> 
   </xs:extension> 
  </xs:complexContent> 
 </xs:complexType> 
 <xs:complexType name="BlurLevelType"> 
  <xs:annotation> 
   <xs:documentation>Blur processing level allowing coarse blur detection</xs:documentation> 
  </xs:annotation> 
  <xs:complexContent> 
   <xs:extension base="ParameterBaseType"> 
    <xs:attribute name="value" use="required"> 
     <xs:simpleType> 
      <xs:restriction base="xs:integer"> 
       <xs:minInclusive value="0"/> 
       <xs:maxInclusive value="2"/> 
      </xs:restriction> 
     </xs:simpleType> 
    </xs:attribute> 
   </xs:extension> 
  </xs:complexContent> 
 </xs:complexType> 
 <xs:complexType name="RingingLevelType"> 
  <xs:annotation> 
   <xs:documentation>Ringing processing level allowing coarse ringing detection</xs:documentation> 
  </xs:annotation> 
  <xs:complexContent> 
   <xs:extension base="ParameterBaseType"> 
    <xs:attribute name="value" use="required"> 
     <xs:simpleType> 
      <xs:restriction base="xs:integer"> 
       <xs:minInclusive value="1"/> 
       <xs:maxInclusive value="2"/> 
      </xs:restriction> 
     </xs:simpleType> 
    </xs:attribute> 
   </xs:extension> 
  </xs:complexContent> 
 </xs:complexType> 
 <xs:complexType name="InterlacePrefilterThresholdType"> 
  <xs:annotation> 
   <xs:documentation>Threshold to adjust the active region for interlace 
processing</xs:documentation> 
  </xs:annotation> 
  <xs:complexContent> 
   <xs:extension base="ParameterBaseType"> 
    <xs:attribute name="value" use="required"> 
     <xs:simpleType> 
      <xs:restriction base="xs:integer"> 
       <xs:minInclusive value="0"/> 
       <xs:maxInclusive value="100"/> 
      </xs:restriction> 
     </xs:simpleType> 
    </xs:attribute> 
   </xs:extension> 
  </xs:complexContent> 
 </xs:complexType> 
 <xs:complexType name="InterlaceThresholdType"> 
  <xs:annotation> 
   <xs:documentation>Threshold to adjust the interlace sensitivity</xs:documentation> 
  </xs:annotation> 
  <xs:complexContent> 
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   <xs:extension base="ParameterBaseType"> 
    <xs:attribute name="value" use="required"> 
     <xs:simpleType> 
      <xs:restriction base="xs:integer"> 
       <xs:minInclusive value="0"/> 
       <xs:maxInclusive value="100"/> 
      </xs:restriction> 
     </xs:simpleType> 
    </xs:attribute> 
   </xs:extension> 
  </xs:complexContent> 
 </xs:complexType> 
 <xs:complexType name="FreezeMinDurationType"> 
  <xs:annotation> 
   <xs:documentation>Number of frozen frames before sending a freeze event</xs:documentation> 
  </xs:annotation> 
  <xs:complexContent> 
   <xs:extension base="ParameterBaseType"> 
    <xs:attribute name="value" use="required"> 
     <xs:simpleType> 
      <xs:restriction base="xs:integer"> 
       <xs:minInclusive value="2"/> 
      </xs:restriction> 
     </xs:simpleType> 
    </xs:attribute> 
   </xs:extension> 
  </xs:complexContent> 
 </xs:complexType> 
 <xs:complexType name="FreezeThresholdType"> 
  <xs:annotation> 
   <xs:documentation>Freeze threshold to adjust the sensitivity</xs:documentation> 
  </xs:annotation> 
  <xs:complexContent> 
   <xs:extension base="ParameterBaseType"> 
    <xs:attribute name="value" use="required"> 
     <xs:simpleType> 
      <xs:restriction base="xs:float"> 
       <xs:minInclusive value="0"/> 
       <xs:maxInclusive value="20"/> 
      </xs:restriction> 
     </xs:simpleType> 
    </xs:attribute> 
   </xs:extension> 
  </xs:complexContent> 
 </xs:complexType> 
</xs:schema> 
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IV. Object detection and recognition - Metadata schema and example  
 

ObjectRecognitionResults.xsd 

 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!-- Mit XMLSpy v2014 rel. 2 sp1 (x64) (http://www.altova.com) von #3 (Fraunhofer-Institut für 
Digitale Medientechnologie) bearbeitet --> 
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:vc="http://www.w3.org/2007/XMLSchema-
versioning" elementFormDefault="qualified" attributeFormDefault="unqualified" vc:minVersion="1.1"> 
 <!-- Root element --> 
 <xs:element name="ObjectRecognitionResults"> 
  <xs:annotation> 
   <xs:documentation>Root element for object detection and  
   recognition annotation results.</xs:documentation> 
  </xs:annotation> 
  <xs:complexType> 
   <xs:choice minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 
    <xs:element name="meta"> 
     <xs:complexType> 
      <xs:sequence> 
       <xs:element name="timebase" type="TimeBase" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/> 
       <xs:element name="framesize" type="FrameSize" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/> 
      </xs:sequence> 
     </xs:complexType> 
    </xs:element> 
    <xs:element name="labels" minOccurs="0"> 
     <xs:complexType> 
      <xs:sequence> 
       <xs:element name="label" type="ObjectLabel" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
      </xs:sequence> 
     </xs:complexType> 
    </xs:element> 
    <xs:element name="frames"> 
     <xs:complexType> 
      <xs:sequence> 
       <xs:element name="frame" type="Frame" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 
        <!-- uniqueness of object id within frame --> 
        <xs:unique name="uniqueIDObject"> 
         <xs:selector xpath="./objects/object"/> 
         <xs:field xpath="@uid"/> 
        </xs:unique> 
        <xs:key name="ObjectKey"> 
         <xs:selector xpath="./objects/object"/> 
         <xs:field xpath="@uid"/> 
        </xs:key> 
        <xs:keyref name="ObjectKeyRef" refer="ObjectKey"> 
         <xs:selector xpath="./mappings/mapping"/> 
         <xs:field xpath="@object_ref"/> 
        </xs:keyref> 
        <xs:keyref name="LabelKeyRef" refer="LabelKey"> 
         <xs:selector xpath="./frames/frame/mappings/mapping"/> 
         <xs:field xpath="@label_ref"/> 
        </xs:keyref> 
       </xs:element> 
      </xs:sequence> 
     </xs:complexType> 
     <xs:unique name="uniqueTimestamp"> 
      <xs:selector xpath="./frame"/> 
      <xs:field xpath="@timestamp"/> 
     </xs:unique> 
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    </xs:element> 
   </xs:choice> 
  </xs:complexType> 
  <xs:key name="LabelKey"> 
   <xs:selector xpath="./labels/label"/> 
   <xs:field xpath="@uid"/> 
  </xs:key> 
 </xs:element> 
 <!-- Complex type definitions --> 
 <xs:complexType name="TimeBase"> 
  <xs:annotation> 
   <xs:documentation>Specifies the how to interpret timestamp values with  
   respect to one second. In order to achieve exact values its is specified  
   using a fraction (num, denum) values.</xs:documentation> 
  </xs:annotation> 
  <xs:attribute name="num" use="required"> 
   <xs:simpleType> 
    <xs:restriction base="xs:unsignedInt"> 
     <xs:minInclusive value="0"/> 
    </xs:restriction> 
   </xs:simpleType> 
  </xs:attribute> 
  <xs:attribute name="denum" use="required"> 
   <xs:simpleType> 
    <xs:restriction base="xs:unsignedInt"> 
     <xs:minInclusive value="1"/> 
    </xs:restriction> 
   </xs:simpleType> 
  </xs:attribute> 
 </xs:complexType> 
 <xs:complexType name="FrameSize"> 
  <xs:attribute name="width" use="required"> 
   <xs:simpleType> 
    <xs:restriction base="xs:unsignedInt"> 
     <xs:minInclusive value="1"/> 
    </xs:restriction> 
   </xs:simpleType> 
  </xs:attribute> 
  <xs:attribute name="height" use="required"> 
   <xs:simpleType> 
    <xs:restriction base="xs:unsignedInt"> 
     <xs:minInclusive value="1"/> 
    </xs:restriction> 
   </xs:simpleType> 
  </xs:attribute> 
 </xs:complexType> 
 <xs:complexType name="Frame"> 
  <xs:annotation> 
   <xs:documentation>The abstract description of an frame in  
   a video, i.e a single image</xs:documentation> 
  </xs:annotation> 
  <xs:sequence> 
   <xs:element name="objects"> 
    <xs:complexType> 
     <xs:sequence> 
      <xs:element name="object" type="Object" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
     </xs:sequence> 
    </xs:complexType> 
   </xs:element> 
   <xs:element name="mappings" minOccurs="0"> 
    <xs:complexType> 
     <xs:sequence> 
      <xs:element name="mapping" type="ObjectRefMapping" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
     </xs:sequence> 
    </xs:complexType> 
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   </xs:element> 
  </xs:sequence> 
  <xs:attribute name="timestamp" type="xs:float" use="required"/> 
 </xs:complexType> 
 <xs:complexType name="Object"> 
  <xs:annotation> 
   <xs:documentation>The abstract description of an object in  
   an image using a region and marker types.</xs:documentation> 
  </xs:annotation> 
  <xs:choice minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 
   <xs:element name="region" type="Region" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"> 
    <xs:unique name="uniquePointOrderIdx"> 
     <xs:selector xpath="./point"/> 
     <xs:field xpath="@orderIdx"/> 
    </xs:unique> 
   </xs:element> 
   <xs:element name="subobject" type="Object" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
   <xs:element name="marker" type="ObjectMarker" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
   <xs:element name="attribute" type="ObjectAttribute" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
  </xs:choice> 
  <xs:attribute name="uid" type="xs:string" use="required"/> 
  <xs:attribute name="type" type="ObjectType" use="required"/> 
 </xs:complexType> 
 <xs:complexType name="Point"> 
  <xs:annotation> 
   <xs:documentation>Describes a discrete position in an image</xs:documentation> 
  </xs:annotation> 
  <xs:attribute name="orderIdx" type="xs:unsignedInt" use="required"/> 
  <xs:attribute name="posX" type="NormalizedPositionValue" use="required"/> 
  <xs:attribute name="posY" type="NormalizedPositionValue" use="required"/> 
  <xs:attribute name="posHint" type="xs:string" use="optional"/> 
 </xs:complexType> 
 <xs:complexType name="Region"> 
  <xs:annotation> 
   <xs:documentation>An area of an image defined by multiple points</xs:documentation> 
  </xs:annotation> 
  <xs:sequence> 
   <xs:element name="point" type="Point" minOccurs="3" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
  </xs:sequence> 
 </xs:complexType> 
 <xs:complexType name="ObjectMarker"> 
  <xs:annotation> 
   <xs:documentation>Describes a discrete position that is part of an object</xs:documentation> 
  </xs:annotation> 
  <xs:complexContent> 
   <xs:extension base="Point"> 
    <xs:attribute name="type" type="ObjectMarkerType" use="required"/> 
   </xs:extension> 
  </xs:complexContent> 
 </xs:complexType> 
 <xs:complexType name="ObjectLabel"> 
  <xs:annotation> 
   <xs:documentation>A structure describing the identity (the label)  
   of a detected object.</xs:documentation> 
  </xs:annotation> 
  <xs:attribute name="uid" type="xs:string" use="required"/> 
  <xs:attribute name="name" type="xs:string"/> 
 </xs:complexType> 
 <xs:complexType name="ObjectRefMapping"> 
  <xs:attribute name="object_ref" type="xs:string" use="required"/> 
  <xs:attribute name="label_ref" type="xs:string" use="required"/> 
  <xs:attribute name="confidence" type="ConfidenceValue" use="optional"/> 
 </xs:complexType> 
 <xs:complexType name="ObjectAttribute"> 
  <xs:annotation> 
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   <xs:documentation>A simple name-value pair attribute type of objects</xs:documentation> 
  </xs:annotation> 
  <xs:attribute name="name" type="xs:string" use="required"/> 
  <xs:attribute name="value" type="xs:double" use="required"/> 
 </xs:complexType> 
 <!--Simple type definitions --> 
 <xs:simpleType name="ConfidenceValue"> 
  <xs:annotation> 
   <xs:documentation>A type for confidence values.</xs:documentation> 
  </xs:annotation> 
  <xs:restriction base="xs:float"> 
   <xs:minInclusive value="0.0"/> 
   <xs:maxInclusive value="1.0"/> 
  </xs:restriction> 
 </xs:simpleType> 
 <xs:simpleType name="NormalizedPositionValue"> 
  <xs:annotation> 
   <xs:documentation>A type for values of point specification  
   in a normalized range from 0..1.</xs:documentation> 
  </xs:annotation> 
  <xs:restriction base="xs:double"> 
   <xs:minInclusive value="0.0"/> 
   <xs:maxInclusive value="1.0"/> 
  </xs:restriction> 
 </xs:simpleType> 
 <xs:simpleType name="ObjectType"> 
  <xs:annotation> 
   <xs:documentation>Pre define types of objects. Those are subject to  
   change and depend on what the extractor is able to detect.</xs:documentation> 
  </xs:annotation> 
  <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
   <xs:enumeration value="FACE"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="EYE"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="NOSE"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="MOUTH"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="ANIMAL"/> 
  </xs:restriction> 
 </xs:simpleType> 
 <xs:simpleType name="ObjectMarkerType"> 
  <xs:annotation> 
   <xs:documentation>Pre defined types of object markers. Those are subject to  
   change and depend on what the extractor is able to detect.</xs:documentation> 
  </xs:annotation> 
  <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
   <xs:enumeration value="LEFT_EYE"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="RIGHT_EYE"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="MOUTH_CENTER"/> 
  </xs:restriction> 
 </xs:simpleType> 
</xs:schema> 
 

 

 

face_recognition_example.xml 
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <ObjectRecognitionResults 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="ObjectRecognitionResults.xsd"> 
 <meta> 
  <timebase num="1" denum="25"/> 
  <framesize width="1280" height="720"/> 
 </meta> 
 <labels> 
  <label uid="LABELID1" name="Barack Obama"/> 
  <label uid="LABELID2" name="Angela Merkel"/> 
  <label uid="LABELID3" name="Martin Luther King"/> 
 </labels> 
 <frames> 
  <frame timestamp="1"> 
   <objects> 
    <object uid="OBJECTID1" type="FACE"> 
     <region> 
      <point orderIdx="0" posX="0.2" posY="0.3" posHint="topleft"/> 
      <point orderIdx="1" posX="0.2" posY="0.5"/> 
      <point orderIdx="2" posX="0.4" posY="0.5"/> 
      <point orderIdx="3" posX="0.4" posY="0.3"/> 
     </region> 
     <subobject uid="OBJECTID13" type="EYE"> 
      <region> 
       <point orderIdx="0" posX="0.25" posY="0.31" posHint="topleft"/> 
       <point orderIdx="1" posX="0.25" posY="0.32"/> 
       <point orderIdx="2" posX="0.26" posY="0.32"/> 
       <point orderIdx="3" posX="0.26" posY="0.31"/> 
      </region> 
     </subobject> 
     <marker orderIdx="0" posX="0.255" posY="0.355" type="LEFT_EYE"/> 
     <attribute name="pose_value" value="0.4"/> 
    </object> 
    <object uid="OBJECTID2" type="FACE"> 
     <region> 
      <point orderIdx="0" posX="0.7" posY="0.25" posHint="topleft"/> 
      <point orderIdx="1" posX="0.7" posY="0.4"/> 
      <point orderIdx="2" posX="0.9" posY="0.4"/> 
      <point orderIdx="3" posX="0.9" posY="0.25"/> 
     </region> 
     <attribute name="pose_value" value="0.4"/> 
    </object> 
   </objects> 
   <mappings> 
    <mapping object_ref="OBJECTID1" label_ref="LABELID1" confidence="0.7"/> 
    <mapping object_ref="OBJECTID1" label_ref="LABELID3" confidence="0.3"/> 
    <mapping object_ref="OBJECTID2" label_ref="LABELID2" confidence="0.8"/> 
   </mappings> 
  </frame> 
  <frame timestamp="2"> 
   <objects> 
    <object uid="OBJECTID1" type="FACE"> 
     <region> 
      <point orderIdx="0" posX="1" posY="1"/> 
      <point orderIdx="1" posX="1" posY="1"/> 
      <point orderIdx="2" posX="1" posY="1"/> 
      <point orderIdx="4" posX="1" posY="1"/> 
     </region> 
    </object> 
   </objects> 
  </frame> 
 </frames> 
</ObjectRecognitionResults> 
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V. Glossary  
 

Annotation: Metdata attached to text, image, video or or other data. Often, annotations make reference to a 
specific part of the original data. 
 
Attribute: A named property, of elements and/or relationships, whose value domain can be restricted by a data 
type. An attribute usually consists of a name and a value. 
 
Cardinality: The number of times an instance of a relationship is permitted. An element with the cardinality status 
zero is optional. A relationship with the status one or more is mandatory. 
 
Content: Refers to the actual digital objects (videos, images and text objects) provided on IMC as well as the 
metadata describing these objects. 
 
Element: A semantic unit that is a major property of one or more entities. An element can have attributes. 
 
Enrichment: The act of annotating or tagging an object. It means to add new information to an object that is not 
available after the ingestion of the archives’ metadata in the IMC system. Enrichment in IMC will be carried out by 
automatic tools as well as humans. Information about films can be added on frame or shot level as well as about 
en entire object.   
 
Entity: A conceptual unit defining a focus of description. Entities can enter relationships with other entities. An 
entity can have attributes and can be composed of elements. 
 
Item: Instance of a digital object provided on IMC. 
 
Metadata: Metadata is information about content and concepts like persons or objects describing its 
characteristics to aid in its identification, discovery, interpretation and management. In IMC metadata is gathered 
from archives and generated through automatic and manual annotations. 
 
Object / Item (digital): The digitised film, image or text as provided by an IMC partner archive. 
 
Occurrences: The number of times an instance of an element can exist (zero, one or more). An element with the 
occurrence status zero is optional. An element with the status one or more is mandatory. 
 
Relation: A relation is a property that associates an entity to another entity. A relation can have attributes. 
 
Resource descriptive model: The part of the IMC metadata model that stores the data coming from the individual 
databases of the IMC partner archives.  
 
Resource annotation model: The part of the IMC metadata model that stores data generated by automatic tools 
or by manual data enrichment directly in the IMC system. 
 
Resource usage model: The part of the IMC metadata model that stores information on users of the IMC platform, 
the activities they carry out and the point in time they annotate or tag objects. 

 
Shot: Collection of frames, boundaries are defined by cuts from editing a video. 
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VI. Update of D6.1 after First Review (M16)  
 

 Two chapters (3.2.3 and 3.2.4) detailing ‘annotations on annotations’ and the ‘versioning of annotations’ 
were added to the deliverable.  

 


